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ABSTRACT 

Voliune holographic data storage uses the superposition of image holograms in 

a suitable medium to pursue large storage capacity and high readout rates. The 

holographic method of structuring the medium with data, and subsequent readout 

of those data structures, relies on an optical system with two distinct paths. The 

object path is typically a 4F system relaying a high space-bandwidth-product object 

to an image plane with the storage medium placed near the Fourier plane. Optical 

system parallelism, measured by space-bandwidth-produce, promotes both storage 

capacity and readout rate. The reference path is typically a relay with the field stop 

placed near the center of the storage material. 

We will consider how the properties of the object path optical system affect 

the storage capacity and readout rate. We wUl demonstrate that the object beam 

4F system can be optimized for the particular requirements of volume holographic 

storage, and that relatively simple optical systems can provide high parallelism. We 

will also consider the optical parallelism possible for standard optical disk storage, 

and how these results compare to voliime holographic storage. 

Finally, we will consider how the optical system of the reference path affects the 

storage capacity. We find that modifications to the reference beam, or apodization, 

can substantially mitigate the effects of interpage crosstalk, a fundamental noise 

source in volume holographic storage. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 History of Volume Holographic Memory 

Optical storage of analog information is at least as old as the cave paintings in 

Lascaux (25,000 years) [1]. This prehistoric information storage technique employed 

a planar storage medium (cave wall) which was marked with a fine stylus (sharpened 

point). More recent, digital optical storage techniques have also concentrated on 

marking a planar storage medium with a fine stylus (the point spread function of 

the addressing optics). This optical planar storage medium paradigm reaches its 

digital storage peak in optical disk technology, which is now shipped with many 

personal computers, but is approaching physiced limits in areal storage density and 

hence storage capacity for a convenient format. 

Magnetic storage technology is widespread and sophisticated, and the ultimate 

physical lindts for the magnetic storage have yet to be encoimtered, but magnetic 

storage is also based on planar storage media and point access with a stylus. Planar 
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media can be arraoiged in a more convenient 3D form (e.g., rolling a tape into a spiral 

or stacking disks vertically) but the access is still driven by mechanical motions of 

the storage media and the consequent sequential access of data. Sequential access is 

well suited to certain forms of data such as video and audio entertainment; however, 

sequential access is sub-optimal for large relational databases and dynamically linked 

documents where the logical organization of the data is not sequential or fixed, but 

instead depends on the individual request and hence favors rapid random access. 

The data rate of commercially successful sequentially organized memories is 

driven by access to a single point updated by the mechanical motion of the storage 

medium. Increasing the rate of motion increases the data rate; however, material 

strain limits^ will upperboimd the ultimate rate of motion. Optical storage permits 

convenient access over a region of space allowing access to a number of data tracks 

simultaneously. This optical storage parallelism is limited to linear access for planar 

media; however, as I will discuss in Chapter 3, even linear parallel access can be 

exploited to increase the aggregate data rate well beyond the serial data rate limit 

directly imposed by motion of the storage medium. Unfortimately, the mechanical 

motion of the storage mediimi will still limit, within a multiplier owing to paral

lelism, the aggregate data rate. Further, the advEintage of linear access over point 

access merely underscores the fact that higher dimensions of parallelism potentially 

allow even higher aggregate data rates. 

A superior future data storage system would avoid the limits in current mass data 

storage as identified, above. That is, a superior (high data rate) system would permit 

some systems, SMK may set a more restrictive upper bound to media velocity. 
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rapid database searches, would not require motion of the storage medium, would 

permit rapid random access, and would provide at least two-dimensions of paral

lelism. These essential requirements are possessed by volume optical data storage. 

The three-dimensional nature of the storage medivun permits simidtaneous storage 

of many two-dimensional images. When these images axe stored holographically 

(discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5) access to each image can be rapid as the 

storage medium remains stationary. Further, the distributed nature of holographic 

image storage and retrieval permits rapid keyword oriented database searches. 

These system advantages were sufficiently obvious to have made volume optical 

storage a staple of fictional mass storage stretching from 2001 to stardates well into 

the 24th centiiry. One might conclude that volrune optical storage is a dream of 

science fiction; however, a more traditional literature search shows that the 'Theory 

of Optical Information Storage in Solids" [2] is actually a product of relatively old 

(circa 1963) science fact. 

van Heerden's paper inspired corporate research labs [3] [4] [5] [6] who hoped to 

commercialize this new technology. These early efforts identified a promising system 

architecture composed of [7]: 

1. a laser, 

2. a laser beam deflector, 

3. an optical system, 

4. a page composer. 
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5. a detector array, 

6. a storage medium. 

Despite the promise of volume optical data storage, the VHM (voltmie holo

graphic memory) research funding did not directly drive the development of VHM 

component technology, however, VHM researchers could adapt existing technologies 

and scientific advancements to integrate a system. VHM researchers borrowed from 

commercial laser development, advanced acousto-optic signal processing, industrial 

semiconductor integrated circmts, and benefited from the non-linear optics research 

of "optical damage." Using these available technologies, VHM researchers were able 

to assemble proof of principle demonstrations by the early 1970s. [?] [4] [5] Unfortu

nately, these demonstrations were able to show the limits of the existing components 

but did not show a practical near-term system. 

None of the six identified components was deemed ideal in 1976. The optical 

system was thought to be nearest to ideal. The laser, the detector array, and the 

page composer were expected to improve independent of VHM research as each 

technology already benefited from a substantial conunercial market. Unfortxmately, 

the outlook for a useful storage VHM storage medium was considered to be, at 

best, impromising. No large commercial demand existed to drive the development 

of the preferred VHM storage materials and a detailed theoretical description of the 

photorefractive effect had yet to be discovered. 

The VHM research community has since 1976 researched many new materials 

[8], deduced suitable dynamical models for the photorefractive effect [9] [10], and 
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incorporated improved lasers, detectors, and page composers [11] [12] [13]. Despite 

these accomplishments, the basic system architectiire has beeu at most refined, the 

preferred storage material continues to be iron doped lithimn niobate (FerLiNbOa), 

and commercial page composers (now better known as spatial light modulators or 

SLMs) still imderwhelm the VHM community. While VHM development has lagged 

awaiting an ideal material, magnetic mass storage has continued to improve at a 

steady rate and hence has incrementally reduced the number of niches potentially 

avEiilable to alternate mass storage technologies. 

Was the US government misguided when the kickoff program for its most recent 

indxistrial policy effort began with a grant to develop holographic memory? What 

allure does volume optical storage possess to have been recently billed as "What's 

Next" by Byte magazine? [14] 

In answer to the first question, federal studies have indicated that military basic 

research matures into commercial products in roughly a 20 to 30 year time frame. 

[15] VHM is only slightly older than this, indicating that there is not yet a need to 

conclude that VHM is outdated or imworkable. As for the "allure" of VHM, optical 

storage and retrieval is the most convenient method for non-destructively evaluating 

the state of a volume memory [16], and, if even one bit of information could be stored 

in each degree of freedom, a conveniently sized volimie optical storage system could 

routinely provide roughly 100 gigabytes of storage. This potential capacity of volume 

optical storage is still orders of magnitude larger than the 1 gigabyte of magnetic 

mass storage commonly installed in current commercial personal computers despite 

30 years of continuous improvement in plemar magnetic media. 



While there is no reason to panic at the lack of practical VHM prototypes, 

the progress of magnetic storage and the passage of time have instilled a greater 

sense of urgency. This urgency is perhaps best shown by pre-competitive federal 

industrial funding for VHM and the founding of small VHM startup companies. 

New researchers have entered the VHM field concxuxent with the end of 30 years of 

research. There is a greater systems emphasis to newer research; however, careful 

study of the optical system has been postponed because optical science is thought 

to be well understood. Only recently have researchers begun to examine the optics 

in volume optical storage with the goal of identifying the system impacts. 

I will examine several optical system issues which have been largely overlooked 

in VHM research; however, these optical system issues arise in developing a useful 

VHM using near-term component technology. Rather than design an optical sub

system as a black-box independent of other storage sub-systems, I plan to find 

synergies in considering the optical system in the context of larger VHM goals such as 

capacity, parallelism, and data reliability. I will review rules and techniques of optics 

as applied to VHM, as a thorough understanding of these rules will permit me to 

manipulate these techniques to sviit my purpose of enabling high VHM performance. 

I will concentrate in Section 2.5 on detection of optical information in a VHM, and 

how error-correction-codes can enable information storage densities (in the presence 

of noise) to more closely approach theoretical limits. In Chapter 4,1 will explore the 

limits of optical parallelism and data rate for planar optical storage media. Later 

in Chapter 4,1 will derive upper boimds and realistic lower boimds to the capacity, 

parallelism, and storage density of VHM matching ray trace simulation results to 
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theoretical analysis obtained from third order aberrations. These VHM performance 

limits will prove to be significantly larger than comparable upper bounds established 

in Chapter 3 for optical parallel access to planar media. Finally, the crosstalk noise 

discussion in Chapter 5 will establish how storage density can be limited by crosstalk, 

£ind how optical apodization of the VHM can greatly extend this storage density 

limit. 
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Chapter 2 

OPTICAL DATA AND OPTICAL 
INFORMATION 

2.1 Storage and communication 

Optical data storage is often viewed as a complicated multidisciplinary topic that 

requires a detailed background in detectors, Foxirier and Fresnel diffraction, quan

tum optics, aberration theory, solid state physics, and materials science. Volimie 

holographic storage throws a few more standard texts on top of this daunting stack 

of journals, monographs, and textbooks as the optical data storage student must 

now consider Bragg diffiraction, electro-optics, non-linear optics, and acousto-optics 

— recently even cryogenic physics has turned out to be handy hobby. 

There is validity to this multidisciplinary viewpoint as there axe VHM compo

nents which require each of these specialties; however, one drawback to this outlook 

is that some basic truths are lost in the clutter of detail. Storage sj^ems form a 

channel from now (storage) to then (readout), and, fundamentally, storage is little 
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different from communication which describes a channel from here to there. In fact, 

one rather extreme optical "storage" scheme for a short term buffer in high speed 

commimications is simply a loop of fiber with the "readout" occurring at the time 

required for the signal light to traverse the loop. [17] 

Viewing data storage as a manifestation of commimication allows one to view the 

storage media as a chaimel, and to apply the communications theory developed for 

communications channels to VHM. The key question of maximizing storage capacity 

can be rephrased as maximizing the channel capacity. 

2.2 Optical resolving power 

A common introductory remark in optical data storage reports is that the storage 

capacity of an optical memory is proportional to the volume^ of the optical storage 

material divided by the volume resolution element of the optical addressing system. 

This coimt of optically addressable locations as a measure of storage capacity is a 

very satisfying concept intuitively, as are the vmderlying assiunptions that infonnar 

tion storage goes directly as 1 bit of information at each location and that the total 

information capacity is simply the product of 1 bit per location times the number of 

locations. Unfortunately, this common sense outlook merely postpones the critical 

thinking needed in determining the information capacity. The volimie of the stor

age material is easy to measure, but what precisely is the resolution of an optical 

sj^em? 

^or area, or length 
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The optical system which concerned many early workers in optics was the tele

scope. Astronomical observation with a telescope requires distinguishing the posi

tion of many stars in the telescope's field of view, some of which were inconveniently 

close together as imaged onto a film plate.^ The random noise level in these opti

cal systems was low, hence the primary consideration in the resolving power of the 

telescope was the minimum separation at which these stars could be distinguished. 

The ideal image of a star through an aperture (the Airy function) was well known 

by the late 19th century. 

The tails of the Airy distribution extend infinitely; however, the distribution does 

contain nulls. The spacing to the first of these nulls is used as a scale to compare 

definitions of optical resolution. Figure 2.1 [18] shows recall of two adjacent optical 

data spaced at greater than the Rayleigh resolution, at the Rayleigh definition of 

maximiun tolerable overlap (spacing at one null), at the Sparrow criterion (spacing 

such that no central minimum is observed), and, finally, indistinguishable spacing 

according to either the Rayleigh or Sparrow criterion. 

There is a significant resolution range between the clearly resolved spacings and 

the just resolved spacings. Moreover, even the "just" resolved Rayleigh and Sparrow 

criteria differ by 17%.^ This range would already prove problematic for the designer 

of a VHM. Unfortimately, the range is actually even less well defined. The "indis

tinguishable" overlap shown in Figure 2.1 can be resolved by applying an inverse 

or deblurring filter to correct the known transfer function of the optics (ignoring 

^or the retina of an astronomer 
^The Sparrow criteria is calculated for ID and incoherent light. 
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Resolved Rayleigh Sparrow Unresolved 

Figure 2.1: Resolution criteria 

nulls in the transfer function and noise in the measurement). This approach to 

reconstructing the original data from an observed outcome need not be limited to 

applying external knowledge of the transfer function. Goodman suggests a specific 

scheme to implement improvement in resolution beyond the classical limit by over-

sampling the observed data and applying a mathematical process known as analytic 

continuation. [19] If no noise is present diiring measurement a bounded object can 

be deblurred with arbitrary precision. [20] Thus, while clearly resolved might be 

agreed upon, the definition of unresolved can be a matter of numerical convenience. 

2.3 Noise limited capacity 

The key determinant of storage density is not the point spread function, but rather 

the inability to distinguish a particular symbol from a similar symbol due to the 

crosstalk imposed by the channel in the presence of finite random noise. This is 
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similax to the problem that must be solved in communication across a channel. The 

upper bound in transmission of symbols without error across a chemnel corrupted 

with AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) was solved by Shaimon in 1948. [21] 

For the purposes of this dissertation, crosstalk "noise" is often equal in importance 

to AWGN and must be included in the calculation of capacity. 

The most complete method of including crosstalk and AWGN is to compute 

ail possible states of the signal of interest given the known channel characteristics. 

Consider a simple example germane to optical storage — determining the maximum 

storage density of delta functions in one dimension for a given raw bit error rate 

(BER) when nearest neighbors contribute crosstalk in amplitude according to a hard 

limited channel corrupted by AWGN in power. The assimied hard-limited spatial 

frequency transfer function leads to the ID point spread function of a sinc(x/X).'* 

The AWGN is assvuned to provide a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 7.43. This SNR 

can be converted to a raw BER of 10"^ for an optimal threshold by evaluation of 

the error function. I will take the raw BER of 10"'^ and examine how the required 

SNR varies as a function of storage density. 

When the stored delta functions are separated by the spacing corresponding to 

one sine null of the optical PSF (Figure 2.2 solid line), the measured data at the 

sample points is imcorrupted by crosstalk. The only noise present is the AWGN, 

and a raw BER of 10"'* requires a signal-to-noise level with respect to random noise 

of SNRrandom = 7.43; however, at other spacmgs, crosstalk changes this SNRrondom 

requirement. In the case of reduced density storage (Figure 2.2 dotted line), the 

^We follow the definitioa found in [76]. 
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Figure 2.2: Nearest neighbor crosstalk in ID 

negative amplitude crosstalk reduces the separation of the observed 0 and 1 levels, 

so to maintain a raw BER of 10"'' the SNR mvist be increased. 

Common sense suggests that storing data closer than the optical PSF width 

(Figure 2.2 dash-dotted line) would cause crosstalk and require higher SNRromiom- In 

the limit this is certainly true; however, this is not necessarily true when the storage 

spacing is only slightly smaller than 1 null. On average, positive amplitude crosstalk 

increases the separation of the Is and Os and reduces the SNRroTufom requirement.® 

To show this, I chose a threshold® midway between the level of the highest 0 and 

the lowest 1. The required SNRrojutom to achieve a raw BER = lO"'* is shown 

as a function of storage density in Figure 2.3. Note that the TninimiiTn required 

'The effect of crosstalk on the seperation of Is and Os will be be critical in Chapter 5. 
^Other thresholds may provide better results but this threshold is simple. 
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SNRrarutem of 7.21 is obtained if I store my delta functions at 0.94 of the Rayleigh 

spacing and that if an SNRrandom of 7.43 is available I can store my delta functions 

at 0.87 of the Rayleigh spacing. By optimizing the optical system channel response 

(the crosstalk), I can improve the storage density by 15% at no cost in raw BER or 

SNR. 

Density^Rayleigh 

Figure 2.3: Crosstalk and Increased density storage 

2.4 Crosstalk noise 

As discussed in the previous section crosstalk is not "noise" in the strictest sense as 

knowledge of the channel along with complete knowledge (i.e., no AWGN) of the 

received data permits the observer to reconstruct the original data. The presence 

of AWGN provides one limit to this reconstruction ability of the observer. There is 
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also the practical problem of complexity. In some data storage systems, crosstalk 

can be approximated as zero outside of a few nearest neighbors; however, in Chapter 

5, I consider the case of inter-page VHM crosstalk and find that at least as many 

as 20,000 nearest neighbors can contribute significant crosstalk. [22] The process 

of ideally compensating for the crosstalk in the received signal when nulls exist in 

the transfer fmiction requires a measurement of the state of the data at each of the 

crosstalk contributing nearest neighbors. This is impractical for 20,000 neighbors. 

The complex electronics necessary to perform equalization over even relatively small 

numbers of crosstalk contributing data may be prohibitively expensive for a storage 

system designed for commercial markets. When the complexity of constructing an 

equalizer is excessive I can choose to regard crosstalk contribution as "noise;" the 

outcome of the crosstalk on the data of interest is unpredictable due to the "ran

dom" data stored throughout the memory. If crosstalk contributions are regarded as 

random then the appropriate moments of crosstalk noise statistics can be computed 

and added in quadrature to existing AWGN. 

2.5 Usable capacity gain by ECC 

We noted in Section 2.3 that joint optimization of signal-dependent noise (crosstalk) 

and the optical resolution can increase capacity; however, we subsequently noted 

that crosstalk estimates are difiScult in some cases of practical interest {e.g., a VHM). 

We now consider how knowledge of signal-independent noise can be used to guide 

optimization of the VHM and to increase capacity. 
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The BER metric is useful in oiir analysis because most information processing is 

done by humans using computers. Computers have a low tolerance for uncorrected 

bit errors — a single uncorrected bit error nmy result in an inaccurate result. Hu

mans, in turn, have a low tolerance of computer crashes. At a 200 Mbit clock rate, 

a BER of 10"^® allows on average rate < 1 bit error/month. 

This BER requirement can be translated into an SNR requirement when the 

dominant noise source is post-detection AWGN. Photorefractive storage materials 

incur a 1/A/^ (M is the niunber of multiplexed holograms or pages) loss in diffirac-

tion efficiency {rj), thus, BER concerns place an especially tight constraint on high 

capacity holographic storage. [25] [12] Error-correction codes (ECCs) decrease the 

raw SNR required for a desired-BER and hence increase the maximvrai niunber of 

pages that can be stored in a photorefractive memory. Unfortunately, ECCs require 

storage of redundant data, and this overhead (code rate, r) offsets the direct gain in 

M. Given sufficient coding gain, an improvement in digital user capacity (AM) will 

be guaranteed despite the coding overhead. Specifically, the increase in user page 

capacity (AM) for photorefractive storage media is 

Many types of ECCs have been discovered and each offers particular advantages. 

Reed-Soloman (RS) block codes are well imderstood [30] and serve as a useful point 

of comparison. [31] RS codes rely on processing symbols (groups of m bits rep

resenting a quantity with 2"* states) rather than bits. We can calculate the user 

S N Rfnin,unooded 
S N Itmin,coded 

(2.1) 
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observed SER (symbol error rate) after decoding {SER^ecode^ an RS block code by 

enumerating the possible outcomes of a noise-corrupted, thresholded block which 

consists of n symbols (n x m bits), n — k symbols of redxmdancy, and m such that 

n = 2^" - 1, 

Symbol Errors I Block Correct _ 
SERdecoded = — ' P(Block Correct) + 

n 
Symbol Errors I Block Incorrect _, , , _ 
— ! P(Block Incorrect). (2.2) 

n 

When the RS block is decoded correctly, no symbols are hi error, so only the second 

term in Equation 2.2 contributes to SER^jgcoded- The error correcting capability of 

an RS code is t symbols where 2t = n- k. Hence, the most likely cause of a block 

error is t + 1 symbol errors distributed over the block of n symbols.^ Assviming 

maximum likelihood decoding there will be 2t +1 errors in the n symbol block given 

that a block error exists. We can now rewrite Equation 2.2 as 

SER„^ = ( t + 1 ) - SESr-'-', (2.3) 

where SER is the symbol error rate of the corrupted block before decoding. We 

can connect BER to SER by noting that (1 — SER) = (1 — BER)"^, and thus, 

when errors are rare, SER « m BER. The relation between BER and SER can 

be used to modify Equation 2.3 and produce the relation between BERoecoded and 

BER 

^Successive terms in the binomial expansion represent a small correction if SER is small. 
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BER^Uu^oded = i + 1 ) . (2.4) 

A more thorough discussion of the ECC and capacity tradeoff is foimd in Neifeld 

and McDonald. [24] Neifeld and McDonald indicate there is an optimal RS code 

rate for maximizing the capacity gain in photorefractive memories. To document 

experimentally the capability of ECCs to extend the useful capacity of angularly 

multiplexed photorefractive volmne holographic memories, a simple recording sys

tem utilizing a Cu-doped KNSBN(60) recording medium measuring 5 mm x 5 mm 

X 5 mm was constructed. The photorefractive crystal was placed 2 cm beyond the 

back focal plane of a 20-cm focal-length lens used to produce the Fourier transform 

of the input data. The principal reference-to-object-beam full angle was 66° in air, 

and the angular separation between successive holograms of the 100 total was 0.02°. 

The reference beam power used during recording in these experiments was 8.8 mW, 

with a reference-to-object-beam intensity ratio of 10. A 100-hologram exposure 

schedide was chosen according to the technique given in Reference [12]. Verification 

of the 1/M^ SNR dependence is shown in Figvire 2.4, The readout power used in 

these measurements was 8.8 mW and was intentionally low so that a SNR lower 

bound could be achieved for relatively small values of M. 

Examples of reconstructed holograms whose SNR's correspond to SNR = 13 and 

SNR = 3 are shown in Figure 2.5. If SNRmm,uncoded = 13 then for the optimal code 

identified in [24] then these images correspond to acceptable SNR without (left) and 

with (right) coding. Further, these example images correspond to a user capacity 
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Figure 2.4: Stored holograms vs. 1/M^ 

gain of 100%. In these experiments the image SNR was defined as the ratio of the 

signal separation (high level minus low level) to the signal standard deviation, and 

was measured with a frame grabber and associated finalysis software. The random 

data images shown in Figures 2.5 contain 30 x 30 pixels, where each pixel measiires 

200 fj.m X 200 /xm. The image at the left of Figure 2.5 depicts an example of a high 

SNR inMige (SNR = 13) characteristic of the Af = 40 memory, while the image to 

the right shows a low SNR image (SNR = 3) characteristic of the M' = 100 memory. 

The 14 X 14 pixel region of the low SNR image devoted to error-correction bits for 

a RS code characterized by a code rate of r = 0.8 is indicated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: SNR images 

2.6 Summary 

In this introduction, we explored optical storage at a system level and limited our 

consideration to optical capacity, signal, and noise. We identified synergies in joint 

optimization of these parameters which permitted storage capacity gains of as much 

as 100% for the cost of ECC coding and decoding. We will now seek, at the com

ponent level, additional optical design synergies which will improve data storage 

throughput, density, capacity, and lifetime. 
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Chapter 3 

OPTICAL DISK PARALLELISM 

3.1 Why study optical disks? 

We will begin the study of optical storage with a consideration of planar optical 

memories, specifically, with optical disks. This, at first, appears roimdabout given 

the ostensible purpose of this dissertation, and observing that optical disks are nei

ther volimietric in storage and nor parallel in readout. Why then study optical disks 

here? Planar optical storage is a historical contemporary of volume optical storage^ 

but enjoys an enviable commercial acceptance.^ Study of disk storage may prove 

instructional in designing a commercially acceptable voliune storage system. More 

important, optical disks have been extended to a kind of volume storage (DVD), 

and, as we disctiss in this chapter, can also be extended to provide a degree of paral

lelism. If a parallel, volume optical storage in a solid is to find a niche in the storage 

^VanHeerden published back to back papers in 1963 describing planar storage first and volume 
storage second. 

non-exhaustive litany of optical disk applications includes ROMs {e.g., Audio CD, CD-ROM, 
Videodisk, DVD, CD Jukebox), WORAfe (e.g., PhotoCD), and RWE {e.g., M/0, Pha% Change). 
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market it miist provide significantly better capacity and parallelism than a modified 

optical disk system. 
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3.2 Lens design for parallel access to optical disks 

Commercial disk systems image a point source onto the disk storage medium. This 

point source is an optically corrected version of the output from a single laser diode, 

and the image is diffraction limited. The data bearing area of an optical disk is 

spatially multiplexed at a resolution approaching the ideal physical limit imposed 

by the wavelength of light. As a resxilt of this near ideal multiplexing, nearly all 

the spatial degrees of freedom of the storage meditun are filled. This nearly optimal 

use of the available spatial degrees of freedom of the storage mediiun provides the 

high capacity^ that, in part, accoimts for the success of these systems. The lens is 

as two dimensional as the storage medimn and likewise has two dimensional degrees 

of freedom; however, the access mode of commercial optical disk systems has been 

exclusively serial and has grossly underutilized the inherent parallelism of the lens 

imaging. 

Parallel readout of many tracks is not new. The use of the full two dimensional 

imaging properties of the optical head (disk readout lens) was reported by Neifeld 

[32] in an image correlator. A beam of area > 2 mm x > 4 mm was imaged onto the 

disk. The imaging requirement is that this on-axis beam be of imiform irradiance 

over a certain area. This area imaging task is straightforward, as the readout head 

is designed to image at a far more demanding resolution corresponding to the store 

image pixels. This imiform beam was then spatially modulated by the local disk 

reflectivity according to an image stored at that disk location. This image was 

3682 MB [26] 

f-
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then relayed to a two dimensional detector array. The image size on the disk was 

2 mm X 4 mm and was composed of 3 x 5 characters of roughly 5x5 pixels 

for approximately 17 x 29 pixels.^ The two dimensional format of the image was 

critical for the two dimensional correlation application; however, the update rate of 

a spiiming disk is inherently one dimensional. For computer data applications two 

dimensional data on a disk is not helpful. Consider data stored as images of 128 x 

128 pixels. The average aggregate data rate (ADR) is the same (one radial line of 

100 pixels per cycle), but the data arrives in spikes (a new image of 10,000 pixels 

is centered only once per 100 cycles) requiring far greater peak bandwidth in the 

supporting electronics. 

As mentioned above, the ADR is limited by the one dimensional update nat

ural to the spinning disk. Conveniently, the design of the optics, as well as the 

electronics, is simplified when one dimensional designs are considered. This one 

dimensional imaging &om a spiiming disk to increase ADR has received attention 

from researchers. Early research used an array of point sources. RCA split a single 

high power laser into 8 channels ui 1983 for an ADR of 100 Mb/s. [37] To avoid 

the requirement for a high power laser source, quality optical fanout optics, and an 

array of independent light modidators, researchers have used laser diode arrays for 

reading optical disks [43]. This approach has been limited by mechanical tolerances 

of the diode array smile (distortion of the array package such that the diodes appear 

on a curve) [44] and thermal tolerances (which reqtiire diode elements to be sepa

rated by many track widths, substantially complicating tracking). [43] [45] Future 

^These pixels are far larger than the 1 micron data marks typically made on a CD-ROM for 
data storage applications 
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versions of such a system may be able to employ VCSEL arrays to avoid both the 

mechanical and thermal issues which have limited previous designs. 

A radical design change was made by the research group at UCSD in investigating 

one dimensional parallel access to an optical disk. [35] The data was stored not as 

individual pixels, but instead as the Fourier transform of the one dimensional array. 

The reflected light is processed with the inverse Fourier transform and the recalled 

array is sent to the user. The analog Fourier transformations are inherent in the lens 

operation, hence requiring no new electronics. The Fourier plane one dimensional 

storage provides a degree of error suppression [47] and simplifies certain mechanical 

servo systems during readout [35]. Throughput rates as high as 25 Gb/s are possible 

m a final system version [36]; however, this approach requires a completely new data 

format on the disk and can not be made backward compatible to current disks in 

any simple fashion. 

A superior system would provide the one dimensional parallelism with pixels 

formed on the disk surface/object plane, but would avoid the optics required for 

critically imaging an array of sources onto an array of data tracks. Our proposed 

system satisfies each of these requirements. We use a cross-track line of illumination 

imaged onto the disk illimiinating an array of tracks simultaneously and a lens 

optimized for an extended field to image the illimiinated data in parallel to a ID 

detector array. Figure 3.1 depicts one example of such a line access parallel readout 

imaging system. We develop a design method to optimize the performance of parallel 

readout disk based storage systems. We use this methodology to derive limits on 

the parallelism of single element aspheric objectives. This analysis is extended to 
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Figure 3.1: Optical head with ID parallel readout. 

include vignetting costs and improvements in system performance owing to the use 

of field flattening techniques in the detector arm. We find that substantial increases 

in parallelism and data rate are achieved with neither a substantial loss in total disk 

capacity nor an excessive objective lens complexity. 

3.3 Design method 

Our design goal for optical disk storage is to optimize readout ADR, which is related 

to the resolution of the stored data both in space and time. If the stored data is 

well resolved in space then we can achieve high parallelism. If the data is well 

resolved in time (z.e., high signal to noise ratio) then we can achieve high serial 

data rate. ADR is the product of the serial data rate (temporal bandwidth) and 
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the parallelism. We first investigate readout parallelism through a lens optimization 

study. A useful metric for parallelism is Space Bandwidth Product (SBP), which 

can be interpreted as the number of points resolvable by the readout optics. In 

this chapter, we limit our calculation of the SBP to the mmiber of points resolvable 

along a line segment. This restriction is meaningful in the context of planar data 

storage media. The aberrations of the readout optics were assumed to be dominated 

by the aberrations of the objective. We justify this assimaption by noting that the 

objective must operate at the highest NA® of any element in the optical system 

and mass limitations preclude multi-element objectives. The SBP can be defined 

as a ratio of the field size (H) on the disk to the maximum spot size over that field 

{rmax)- Because we wish to preserve disk capacity, our approach to maximizing 

SBP begins with reqiiiring the on-axis resolution element (ro) to be as small as 

diffraction allows. A single spherical element suffers from a variety of abberations 

which limit tq to some value larger than the difeaction limit. For example, spherical 

aberration (SA3) demonstrates itself as a focal length which varies with radius (r) 

in the pupil of the objective. Aspheric correction departs from the base sphere to 

hold the focus constant across the entire aperture of the objective providing for 

an on-axis difeaction limited spot. Oxir parallel readout objective will incorporate 

aspheric corrections to the sixth power of radius in order to correct the dominant 

terms of SA3. The aspheric surface equation, 

n r-.2 
Z (3.1) 

^to provide diffiraction limited resolution for reading the data stored on the disk 
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describes points (r, z) on the surface of the lens. [39] Each Oi term corresponds to the 

aspheric coefficient for the term in the power series expansion of surface vs. the 

radial distance from the lens vertex. The curvature (c) and the conic constant («) 

describe the object as a base spheroid, paraboloid or hyperboloid. As the field size 

increases beyond an infinitesimal point, aberrations dependent on field angle begin 

to grow. These aberrations are characterized to third order as coma, astigmatism 

and field curvature. As long as the field (and field angle) remain small, these off-

axis aberrations are small on the scale of the di&action limited spot and may be 

neglected; however, at some field emgle these aberrations may no longer be ignored 

and Tmax grows. To increase SBP, the field must be as large as possible while holding 

the spot at or near the diffiraction limit. The lens design optimization method used 

here chooses the lens parameters best smted to minimizing these aberrations for a 

given field, and hence, maximizes the SBP. The free parameters in the optimization 

of the lens are shown in Equation 3.1 as c,«, 02, 04 and Ce for both sxirfaces of the 

objective. One additional degree of freedom utilized in our lens optimizations is the 

working distance from the objective to the disk substrate. The results of the lens 

study are provided in lens optimization section. 

The lens designs discussed above are concerned with resolving the stored data on 

a plane. Dynamic operation of the objective requires focus and tracking servos to 

follow the imperfect motions of the disk to hold the data resolved in depth. These 

servos are limited in force and require a low mass optical head to keep response timp 

short and to maintain high temporal bandwidth. A servo model will be treated 

at the end of Section 3.6. An infinite conjugate {e.g., 4F system) approach to the 
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design of the optical readout system minimizes the moving mass by leaving only 

the objective under servo control. [33] A schematic of such a system is shown in 

Figure 3.1. Aberrations can be balanced when split among several lenses, suggesting 

a multi-element objective design; however, the moving mass limitations driven by 

servo capabilities demand the use of a single element objective. Additionally, because 

aberrations grow with the NA of the lens and the objective operates with the highest 

NA in the system, the objective can be assumed to limit the overall optical system 

performance. 

3.4 SNR and Intersymbol Interference 

We wiU use the detector integration time (or its inverse, bandwidth) as a measure of 

the resolution of the stored data in time. After this integration time we require that 

errors in determining the signal not appreciably exceed a raw bit error rate (BER) 

of 10"'' (established by the media defect rate). [33] This BER can be translated to a 

TniTiimnm SNR of 7.4 under the assumption of additive Gaussian noise with a \miform 

power spectral density. [40] We observe that additional SNR is not helpful since the 

media defect rate will then limit the BER. Further, the SNR we have determined is 

used as a reference — the power calculations will scale linearly in SNR. For a fixed 

SNR requirement of 7.4, we can reduce the integration time by increasing the signal 

or decreasing the noise. The sources of random noise in optical detectors are well 

understood. Noise contributions arise from both the detector and the pre-amplifier 

and are primarily shot and thermal (Johnson). Our demand for a large array of 

detectors at a commercially acceptable cost forces use of relatively imsophisticated 
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detection with relatively high noise levels. We assume the use of differential detection 

together with a simple transimpedance pre-amplifier to determine the random noise 

levels at various bandwidths. We compute the bandwidth assimiing a rotation rate 

of 4800 rpm with data of w 1 micron and a minimum track radius of 33 mm. For 

the bandwidth (« 16 MHz), parallelism (« 100) and power levels considered here, 

Johnson noise is foimd to be dominant, restilting in a noise equivalent current (input 

to pre-amplifier) of 4.5 nA at 16 MHz. [41] 

There is an additional, inherent source of noise in parallel detection — crosstalk, 

or Intersymbol Interference (ISI). As I discussed in Section 2.3, crosstalk is not tndy 

random and can, in principle, be calculated and compensated for through appropri

ate equalization; however, we chose a simple detector system without equalization 

to maintain low cost. In this case therefore, we will treat ISI as a noise source whose 

maximum level is determined by the disk geometry (z.e., bit separation) and the 

optical resolution of the readout system. The disk is modeled locally as square bits 

on a square grid. ISI is calcvdated from 120 nearest neighbors in the square array; 

however, the primary contributions will arise from the cross-track bits as these are 

strongly illuminated. Consequently, the duty cycles in-track and cross-track need 

not be equal, but we will assume them to be equal to simplify the analysis. We 

examine ISI by holding applied optical power per channel £ind mark length constant 

whUe allowing the period of the data to vary. To make these results generic to 

optical systems of varying NA, focal length, and A, the mark length {Mi) is set at 

the resolution limit of the optical system, and the center to center spacing (spatial 

period or T) is represented indirectly by using the spatial duty cycle A = MJT 
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of the data stored on the disk. The ISI is a measiirement of detected power (on a 

square detector equal in area to the image of the signal bit in the detector plane) 

when the signal bit is off divided by the power detected if the signal bit is on. We 

estimate the worst case ISl as power measured at an off detector when all neighbors 

of the signal bit are on. Figure 3.2 shows the dependence of ISI on duty cycle. ISI 
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Figure 3.2: Intersymbol Interference vs. Duty Cycle. 

is small for A < 0.9 but grows much larger for A > 0.9. This suggests an upper 

bound of A » 0.9. In setting ISI to a prescribed mayiTmnn value, we dictate a 

particular data density. Reducing the duty cycle for a fixed mark length reduces the 

ISI rapidly, but also reduces capacity. Thus, we wish to choose the most dense pack

ing consistent with system power requirements to ensure the highest capetcity per 

media unit. If A and T were varied while the disk rotation rate was held constant, 

the signal bandwidth and Johnson noise would vary. Alternatively, we can achieve 
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a fixed bandwidth and Johnson noise by associating with any change in period a 

compensating change in the disk rotation rate so as to mainteiin constant serial data 

rate. Oiir analysis will consider both cases. The fimctioxial forms of the signal power 

(S) measured at the detector, the noise power (N), and the normalized signal to 

noise ratio SNRnorm for these two models are 

[M] [1_/S/(A)]. (3.2) 

N  =  k B ,  (3.3) 

SNI^ = [A^] X 11 - /S/ (A)]. (3.4) 

SNiiSn. = [A^] X [ 1 - /S/ (A)l X i (3.5) 

where P is the total source power, B is the bandwidth, rj is the system throughput 

and the superscripts distinguish between fixed and variable disk rotation rates. In 

Equation 3.2, the first MiJT describes the signal loss associated with the duty cycle 

of the recorded data under illimiination. The second MifT term arises from the 

approximate dwell time of the illuminating line on the data bit relative to the time 

required for traveling between bits. We ignore constants informing 5iVilnorm. Using 

Equation 3.4 for the fixed bandwidth model and Equation 3.5 for the fixed rotation 

rate model, we generate Figure 3.3 for SNRnorm A and seek a peak, because 

when SNRnorm reaches its maximum value P is minimized for a given SNR. In 

the case of a fixed bandwidth the noise is held constant and the SNRnorm reflects 

a tradeoff between ineflScient reflection of the signal when duty cycle is low and 

poor contrast of the signal when the duty cycle is high. For A approaching 1, 

[ 1 — ISI (A)] approaches a constant, residting in leveling of SNR!^^. For Hmftll 
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Figvire 3.3: NormEilized SNR vs. Duty Cycle 

A, /5/(A) is essentieilly zero and, because oc in the fixed bandwidth 

model and cx A in the fixed rotation rate model, SNRnorm approaches 

zero. For the case of constant rotation rate, the change in duty cycle also results 

in a change in the bandwidth, and hence the noise. Thus, we expect lower duty 

cycles and lower noise bandwidths to show higher SNR^rm- This trend is evident 

in Figure 3.3 but the pealc is the same in both cases at A = 1. We find that a duty 

cycle of « 100% results in maximimi SNRnorm and, therefore, corresponds to the 

miTiiTTniTn power required in the system. 
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This section will describe the residt of objective lens optimization for parallel read

out. As discussed in the design method (Section 3.3), the objective is allowed to 

incorporate even aspherics to sixth order. This serves to correct ray aberrations with 

strong dependence on the pupil — namely spherical of third (cx r^) and fifth order 

(<x r®). As we are interested in the variation in SBP against NA and focal length, 

we fix several parameters in the design. The thickness of the lens is fixed in relation 

to its size such that the edge thickness is 20% of the part diameter. The index of 

the lens is fixed throughout the study by choice of polycarbonate as a material (n 

= 1.585). Glass may be desirable for environmental and material tolerances and 

equivalent optical designs can be achieved by proper glass choice, but polycarbonate 

insures low cost uijection molded components and low mass. The optimized optical 

path includes propagation through the 1.2 mm thick polycarbonate substrate (n = 

1.585) of the optical disk. 

The parameter we chose to characterize the optical resolution is a radius of 

encircled energy. We chose an encircled energy less than that corresponding to the 

first null of the Airy disc (« 80%). Our choice excludes the region where the slope of 

radius vs. encircled energy is small because in this region a small change in energy 

distribution can cause a misleadingly large change in radius. Nonetheless, a large 

encircled energy tends to give a better intuitive feel for the spot size and crosstalk. 

We chose a 70% encircled energy criterion. For each optical system — i.e., each NA, 

^Plastic materials may have excessive birefringence, which may compromise the polarization 
purity needed for some optical storage schemes. 
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each A, each focal length and each maximum field — we re-optimize to minimize 

the largest spot in the field. We allow the working distance, the curvatures, and the 

aspheric coeflBcients to vary for each cycle in the iterative optimization of the lens. 

The design program refines parameters of the lens on the basis of a merit fmiction 

which measures the optimality of the lens. The merit function is initially the sum 

of squared transverse ray errors measured firom the chief ray for several field angles. 

The iterative procedure finds a local design optimum in which the merit function is a 

minimuTTi. Many such local minima exist in the design space, and the designer must 

verify the suitability of the particular solution in terms of ease of fabrication, stability 

over expected tolerance ranges, and potential for improvement given a different 

starting condition. When the system has achieved a desired geometric optimimi, the 

merit function is altered to include the diffiraction 70% encircled energy criterion. 

The diffiraction calculations are more nmnerically intensive, but better describe the 

actual system when operating near the diffraction limit.^ The lens is re-optimized 

and the refined lens is evaluated by the designer. If the designer is satisfied, the 

lens is accepted and stored. Figure 3.4 shows the results of our lens optimizations 

for one of the focal lengths considered. Each data point in each graph represents 

a separate optimization, and so Figure 3.4 is computationally intensive. In Figiure 

3.4 we show the optimum spot radius vs. maximum field required on the disk for f 

= 5 mm. We examine three combinations of NA and A to show the effect of trends 

in optical data storage towards increased data density. [33] [42] To model current 

systems we employ NA = 0.45 and A = 820 nm. For future systems we improve 

^The lens optimizations in this chapter were performed on a 25 MHz 80386. Minimizing the 
computation load by finding an approximate optimimi with ray-tracing was important in hnlHing 

the computation to a reasonable tiniie. 
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Figure 3.4: Optimized spot radius at each maximimi field for 5 mm focal length. 

to NA = 0.55 with A = 780 nm and finally to NA = 0.60 and A = 670 nm. We 

find that the di&action limited spot can be maintained over significant fields with 

larger diffiraction limited fields for longer focal lengths. Systems using higher NA 

show smaller diffiraction limited spots (shown by smaller at field size H « 0 

microns), but larger aberration limited spots (shown by larger Vmax for large H). 

This effect is demonstrated in Figure 3.4 for f = 5.0 mm. Since SBP = H/rmax^ we 

find that the SBP increases linearly with field until aberrations begin to drive the 

spot size. The peak SBP therefore tends to occiir slightly after the spot departs 

from the diffiraction limit. Peak SBP occiirs at leurger fields as focal length grows. 

This is because the diffiraction limited field is a function of field angle. In the case 

of no etdded field flattening optics in the detector path, the mftyiTninn SBP tends 

to increase with focal length as shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 for various NAs. 
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The difference between peak SBP values appears to be greatest for the small jump 

from NA = 0.55 to NA = 0.60. This jump is driven by the accompanying decrease 

in A from 0.78 microns to 0.67 microns. 
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Figiire 3.5; SBP at each maximimi field radius; NA = 0.45, A = 820 nm. 
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Figure 3.6: SBP at each maximum field radius: NA = 0.55, A = 780 nm. 
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Figure 3.7: SBP at each maximum field radius: NA = 0.65, A = 670 nm. 

The detected signal is derived from a system transmission of 0.24%. The system 

reflectivity and throughput is assumed to be 77 = 0.3%, the duty cycle area efiBciency 

is optimized at 100% and the quantvim efficiency is set to a constant 80% for the 

small wavelength range considered. Vignetting is, for the moment, neglected but 

is included later. When the wavelength is reduced, additional power is reqviired 

because the responsivity decreases. We assiune low 77 to generalize the results to 

low reflectivity systems (such as magneto-optical storage). The sovirce power (Pg) 

required to maintain the required SNR of 7.4 at a constant disk rotation rate of 

4800 rpm follows the SBP curve directly when the spot is diffiraction limited. When 

Tmax grows beyond the diffraction limit, the curves for P, and SBP are functionally 

different due to the interrelation of r^ax and temporal bandwidth. SBP continues to 

grow even though rmax grows beyond the diffraction limit if rmax grows more slowly 
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than H; however, the temporal bandwidth of the detected signal always falls as rmax 

grows for a fixed rotation rate. P, is related to bandwidth, and reduced bandwidth 

corresponds to reduced Pa\ hence, the Pa vs. H curve falls off more rapidly than the 

SBP curve, as is evident in Figiu'es 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. 
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Figure 3.8: Maximum source power at each maximum field radius: NA = 0.45, A = 
820 nm. 
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Figure 3.9: Maximum source power at each maximirai field radius: NA = 0.55, A = 
720 mn. 
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Figure 3.10: Maximtmi source power at each maximum field radius: NA = 0.65, A 
= 670 nm. 
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Figure 3.11: Sideview of vignetting. 

Figure 3.12: Example of detector-plane irradiance in the presence of vignetting 
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Vignetting is a iSeld dependent loss driven by the imperfect overlap of the re

turned energy with the aperture of the objective as shown in Figure 3.11. If vi

gnetting lowers system eflBciency, the source power must be increased to hold SNR 

constant. The primary effect of vignetting on the results thus far will be a require

ment for increased P,. Severe vignetting will suppress the detected power of bits 

at the edge of the field. This effect is depicted in Figure 3.12 in which we see a 

distribution of power in the detector plane with the outermost bits vignetted. 

The scede of the detected energy is reduced for spots at larger fields by vignetting. 

Vignetting increases with increasing required field angle; however, vignetting de

creases with increasing NA as the ratio of vignetted angles to unvignetted angles is 

smaller given the greater angular collection in higher NA systems. The systems of 

greatest interest are those for which the SBP is maximized. Hence, we extract SBP 

peaks from the curves in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 and use the associated values of 

H, f and NA to calcidate the effect of vignetting in each case. This data is shown in 

Figure 3.13, which depicts the vignetting limited system throughput vs. f. 

We find in the designs studied here that vignetting effects have small impact, the 

systems of greatest interest showing vignetting of only « 5%. Systems with shorter 

focal length do show greater vignetting. Current disk standards include a 1.2 mm 

substrate thickness that ultimately lower boimds the focal length of the objective. 

Futinre designs with reduced substrate thickness (< 1.2 mm)® allow a potentially 

shorter focal length and may encounter a limit in parallelism due to vignetting. 

^DVD standards allow a 0.6 mm substrate thickness but the requirement for backvrard com
patibility will likely preclude a significantly shorter focal length objective [48] 
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Figure 3.13: Vignetted transmission for systems of maximmn parallelism. 

3.6 Aggregate Data Rate 

Aggregate data rate (ADR) can be defined as the product of the temporal bandwidth 

(i.e., serial data rate) and the SBP. Lens diameter (D) and mass strongly affect 

both of these qvialities — serial data rate is limited by servo capabilities and SBP 

is implied from optical system performance for a specific F/# and D. From this 

point on, we restrict oiir data to the peaks in SBP identified in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 

3.7. That is, for a particular f and NA we use only the H which results in the peak 

SBP. We now wish to show how lens mass is a resource required to achieve peak 

SBP and ADR. Lens mass is  re la ted to  the diameter  of  the  lens  (D = 2 x  /  x NA) 

and, for a particular NA, to f. To maintain clarity in the figures we will use f as 

the independent variable to show the mass cost of a particular design. Figure 3.14 
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shows the relationship between peak SBP and f. 
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Figure 3.14: Maximum parallelism vs. focal length. 

For the case of no added field flattening optics, maximimi SBP tends to increase 

with focal length for a fixed NA as noted above. Using the results in Figure 3.14, 

together with the source power data, we can determine the power required for these 

peak SBP cases. Figure 3.15 shows the required P, vs. f at the SBP peaks. Figiure 

3.16 shows the ADR vs. f, disregarding the influence of lens mass. The observed 

peak is ADR « 4 Gbps for NA = 0.60, A = 670 nm and f = 12.5 mm. A simple model 

incorporating lens mass into the ADR calculation dedicates a fixed actuator force 

to the motion of the optical head. We specify that the actuator provide sufficient 

force for an optical head designed for NA = 0.45 with a focal length® of 5 mm. 

^The Applied Optics text incorrectly states 'a diameter of 5 mm.' 
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Figure 3.16: Aggregate data rate at various lens focal lengths with no lens mass 
constraint. 
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Figure 3.17: Aggregate data rate at various lens focal lengths with lens mass con
straint. 

We assume that the head mass is proportional to the lens mass. When the peak 

achievable acceleration of a lens falls below that needed for a 4800 rpm disk, the 

rotation rate of the disk must be reduced. This reduction in rotation rate will result 

in a smaller serial data rate and a corresponding decrease in ADR. Specifically, the 

hard-limited force model leads to u; = wo for M < Mq and u cx for M > Mq 

where cu is the rotational frequency of the disk, wq is 4800 rpm, M is the mass of 

the objective lens, and Mq is the mass of an objective at the standard of NA = 

0.45 and f = 5 mm. Figure 3.17 shows the ADR vs. f imder this force. The ADR 

increases with lens focal length until the available force becomes insufficient. This 

mass model leads to a well defined peak ADR w 2 Gbps for NA = 0.60, A = 670 

imi and f = 5.0 mm. 
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Another unportant consideration is disk capacity. We measure capacity as the 

areal density of bits on the disk as determined by the optical system resolution. As 

described in Section 3.5, minimum spot size is tightly coupled to peak SBP. Hence, 

we find that maximum capacity and peak SBP systems are generally compatible. 

3.7 Impact of field flattening 

Aberrations limit maximum SBP. On-axis performance can be degraded by spheri

cal aberration; however, our designs incorporate aspheric corrections which restore 

on-axis diffiraction limited performance. Several aberrations limit the off-axis perfor

mance. These include Petzval and astigmatic field curvatures and coma. The field 

curvature terms are quadratic in field angle while coma is linear. The linear term 

(coma) wovdd ordinarily predominate at small angles; however, proper choice of thin 

lens shape for the given index can reduce the coefficient for coma to zero. Thijs, the 

field curvature tends to degrade the off-axis performance. If we insist on imaging 

to a flat plane when field curvature is present, the best compromise is to set the 

plane to intersect the curved surface mid-field and leave both extremes of the field 

slightly out of focus. We see this trend in our data. To third order, there are two 

contributions to the curvature of the field. The first contributor is Petzval curva

ture, which defines the sphere on which best fociis occurs absent other aberrations. 

The second contributor to ciirvature is astigmatism, which featiires two surfaces of 

best focus — the sagittal and tangential surfaces. The surface of least confusion is 

the medial surface which is defined the simi of the Petzval and the astimagtic 

curvature. The medial surface for a sjrstem of positive elements is inward curving 
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(toward the lens) and can be corrected in the detector arm by a curved detector 

plane or by field flattening optics; however, compensating for the difference between 

sagittal and tangential curved fields would require more sophisticated solutions. 

The wavefront aberration coefficients for medial surface defocus (W220Af) and 

astigmatism (W222) for a thin lens with the stop at the lens are 

Medial surface defocus and astigmatism show the same scaling for increase in 

the optical focusing power (0) and Lagrange invariant (L, also known as etendue or 

throughput). The scaling for field size (implied in the optical invariant) varies as 

the square. To obtain the increase in the allowed field size after applying a perfect 

medial surface field flattener we can equate the aberrations as 

W2a)MsiLV(i + 2), 
4 n 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

W222 = W220Af (3.8) 

(3.9) 

where Lq is the proportional to the allowed field size before field flattening and U 

is after. 
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We can solve for the increase in field allowed by flattening the medial surface as 

Perfectly eliminating the medial surface curvature would allow an increase in field of 

« 15%. This increase would apply to SBP peaks and Pa as well. Hence, while field 

flattening would serve to increase the diffiraction limited field and would certainly 

be applied in a commercial system, the overall benefit is relatively minor and would 

not change any of the curves presented aside from a small linear scaling. 

The sustsiined data rates achievable using current serial techniques for access to 

optically stored data are limited by mechanical rotation speeds and spot size. Par

allel readout through a single optical head can offer increased aggregate data rate. 

We show that the achievable parallelism in such a system is maximized for fields 

which drive the spot size just beyond the diftaction Umit. SBPs of > 225 through 

a single element asphere can be achieved without consideration for field flattening. 

Vignetting is found to have minimal effect and the impact of field flattening correc

tions are also shown to be small. This SBP can be supported for simple detector 

and preamplifier designs using source powers of < 8 mW. Sustained data transfer 

rates of as great as » 4 Gbps eire possible, but lens mass constraints may limit, sus

tained data transfer rates to « 2 Gbps. Finally, we find the use of parallelism does 

not significantly degrade disk capacity or increase the design complexity of optical 

readout optics. 

(3.10) 

3.8 Conclusions 
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Chapter 4 

2D PARALLELISM AND 
VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC 
MEMORIES 

4.1 Introduction 

We showed in Chapter 3 that optical disk storage can provide access to approx

imately 200 channels in parallel while addressing neaxly all the planar degrees of 

freedom available at optical wavelengths. Additionally, DVD promises to support 

up to 4 planar levels in a voliune with thickness of 1.2 mm. [49] To date, the question 

of whether these performance levels can be met simultaneously is still open. Hence, 

we will assume standard CD-ROM performance optical disk storage. We will now 

investigate the upper and lower bounds of VHM performance and will show that the 

conservative lower bound of VHM performance exceeds the upper boimd of parallel 

optical disk storage. 
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Holographic memories based on photorefractive crystals have been shown to store 

large amounts of data and offer promise as the next generation storage systems for 

computers. [11] [12] [13] Theoretical limits to the data capacity, together with scal

ing laws describing various aspects of memory performance (including SBP), have 

gained recent attention. Some of these limits have been based on reciprocal space 

considerations [52], inter-page crosstalk [53], intra-page crosstalk [54], and instru

ment noise. [55] Memory performance limits associated with novel multiplexing 

schemes have also been investigated. [56] Despite the fact that this capacity and 

SBP is to be addressed optically, relatively little attention has been paid to the 

requirements and capabilities associated with the supporting optics in volume opti

cal memory systems. We study the impact that the supporting optics will have on 

memory performance 

Photorefractive 
Crystal 

Detector 
Array 

Aperture 
Stop 

•I 

Figure 4.1: 4F optical system for holographic storage 

We consider upper and lower optical sjrstem boimds by considering the VHM 

limits of the 4F storage system shown in Figure 4.1. We analyze the 4F as it is 

a common configuration [13] [53] [55] [58] and is the simplest optical system in 
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which the formats of a typical object (an array of points) and a typical holographic 

representation (an array of spatial sinusoids) are linked. The 4F system has only 

two lenses, and hence represents a low system cost for a VHM system; if its optical 

performance is adequate, then these sj^em resources {e.g., designer man-hours, 

system part coimt, or manufacturing budget) can be put towards the solution of 

other VHM problems. The analysis methods we will present are general and can 

be extended to other media and more sophisticated lenses; however, study of the 

specific 4F optical system will reveal optical system properties important to VHM 

optical design in general. These important optical system properties, which include 

overall symmetry, coUimated paths through the crystal, and telecentricity, minimize 

certain third order aberrations and widen certain alignment tolerances. Study of 

the relatively simple 4F optical system will also provide insight to guide designs of 

more sophisticated, and more expensive, optical systems by revealing which third 

order aberrations are most troublesome in a VHM system. 

The 4F optical system used in volume holographic storage comprises three im

portant components: lenses, a detector, and a storage medium or crystal. Lenses, in 

particular lens aberrations, strongly influence the SBP of the system with impacts 

on parallelism, data rate, and capacity. The detector is not obviously an optical 

element; however, its properties influence the optical design. For example, noise in

herent in simple, commercial detectors adversely affects the SNR, thereby reducing 

capacity, and simple detector sampling can reduce SBP, thus reducing parallelism 

and capacity. The crystal is an optical element as well as a storage mediimi; the 

crystal's properties affect all of the system parameters while the crystal's expense 
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can drive the system optimization. 

We will make the following assumption throughout oiir analysis; the holograph-

ically recalled wavefront is a perfect copy of the stored wavefront, thus reproducing 

any imperfections imposed by passage through the lens and the crystal during stor

age and retrieval. This level of fidelity is an idealization, because holographic pro

cesses can impact wavefront accuracy; however, it is closely approximated in several 

previously demonstrated memory systems. [24] [22] This assumption allows us to 

disregard details of the holographic process and concentrate instead on the direct 

imaging properties of the 4F system as an optical relay system. Note that imaging 

in the Fourier plane is strongly affected by the presence of the crystal; however, the 

imaging properties in Fourier space are substantially different from those of the final 

image plane. It is only the output image quality that is of interest here. 

We wish to optimize VHM performance, and in order to benchmark VHM per

formance we will employ important system metrics. These metrics gauge memory 

performance (ADR, total information storage capacity, C) and system costs (media 

volume Vx, system volimie V,). Our optimization is subject to system constraints 

(tolerable SNR and vignetting). We will simplify the definitions for our study to be 

those which are solvable without reference to a specific implementation of a VHM 

by substituting optical resolution for optical information and by concentrating on 

SBP (or N) rather than the serial data rate. The conversion between optical reso

lution and information will depend on the specifics of the system; however, highpr 

optical resolution leads to greater information storage if all else is equal. Similarly, 

all other else equal, higher SBP leads to higher ADR. Finally, we will discuss two 
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metrics which ratio system performance to system cost — the media information 

density Fs = C/V^. and the system information density F^ = C/Vj. Note that these 

metrics are optimized separately and that a VHM which is optimal with respect to 

C is, in general, not optimal with respect to Fx- The VKM system designer must 

make decisions balancing the importance of these gosds in specifying a system which 

requires high C and high F®. 

4.2 Paraxial scaling laws 

The performance of the VHM is bounded by optical aberrations of the 4F optical 

system; however, we can gain a great deal of insight by assmning that the optical 

system is operating at its paraxial limit. This paraxial insight is only strictly true for 

a threadlike region along the optical axis; however, careful optical design can extend 

the accuracy of the paraxial approximation over a finite optical system. Further, for 

VHM systems of modest SB? the paraxial assumption is closely followed. Finally, 

as aberrations degrade optical performance, the paraxial predictions establish £in 

upper boimd to optical system limits on VHM performance that can be used to 

gauge the performance of specific real optical systems. 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the output from a pixel on the input SLM is not coUi-

mated. The non-collimated output (labelled as A/d in Figure 4.1) owes to diffraction 

from an SLM pixel of finite size (d). The iTnagiTig system must relay this solid anglp 

through the system with minimum vignetting to prevent excessive difi&raction blm: 

and transmission losses. The aperture stop sets the diffiraction blur and is found at 
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the plane of symmetry. We place the crystal at the Fourier plane to mininaize its 

voliune and to simplify the theoretical third-order aberration analysis presented in 

Section 4.4. In practice, dynamic range demands on the crystal are reduced if it is 

shifted slightly out of the Fourier plane [13]; however, this shift is expected to have 

little impact on the results discussed here. Thus, the crystal is the limiting aperture 

in the optical system of Figure 4.1. As a rule, we require in our analysis that the 

crystal encompass the central diffracted order associated with the most off-axis SLM 

pixels. We use wavelength multiplexing (WMUX) for addressing multiple pages as 

this provides a natural means of electronic addressing, provides a constant recording 

and readout geometry, maximizes diffiraction eflBciency, and minimizes variance in 

page to page crosstalk. [89] We will assure a target SNR in the presence of a fixed 

optical system configuration noise floor, source power, losses, etc.) by varying 

the number of pages (M) and the number of pixels per page (N) according to 

SNR=j^ ,  (4 .1 )  

where C is determined by the total available system power and the fixed noise at 

each pixel. [24] We will work imder a system baseline of M = 1000, N = 10® and A 

= 500 nm. As an example of potential VHM performance an SNR^ of 10, a 10® Hz 

page rate, and ^ = 10^^ imply a raw system power of < 4 W and an ADR 100 GHz. 

To determine the values of the memory performance metrics in the paraxial limit, 

we must determine the minimum required crystal volimie as driven by its thirknpss 

^required for shot noise limited detectioa of 100 photons 
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and cross-section. Finite crystal thickness causes an uncertainty in addressing which 

must be less than the wavelength spacing between pages. This relation can be 

expressed in terms of the mean wavelength (A), M, and the WMUX timing range 

(A) as a lower boimd on the crystal thickness (L^), 

L (42) L. - , (4.2) 

where n is the crystal index of refraction. Although photorefractive media are typ

ically anisotropic, the effect of this small birefringence can be ignored here. Deter

mining the minimum crystal cross-section is a geometric problem which involves the 

lens' focal length, the size of the spatial light modulator (SLM), diffraction from 

the SLM pixel, and the crystal thickness. Figure 4.1 displays the optical impact of 

these quantities labelled as f, h, A/d, and respectively. The SLM size (h) can be 

determined in terms of N, the pixel diameter (d), and the spatial duty cycle (A) of 

the pixels as, 

Two terms comprise the cross-section. The first term is due to the geometric projec

tion of the SLM onto the crystal face. The second term is due to the angular spread 

of rays diffracting from the SLM pixel. Ideally, the image pixel size is equal to the 

object pixel size. If the SLM pixel is significantly larger than the diffiraction limit, 

this is a reasonable approximation. Even without aberrations however, diffiraction 

blur will cause crosstalk between pixels in the image plane if A « 1. By construc
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tion, our 4F system has a limiting aperture set to pass the central diffiraction lobe 

and thus the difeaction blur is exactly equal to the pixel diameter. Hence, putting 

A = 0.5 to prevent image plane crosstalk, the photorefractive media voliune (V) can 

be expressed as 

z^x  rr" 
nA j \^n3f2AV SNR d j 

Observing that there is a term in the volmne driven linear in d and a term inverse 

to d, we search for the optimmn SLM pixel size to minimize media volume at a 

constant SNR and hence maximize storage density in the photorefractive material. 

The optimimi SLM pixel size is found to be 

dopt — 
2/2n3A /SNR 

(4.5) 

and the resulting minimized crystal volume is given by 

_ 8 ^ / C  

The optimal pixel size (dopt) balances SLM size against diffraction. The behavior of 

dopt vs. f for various values of A and A is shown in Figure 4.2. We see that achieving 

minimum photorefractive media volume with small pixels requires a fast optical 

system (short f) as expected. Vgpt is inverse to A^, shows strong dependence on A, 

and is independent of f. The linear dependence on M is important as this indicates 
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that the smallest media cost occurs for few pages with many pixels. This result 

is consistent with other recent analyses based on noise considerations alone. [50] 

Figure 4.3 depicts the relationship between Vopt and N for the same combinations of 

A and A. For operation near N = 10®, we can see that a reasonably compact design 

utilizing Vopt — 10^ will require either a green source of moderate tuning range 

or a near infrared source with wide tunability. From this data, the optimal crystal 

storage density can be found as = C/Vopt where the capacity is C = MN. 

1000-

X = 800 nm A = 25 tun 

100-

> 10-•o 

X = 500 nm A = 25 nm 

0.1 1 0  100 1 

f(cm) 

Figure 4.2: Optimal pixel size vs. focal length 

In contrast to the above discussion, the SLM pixel size may be fixed by available 

devices. In such a case, we can maintain the minimum storage media volume for a 

given d by choosing f = fgpt, defined by inverting Equation 4.5. We can therefore as

sociate with each system configuration which yields miniTnuTn storage media volimie 
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Figure 4.3: Minimum crystal volume vs. space bandwidth product 

a corresponding system volume defined by = LgyaD'^. We will take to be an

other important system performance metric where Ljy, is the overall system length 

including a correction for the presence of the crystal with Lgya = 4f+Lx (1 — 1/n). D 

is the maximum diameter of the system which, by construction, will be foxmd at the 

lens with D = 2(h + fA/d). In analogy with the maximum media storage density de

fined earlier, we may also define an overall system storage density as = C/V^'. 

A comparison of these metrics is presented in Tables 4.1 emd 4.2. It shoidd be 

noted that does not necessarily represent the mim'TniiTn system volume because 

our analysis has instead been based on TniTiinni?:iTig crystal volume. In cases for 

which the overall system volume doxninates the memory cost, system volume can be 

minimized by choosing f = La;/2n. This choice will yield improved system storage 

density (F,) at the eqiense of suboptimal media storage density (Fx). This tradeoff 
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Table 4.1: Paraxial limit summary: d = 15/zm 
Logio 

N M C h U 
mm mm 

f—/opt 
Vopt rr rr 
mm^ fim ^ mm ^ 

f—fmin 
Fx 

nm 3 mm ^ 

4 4 8 
5 3.5 8.5 
6 3 9 

1.5 47.3 
4.7 14.9 

15.0 4.7 

388.4 2.57x10-" 45136 
122.8 2.57x10-3 28075 
38.8 2.57x10-2 11413 

1.56x10-" 108611 
2.25x10-" 156632 
2.34x10-" 163120 

7 2.5 9.5 47.4 1.5 

Table 4.2: P 

12.3 2.57x10-^ 3926 

araxial limit summary: d = 

2.35x10-" 163791 

25/xm 
Logio 

N M C h U 
mm mm 

^—fopt 
^opt rr rr 
mm^ fim~^ mm~3 

Fx r, 
fim 3 mm ^ 

4 4 8 
5 3.5 8.5 
6 3 9 

2.5 47.3 
7.9 14.9 
25.0 4.7 

388.4 2.57x10-" 14208 
122.8 2.57x10-=^ 7005 
38.8 2.57x10-2 2589 

7.23x10-® 50371 
8.33 xlO-'^ 58034 
8.45x10-® 58895 

7 2.5 9.5 79.1 1.5 12.3 2.57x10-^ 862 8.46x10-® 58982 

is represented by the data shown in the last two colimms of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

The siimmary of the performance of the memory in the paraxial limit is shown 

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The data is taken for A = 10 nm, n = 2.3, Q = 10^^, and 

SNR = 10. SLMs for data storage are forecast to achieve N « 10® pixels. This data 

is underlined. For comparison purposes, consider a conventional optical disk. The 

data are stored as 0.25 square micron regions (using the same A = 500 nm) with 

a media thickness of 1.2 mm (primarily the substrate), and the system volvune is 

driven by a 4F optical system with an objective lens focal length of about 5 mm. [51] 

The active region of the disk is an annulus from 30 to 60 mm. Assuming land/groove 

overhead of 100%, the capacity is 1.7 x 10^° bits, the media volume is 1.3 x 10^^ 

cubic microns, and the system volume is 1.4 x 10^ cubic mm. Thus, the media 
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density is 1.3 x 10"^ bits per cubic micron and the system density is roughly 7.5 x 

10"* bits per cubic mm. Using N « 10®, the 4F system outperforms by roughly 20 x 

the standard disk in media density, but underperforms in terms of system density. 

If additional multiplexing dimensions were used {e.g.^ angle, space, phase, etc.) we 

could achieve a baleince which co\ild outperform the standard optical disk in both 

media and system densities. Comparing results shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for 

d = 15 ^m and d = 25 ^m, we observe that system density could be improved 

by decreasing d without affecting the media density; however, this trades off with 

aberrations, as we will show later. We can increase both system and media density 

by increasing the WMUX timing range as indicated by Equation 4.6. Finally, we can 

also trade media density for system density by operating at a focal length shorter 

than that needed to optimize the crystal density (e.^., use fmin rather than /opt) as 

shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 — although this can also lead to increased aberrations. 

This tradeoff between system density and crystal density is represented in the last 

two coliunns of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Note that by choosing f = fmm at N = 10®, 

Fa can be increased by more than 14 x, but that F® is then reduced by more than 

100 X. The final choice of f will depend on the relative value the designer attributes 

to these two figures of merit. 

4.3 Computer ray tracing model 

We have established the upper bounds to the performance of the optical system by 

assuming aberrations are not present. We now seek a lower boimd to the optical 

system with simple, inexpensive optics which suffer firom modest aberrations. Our 
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treatment of real optics will proceed with simiilation using ray trace codes and 

analysis using third order wave aberration theory. 

Ray tracing is a well accepted method for evaluating the quality of an optical sys

tem. Our chosen ray tracing tool^ can rapidly predict geometric paths of many real 

rays with high precision using trigonometry to transfer between optical interfaces 

and Snell's law of refraction at each optical interface. We use the displacements of 

these aberrated, real rays with respect to ideal, paraxial rays to compute the root 

mean square geometric radius owing to aberrated, real optics. This aberration blur 

radius is convolved with the object pixel size and the diffraction blur using a worst 

case assmnption which sums the individual blurs to estimate the radius of the im

age pixel. Paraxial ray paths assiune the linearity of Snell's law when refracting an 

incident angle through an interface, whereas real ray paths include the non-linear 

terms. We expect, therefore, that the aberrations of real ray paths will increase with 

larger incident angles. Examining Figure 4.1, we conclude that ray errors should 

increase for smaller pixels (larger angles diffiracted from each pixel incident on each 

lens) and for larger SLMs (larger angles subtended by the array of pixels as viewed 

from the lenses). Hence, increases in the niunber of pixels in the SLM will increase 

the aberrations. The SBP of the optical system is set by the ratio of the detector 

area to the area of a blurred image pixel. The increase in the size of the image pixel 

for a specific input pixel size owing to aberration will reduce the SBP of the real 

optical system with respect to the paraxial prediction. The insight gained in the 

paraxial treatment (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2) indicates that this wiU lead to reduced 

^Zemax versions 2 through 5, Focus Software 
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capacity, reduced Fi, as well as reduced F,. If the RMS ray error were space inde

pendent then the optimal detector sampling wovdd be space independent as well. If 

ray errors in our optical sjrstem show a space variance, then maximizing the number 

of resolved points in the detected image will require non-uniform detector sampling 

— smaller detector elements in regions of small RMS ray error and larger detector 

elements in regions of larger RMS ray error. 

4.4 Fourth order wave aberration theory 

We start the search for optimal VHM optics with a specific system — a specific 

combination of lens types, a specific focal length, a specific SLM pixel size and a 

specific SLM size — and optimize the optical performance against each performance 

metric. Each cycle in the iterative process of optimization requires laimching a large 

number of rays firom several representative positions on the SLM. This procedure 

provides an estimate of the RMS ray errors over the entire SLM. To estimate the 

effect of detector sampling we must repeat the process, except that the optimization 

of each lens for each metric must optimize, not over the detector area as a whole, but 

over many sub-areas each weighted appropriately. The ray trace approach provides 

simulation results which are accepted as representative of real world optical designs. 

Unfortvmately, this ray trace process is extremely computer intensive and the opti-

mality of a generated lens design is proven only against the other lens designs in the 

test set. 

To guide the choice of lenses considered in the ray trace analysis and to establish 
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the optimality of a particnlax design we must derive the theoretical performance 

of lenses. Ray aberrations are partial derivatives of wave aberrations, thus either 

can be used to derive the output of the optical systems. The following section 

will show the optical theory starting from wave aberrations. Those readers whose 

interests are more system level may wish to skip to the next section which deals with 

results. Readers who are already very comfortable with the analysis methods at the 

level taught in Dr. Shack's aberration theory course or as presented in References 

[39], [67], and [68] may wish to skip ahead as well; however, the derivation of the 

aberrations of the 4F optical system is not explicitly covered in that course and the 

4F system presents unique featiures that require atypical treatment. We will include 

pertinent background material along with our deriviation of aberrations of the 4F 

optical system. 

The general case of aberration theory of circularly symmetric optical systems is 

well-known to extend as a power series, 

w = E {4.T) 
j,m,n>0 

= E Ww.mffVcos"'^, (4.8) 
j,m,n>0 

where k = 2j + m, 1 = 2n + m, ^ is the normalized, directed field height, p is 

the normalized, directed pupil radius, and 0 is the angle between H and p. The 

aperture stop (j/p) defines the maximum spatial extent of an on-axis bimdle of rays. 

All radii in the aperture stop (we will use p to mean ||p||) are measured as a fraction 
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of the aperture stop. In a camera, the size of aperture stop controls the light fl;ix 

exposing the camera film or the speed of the film exposure, h is the radius of the 

field stop of the optical system. All field stop radii (we use H to mean ||^||) are 

measured as a  fraction of h. 

Clearly, the aberration theory can quickly grow as vmwieldy as the ray trace simu

lation if higher order power series terms are included. Thus, we choose to consider 

the theory of fourth order wave aberrations^ to see if intuitive results and useful 

scaling laws exist and if they adequately predict the precise, but unwieldy, ray error 

residts. This fourth order analysis is accurate only when higher order aberrations 

are negligible. Fortunately, we shall see that this condition is very nearly obeyed 

in our optimal 4F designs. Further, the presence of small higher order terms'* will 

tend to slightly improve the optical performance of the 4F system. In fourth order 

analysis of thin lenses the following aberration terms exist to describe aberrations 

of a wavefront [63, p. 134] [39]: 

Piston, Tilt, Defocus W020, Spherical (SA3) Wb4o, Coma Wui, Astigmatism 

W220 (AST), Field Curvature W220 (FC) (including Petzval Curvature or PZT), and 

Distortion. 

We will be concerned with terms which affect the RMS ray error or the point spread 

function. Piston affects only the phase of the wavefront and will not appear in 

our analysis. Tilt affects only the position of a point and not the point spread 

function and is not an aberration as such. Distortion is a position dependent tilt 

^third order ray aberrations 
^included in the ray trace simulation 
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and is not an aberration as such. We assume defocus is under the control of the 

designer by shifting the position of the detector plane with respect to the lenses in 

the optical system. Unless otherwise stated, we examine the image on the best^, 

curved detector surface — the surface which includes the PTZ curvature, splits the 

AST, and includes the proper amoimt of defocus to offset SA3. Hence, PTZ and 

FC are compensated. A curved detector is commercially unrealistic but is similar 

in effect to a commercially realistic field flattening optical element and the curved 

detector is simpler to model in the theoretical analysis. 

The aberration equations are defined in a unit circle, and inside the unit circle 

depend on p, H, and 6. The maximmn magnitude of each term, Wijk, is set by the 

real space dimensions of t/p and h and the lens power (f> = 1/f, where f is the focal 

length of the lens; however, wave aberration theory combines h and other terms in 

the form of L or Lagrange invariant defined as 

Using 2/p, p, and L the magnitudes of the remaining aberration terms can be 

computed for each element independently according to the forms 

L = hj/p/f. (4.9) 

0̂40 = {l/32)j/p0V/ (4.10) 

(4.11) 

implies minimum RMS lay error. 
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W^220P = L'^ipffrv, 
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(4.12) 

(4.13) 

and 

(Ji = AX^-BXY + CY^ + D (4.14) 

a n  =  E X - F Y  (4.15) 

(Tiu = 1 (4.16) 

cT/v = 1/n, (4.17) 

where A, 5, C, D, E, and F are functions only of the index of refraction (n) of the 

glass used in the lens, X is the lens shape factor, and Y is the magnification factor. 

While some optimization of the glass type is conceivable, we will take the index of 

refraction as a constant n = 1.5, which closely approximates available commercial 

glsisses. With n = 1.5 

A = n+2 
n(n-i)3 

= 9.333 (4.18) 

B = 4(n+i) 
n(n-i) = 13.333 (4.19) 

C = 3n+2 
n 

= 4.333 (4.20) 

n» 
(n-i)5 = 9 (4.21) 

E = n+i = 3.333 (4.22) E = 
n(n-i) 

= 3.333 (4.22) 

F = 2n-fi 
n 

= 2.667. (4.23) 

The lens shape factor is defined in terms of the curvatures of the lens surfaces (ci 
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and C2) as 

X = {c\ + C2)/(C1 + C2). (4.24) 

The variable X is the normalized lens shape which takes the values of 0 for bi

convex, 1 for convex-piano, and -1 for plano-convex. The shape for minimizing 

spherical aberration when operating a lens at infinite conjugates is X = -0.72 — a 

familiar result as an approximate best solution to collimating a point source is the 

use of a plano-convex lens. The lens magnification factor is defined in terms of the 

paraxial magnification (m) at which the lens is operating as 

A focusing lens has a magnification of 0 and Y = 1, whereas a collimating lens has 

an infinite magnification and Y = —1. 

In ordinary optical analysis each point in the image plane is assimied to radiate 

with uniform brightness. This assmnption of Lambertian radiation is adequate 

when considering imaging of points on the surface of a sheet of paper; however, our 

analysis presimies that the angular region of support for the radiance is defined by 

the diffraction limit imposed by the finite aperture of an individual pixel on the 

SLM. We can include this dependence explicitly by noting that j/p = fA/d so 

Y = (1 -t-m)/(l - m). (4.25) 
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. _ hfA _ hA 
~ fd ~ d • 

(4.26) 

We will derive relations based on a uniform illumination over the central diffraction 

lobe. The actual illumination is governed by the details of the pixel aperture; how

ever, the uniform case is widely accepted for lens design, represents a conservative 

estimate on aberration, and will be accurate within a few percent of the actual figure 

provided that we tnmcate the beam at the central diffracted order. [24] Note that 

most ciirrent ray trace programs can perform ray weighting to simulate some simple 

non-imiform intensity profiles in a final analysis. 

We have now presented the aberrations of a thin lens with the aperture stop 

in contact with the lens. These individual lens aberrations are known as intrinsic 

aberrations. System wave aberrations depend on the position of the aperture stop 

with respect to each lens. The stop shift equations [67] 

describe the complicated mixing of intrinsic aberrations needed to imderstaiid the 

effect of a stop shift factor S for a physical shift of s from the entrance pupil or s' 

(T'i = ai 

o'li = + Sai 

(T'iij = (Trii + 25a// + 

a'lv — < îv 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 
(ps/n <f>s'/n' (ps/n 

(Y — l)0s/n — 2 (y + l)^s'/n' — 2 
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from the exit pupil. For example, some lens designs use the "natural" stop shift, 

such that SA3 balances coma. In the 4F system we can not choose a convenient 

stop shift because the stop is fixed at the plane of symmetry — a stop shift of ± 

1 focal length from either lens. These stop shifted aberrations can be summed for 

each lens in the system in order to calculate the final system wave aberrations. 

Thus far, the fourth order analysis has led to little in terms of the hoped for 

simplification; however, we now input the specific features of the 4F system to 

obtain much simpler aberration forms. As we noted above, the aperture stop is 

actually at the center of synunetry. Examining the 4F system we see that the first 

lens is stop shifted si = —/ and Si = —1/2, whereas the second lens is stop shifted 

by S2 = +/ and Sa = +1/2. The first lens acts to collimate the SLM pixels and has 

Yi = —1; the second lens focuses pixels onto the detector setting Y2 = +1. These 

settings for Si and Yi lead to the coma contribution of the second lens element exactly 

cancelling the coma contribution of the first lens element. Aberrations involving an 

odd power of H are known to cancel in a symmetrical optical system. [39] Coma is 

an odd aberration, and hence the above result is consistent with the general case. 

Distortion is also an odd aberration in H and we expect distortion to be 0 in the 

symmetrical 4F system as well.® 

The expressions for SA3 and AST after applying the stop shift are 

1 A^f 
Wo4o = ^-^(18.66X2+ 26.66X +26.66) 

second reason for neglecting distortion in this analysis. 

(4.32) 
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and 

W222 (2.33X2 ^ 1 gg^ (4.33) 

Note that the magnitude of SA3 is independent of SLM size (h) but is driven by 

the fourth power of the marginal ray height (y oc A/d) at the lens. Thus, for pixels 

significantly larger than the diftaction limit, SA3 is small. AST is proportional to y^ 

and h^ and, for most SLM sizes and pixels of practical interest, AST will dominate 

the aberration content. Proper choice of the lens shape X can minimize the total 

image aberrations. The root mean square ray aberration in our 4F system measured 

at the edge of the field for a glass with n = 1.5 is 

This is an expression for the aberration driven bliir size (e(h)) in terms of the 

common coefficients for the spherical aberration (W040) and astigmatism (1^222)-

The constant factors and X dependence in Equation 4.34 are combined to form 

parameters ksAZ and kAsr to simplify subsequent expressions. These parameters 

describe the effect of lens designs the lens shape X in the case of a singlet) 

on the magnitude of the aberrations. The optimum shape for TninimiTiing SA3 

(W^040) is nearly plano-convex {X = -0.72) with the planar side facing the object 

(4.34) 
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pixels, while the optimiim shape for minimizing AST (1^222) in the 4F system is 

bi-convex {X = 0). In the presence of both AST and SA3, e(h) must be minimized 

by properly balancing these aberrations through the choice of X. This can be done 

using Equation 4.34, Figure 4.4 shows plots of the optimal X vs. pixel size at 

various fixed focal lengths. 

For nearly all practical SLMs, AST will dominate; the best lens solution is there

fore bi-convex. Note that as d —> 0, the task of each lens is dominated by coUimating 

and X —> -0.72. Throughout the remaining discussion, the optimum X will always 

be chosen. 

-0.75-^-
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

d (urn) 

Figure 4.4: Optimal lens shape vs. pbcel size for various fixed focal lengths 
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Given a particular 4F system design with a focal length f, an input SLM size h, 

and an input SLM pixel size of d, Equations 4.32 and 4.33 can predict output blur 

radius. Figure 4.5 depicts the results of theoretical (dashed curves) and simulated 

(solid curves) output pixel size vs. uiput pixel size for a specific 4F design. Because 

the output pixel is larger than the input pixel due to blur from aberrations and 

diffiraction, a lower duty cycle must be used on the input SLM, resulting in a lower 

system SBP. Note that the diffiraction blur is set by sizing the crystal aperture to 

include only the central diffiraction order; larger crystals would decrease this diffirac

tion blvur at the expense of crystal voliune. Licluding diffraction and astigmatism (A 

curve) in our theoretical analysis, we see there is a good match to the exact ray trace 

result (• curve). The ray trace results diverge from the aberration results most for 

small pixels, indicating the presence of aberrations such as third order spherical and 

other orders higher than three. The aberration model used here is an approximation 

of the exact results; however, the approximations allow closed form solutions which 

provide insight and rapid optimization. 

From the input and output pixel sizes, SBP can be computed as the ratio of the 

SLM area to the RMS spot size and can be written in the presence of aberrations 

as 

^ (e(h,d)+d)2' 

where e(h,d) is the aberration RMS radial blur at a field height of h for an input 

pixel size of d, and the diffiraction blur radius (d/2) has been combined with the 
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pixel radius (d/2) to form the constant d. This N assumes that the blurred pixels 

perfectly fill the image plane and thus is an upper bound. Near term SLM sizes 

(< 50 mm) and pixels (> 10 ^m) are affected more by astigmatism than spherical 

aberration, leading to an optimal X near zero. When astigmatism is the dominant 

contribution, there exists an optimal SLM size h at which the aberration blur is 

equal to the on-axis RMS spot size {i.e., e(hopt,d) = d). The results in the AST 

limit are intuitive — the SLM size h is increased until the space-variant aberrations 

to output pixel size are just in bsdance with the space-invariant contributions, that 

is, aberrated AST blur is just equal to the on-axis image pixel size (which includes 

diffraction). This optimiun SLM size hopt leads to a maximvun SBP 

Inverting this relation, we observe that this N requires a minimum focal length. 

For shorter f there exist no combination of h and d that give the desired N. In the 

regime of dominant astigmatism, longer focal lengths obtain larger N. This trend is 

limited eventually by non-negligible spherical aberration which grows with f. Figure 

4.6 shows f (dashed ciurves) and N (solid curves) as functions of d in the presence of 

both spherical aberration and astigmatism. 

We observe from Figure 4.6 that the best N is achieved at long f and the value 

approaches that of the astigmatic limit. Notice that f can grow to extreme val

ues. Hence, though these optima are possible, they are not practical, as the system 

storage density is very low. As a practical note, aspherizing the lens to eliminate 
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Figure 4.5; Output pixel radius us. input pixel diameter for 4F systems of singlets, 
doublets, and ideal optics. Solid curves, simulation; dashed curves, theory; A, 
singlet astigmatic limit; •, singlet; o, doublet; o, paraxial limit. 
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Figure 4.6: SBP (solid cvirves) and focal length (dashed curves) vs. input pixel 
di«meter for 4F systems of singlets including effects of astigmatism and spherical 
aberration. •, h = 10 mm, o, h = 20 mm, o, h = 30 mm. 

SA3 would extend the AST limit until higher order spherical aberration terms be

came non-negligible. When high N is required the memory performance "cost" of 

aberrations is not a photorefractive media volmne cost but a system voliune cost — 

/ast can grow to impractical values as N becomes large. The corresponding lower 

bound on system volvraie in the astigmatic limit, is foimd as in the paraxial 

case using /ast to compute Lgya and lens D. This volume yields an upper boimd on 

system density — C/Vf^. 

These memory performance metrics in the AST limit are shown in Tables 4.3 and 

4.4. For comparison with Tables 4.1 and 4.2, data for N « 10® pbcels is underlined 

with A, n, 7, and SNR chosen as in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In the AST limit, recall 
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Table 4.3: Memory performance metrics in astigmatic limit dopt = 15 /xm, fopt = 
32.6 mm 

N 
Logio 

M C h Lx Iast Ls pAST 

mm mm nmi mm^ mm mm~^ 

4 4 8 3.0 47.3 24 828 1.21x10" -r 121.0 14410.5 
5 3.5 8.5 9.5 14.9 236 3817 8.28x10" -5 951.6 276.1 
6 3 9 30.0 4.7 2358 116824 8.56x10" -6 9434.7 2.247 
7 2.5 9.5 94.9 1.5 23580 3693098 8.56x10" -7 94321 0.0108 
8 2 10 300.0 0.5 235800 1.2x10® 8.56x10" -8 943200 X

 
I—

' 
o
 1 O

I 

Table 4.4: Memory performance metrics in astigmatic limit dopt = 25 /xm, fopt = 
54 3 mm 

N 
Logio 

M C h Lx Iast 
^AST Ls pAST 

^ sya 
mm mm mm mm^ /xm ^ mm mm"^ 

4 4 8 5.0 47.3 24 1328 7.53x10" -5 121.0 6899 
5 3.5 8.5 9.5 14.9 236 1455 2.17x10" -4 951.6 197.1 
6 3 9 30.0 4.7 2358 42082 2.38x10" -5 9434.7 2.81 
7 2.5 9.5 94.9 1.5 23580 1.33x10'* 2.38x10" 94321 0.0211 
8 2 10 300.0 0.5 235800 4.20x10^ 2.38x10" -7 943200 IxlO""* 
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that e(hopt) = d. This implies that the object pixels mvist be placed on a period 

such that A = 0.25. Clearly, this reduces N for a particular d but does not change 

the derivation of minimum crystal volume except by powers of 2 — specifically, dopt 

is reduced by v^, fopt is increased by y/2, Vgpt increases by a factor of 2, and Fx 

decreased a factor of 2. Unfortunately, the focal length demanded by astigmatism 

is much greater than the fopt of the paraxial case. For N « 10®, Jast is nearly llOx 

the paraxial fopt- This reduces the media and system densities to the very low levels 

of 1/3000 and 1/5000 of the corresponding diffiraction limited results. Note that 

C is in the range of 10® bits for N = 10®. Improving the laser source performance 

through increasing A will increase F^ but leave C imchanged. The capacity is also 

independent of changes in d and the crystal storage density is not changed by any 

f > fAST as long as the appropriate dopt is chosen. 

4.5 Theory and simulation results 

We have now developed the wave aberration theory to the point that we can test the 

hypothesis that simplifications in the consideration of the foiirth order theory are 

acceptable in terms of accuracy and can provide intuitive guides and useful models 

for rapid optimization when coupled with the exact result obtained in ray tracing. 

In particular, we have established a simple but important scaling law on SBP in 

terms of h and d which is obtained through use of fourth order aberration theory. 

We now will make direct comparisons of the fourth order aberration predictions 

and the exact mmierical results obtained through computer optimization and ray 

tracing. 
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Figure 4.7: SBP vs. SLM size (h) for singlet systems in simulation (solid curves) 
and in the astigmatism limit (dashed curves). •, f = 75.6 mm; o, f = 100 nmi; o, f 
= 250 mm. 

Examining Figure 4.5, we observe that there is a specific input pixel size which 

minimizes output pixel size. This input pixel size will also maximize SBP. If we 

were to plot SBP vs. d for each value of h, we could obtain the optimal SBP as 

a function of h. Figure 4.7 shows these optimal SBP as a function of h for both 

the simulated lens designs and theoretical einalysis for each of the singlets \mder 

consideration. Each point in Figure 4.7 is drawn from the large nimiber of lens 

optimizations needed to identify each SBP peak and is therefore computationally 

intensive. The peak SBP shown in Figure 4.7 increases with focal length as expected. 

The reduction of SBP in simulation (solid curves) for f = 250 mm (o ciurve) at h 

= 15 and 17.5 mm is due to vignetting; smedler pixels at the edge of the SLM 

woxild not be fully transmitted by the mechanical diameter of the lenses used here 
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(D = 38.1 mm). The theoretical curves (dashed curves) are very similar to the 

simulated values. The most obvious difference is that the theory does not accoimt 

for vignetting. Hence, SBP is constant for long focal lengths according to the theory, 

while vignetting reduces the SBP in the actual lens design simulations. A second 

difference is that the simulation predicts peak SBP values greater than those of the 

theory. This increase in SBP is due to the theoretical pixel blur exceeding that 

of the simulation in the region of minimmn bliur, and may be attributable to the 

presence of small amounts of sixth order aberration which would tend to balance 

foxirth order aberrations. 

The optimization of Fx is obtfiined by maximizing the ratio of information ca

pacity to crystal volmne. Unfortunately, the optimization of this ratio does not lead 

to intuitive results. The optimal pixel size for peak Fi is generally larger than for 

peak SBP. The origin of this effect is evident in the behavior of blur size shown 

in Figiure 4.5. Over the range of 20 to 40 microns, the blurred output pixel grows 

slowly. Thus, SBP is nearly constant as the pixel size increases; however, the crystal 

volimie shrinks as the radius to the first diffiraction null shrinks. As F^ contains the 

ratio of SBP to volume, the crystal information density continues to grow over this 

range. The trends for SBP and Fx vs. pixel size are shown in Figure 4.8 for the 

case of f = 100 mm and h = 10 mm for both theory (dashed curves) and simulation 

(solid cvirves). The AST limited theory predicts a peak N (A curve) for d = 25 

fj,m and a peak F^ (v curve) at d = 40 nm. These agree well with the optimal 

pixel sizes obtained from exact ray trace results. The results for optimum Fx vs. h 

appear in Figure 4.9. The simulation vsdues for optimal Fx are obtained in a manner 



d (microns) 

Figure 4.8: SBP (A) and crystal information density (v) vs. input pixel diameter 
for singlet systems in simulation (solid curves) and in the astigmatism limit (dashed 
curves) for h = 10 Tmn jmd f = 100 mm. 
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Figiire 4.9: Crystal information density vs. SLM size for singlet systems in simula
tion (solid curves) and in the astigmatism limit (dashed curves). •, f = 75.6 mm, o, 
f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 
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similar to the SBP values given in Figure 4.7; a graph is made of r® vs. d for each 

h of and the resulting maxima are replotted as a function of h. Thus, Figure 4.9 is 

also computationally intensive. Note in Figure 4.9 the presence of an optimal h for 

f = 75.6 nun (• curves). Increasing h does not affect SBP in this region, but rather 

increases crystal voliune and therefore decreases Fx-

Our discussion thus far has been based on an optimally curved detector surface. 

This assimiption has allowed us to ignore the effect of field curvature in our analysis. 

The analysis of imaging onto a non-ideal, flat image plane is less tractable; however, 

because this configuration is of considerable practical interest, we have executed 

lens design simulations for this case. The trends in N and Fx are similar to the 

case of the curved detector already considered. The data for peak N (solid ciurves) 

and Fx (dashed curves) vs. h is presented in Figure 4.10. The peak SBP and the 

peak Fx are substantially reduced as compared to the values for the curved detector. 

This suggests that a field flattening optic should be used. We should also note that 

the optimum input pixel sizes corresponding to these peaks are larger than for the 

corresponding system incorporating a curved detector. 

Imaging onto the ideal curved detector reduces the pixel blur; however, what blur 

ramaina varies greatly with pixel position on the detector. In the presence of such 

space variant infiaging, a uniform sampling grid of detectors is not ideal. Allowing 

the detector spacing to vary with the local output pixel size will improve SBP. Fig-

iire 4.11 depicts the simulation results when such non-imiform sampling is allowed. 

Note that the peak SBP (solid curves) is about twice as great as that shown for 

uniform sampling (Figure 4.7). Similarly, F® (dashed curves) is improved by nearly 
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Figure 4.10: SBP (solid curves) and crystal information density (dashed curves) vs. 
SLM size when imaging onto a flat detector for singlet systems in simvdation and in 
the astimatism limit. •, f = 75.6 mm; o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 

a factor of 2. The pixel sizes which are optimal using non-imiform sampling are 

equal to or smaller than the optimal pixel sizes obtained using imifonn sampling. 

Analysis of the non-uniform sampling scheme at the peak SBP indicates this fac

tor of 2 mathematically. Using uniform sampling, the SBP is determined by the 

largest aberrated output pixel divided into the SLM etrea. Assimiing we are using 

an optimally curved detector, the worst spot is foimd at the edge of the field. In the 

astigmatic limit, the local SBP density is in an area element of 27rhAh. 

Taking the limits of integration to be h = 0 to hmax where e(hmaa:> d) = d, we find 

that non-uniform sampling will double the SBP found with uniform sampling. That 

is. 
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Figure 4,11: SBP (solid curves) and crystal information density (dashed curves) vs. 
SLM size when nonuniformly sampling for singlet systems in simulation and in the 
astigmatism limit. •, f = 75.6 nun; o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 

/„'^"(e(h,d) + d)-2 27rha „ 
(4.37) 

The improvement of a factor of two is based on holding the lens design param

eters constant at the SBP peak, changing only the sampling scheme. Using such 

a procedure, the simulation shows that the improvement for non-uniform sampling 

is greater than 1.8x for f = 75.6 mm and f = 100 mm, but only 1.7x for f = 250 

nun. We could improve the non-xmiform sampling performance by using more than 

the 10 annular zones considered in our lens design simulation. More important, 

non-uniform sampling represents an additional degree of freedom during the Ipns 

design. In general, the optimal lens parameters depend on the sampling scheme. 
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and choosing the optimal configuration when non-uniform sampling is assumed per

mits even greater performance gains. Comparing the results of our simulations for 

peak uniform (Figure 4.7) and peak non-imiform (Figure 4.11) sampling, the per

formance improvement was nearly 2.5 x for f = 75.6 mm (• cvirves) and f = 100 mm 

(o curves) but still slightly less than 2x for the f = 250 mm case (o curve). These 

simulation numbers are affected by the constraints of real lenses. In particular, the 

f = 250 mm values are strongly influenced by vignetting. 

4.6 Crystal aberrations 

We have mentioned the existence of, but generally ignored, the aberrations induced 

in passage through the crystal storage mediiun in a Fourier plane storage system. 

We did this because, as we will show in this section, the theoretical fourth order 

crystal aberrations are negligible in a Fourier plane storage system.'^ The crystal 

can be treated primarily as a thick parallel plate for aberration analysis. Placing a 

high index plate in the Fourier plane of a 4F imaging system might be expected to 

have an influence on the performance of the system. The aberrations of a parallel 

plate are a special case of those for lenses and are rooted in the convergence or 

divergence of the beam in the plate. The convergence of the ray bimdle associated 

with a single pixel is determined by the pixel radius focusing to a geometric point 

at the Fourier plane as shown in Figure 4.12. For the pixel sizes and focal lengths 

of interest here, this angle is very small, hence, the theoretical effect of the crystal 

is extremely small. The spherical aberration due to the crystal is 

^These aberrations are not negligible in an image plane storage system 
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Figure 4.12: 4F optical-system for holographic storage: crystsd aberration model 

Wo40 = -^^!''t, (4.38) 

where n is the index of the parallel plate, t is the thickness, and u is the marginal 

ray angle of the converging bimdle in air as depicted in Figm-e 4.12. [63] Taking n 

= 2.3, t = 10 mm, f = 100 mm, and a pixel diameter of 20 ^m, W040 = 4.4 x 10"^"^ 

fim. Astigmatism for the parallel plate is given by W222 = 4 (h/ d)^ Wo4o- For 

an SLM size of 20 mm, the result is W222 = 4.4 x 10~® ijm. The odd aberrations 

(coma and distortion) cancel in a symmetric optical system. The Petzval curvatxire 
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of an optic of zero power is zero; thus, the field curvature is the medial astigmatic 

surface and is likewise negligible. These aberration effects are thus tiny fractions of 

a wave and will be negligible with respect to the diffiraction limit. 

4.7 Doublet performance 

The peak N achieved in the singlet case is significantly less than the desired perfor

mance goal of roughly 1000 by 1000 pixels. In addition, large N in the singlet case is 

achieved only at long focal lengths and therefore corresponds to low system density. 

To find more feasible solutions, we have examined the performeince of a common but 

more sophisticated lens, the doublet. The doublet has several degrees of freedom 

— 4 curvatures, 2 materials, and 2 thicknesses. In the aberration analysis, we wiU 

consider the lens as thin; thus, thickness is ignored. Setting the focal length fixes 

one degree of freedom. We pursued cemented doublets to minimize alignment tol

erances. Cementing fixes one of the curvature degrees of freedom. We also pursued 

an achromatic solution as this avoids potential problems in WMUX. Achromaticity, 

for a particular choice of materials, will fix an additional degree of freedom. These 

choices leave one remaining degree of freedom which can be used to optimize the 

aberration perfonnance of the lens. 

The condition for achromaticity is p\/u\+p2/u2 = 0, where pi is the optical power 

and Vi is the Abbe niunber of the i''' component. [39] Thus, given a particular choice 

for the opticed power of the overall lens and the materials, p\ and pz are fixed. The 

shape factor is X2 = a{Xi — 1) — 1 where a = so that given an Xi, 
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X2 is fixed. The remaining degree of freedom is Xi which we will use to optimize 

the lens. The 4F systems constructed from singlets were primarily corrupted by 

astigmatism. The doublet solution which minimizes RMS blur is one which also 

nearly cancels astigmatism and greatly reduces spherical aberration when compared 

with eqiaal power singlets. As the RMS blur is now nearly space invariant we can 

write a crystal volume formula similar to, albeit less simple than, Equation 4.4. We 

solve this expression for the pixel diameter which minimizes Vx for doublet systems. 

With no astigmatism, and small spherical aberration, this family of solutions is quite 

near the paraxial performance indicated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Unfortimately, the 

structure of the achromatic doublet results in strong positive and negative elements. 

This limits the maximiun lens and SLM diameters that can be supported without 

vignetting. The maximum crystal information density solution is therefore feasible, 

but only for a restricted reinge of SLM sizes. 

We have also studied the performance of doublets using lens design simulations. 

The simulation results are based on commercially available doublets. The optical 

prescriptions used in our simulations differ from the optimal results explored above 

but still represent a substantial improvement over the singlet results. The simulation 

procedure, merit function, £md free variables are very similar to those used in the 

singlet simulations. Figure 4.13 shows the SBP performance of three candidate 

doublets imaged onto a curved detector. The lens focal lengths are 76.2 mm (• 

curve), 100 mm (o curve), and 250 mm (o curve), and the lens diameters are fixed 

at 38.2 mm. Prom Figure 4.13 it is clear that the peak N for doublet-based 4F 

systems is substantially higher than for the equivalent singlets shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.13: SBP vs. SLM size for doublet systems in simvilation. •, f = 75.6 mm; 
o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 

For example, the f = 250 mm doublet offers a SBP > 150 kbits for operation at the 

optimal SLM size at 12.5 mm. Figure 4.14 shows that the peak Fx is also higher 

than in the singlet case (Figure 4.8) as a result of the improved SBP. In the case 

of singlets, increasing f increased the SBP by decreasing aberration; however, that 

effect is absent in the doublets. This is because for doublets, the peak Fx occurs for 

pixels large enough that more nearly di&action limited results are obtained. Hence, 

the strongest effect of increasing f is to increase the radius of the central difiacted 

order, and with it, the crystal volume, resulting in lower crystal information density 

for longer f. The best Fx performance® occurs for f = 75.6 mtn (• curve) and is 

nearly 2 Mbits/mm^. 

®The theoretical limit is V/A^ = 8 Gbits/mm^. 
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Figure 4.14: Crystal information density vs. SLM size for doublet systems in simu
lation. •, f = 75.6 mm; o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 

As in the singlet analysis, the doublet results thus far have used a curved detector. 

We also simulated the doublet performance for imaging onto a flat detector surface. 

These simulation results are shown in Figure 4.15. We observe that the best N 

(solid curves) and best Fi (dashed curves) drop by 33% and 45% respectively. This 

performance degradation is more significant than we saw in the case of singlets. 

Non-imiform sampling can once again be used to improve the performance of the 

doublet system. We observe from Figure 4.16 a performance gain of 30% in peak SBP 

(solid curves) and 25% in Fi (dashed curves) as compared with uniform sampling 

(Figure 4.15). This is significantly less than the factor of 2.5x performance gain 

than we foimd in the singlet case. We can attribute this smaller gain to better initial 

correction and thus less space variance. Finally, we explored aspheric corrections 
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Figure 4.15: SBP (solid curves) and crystal information density (dashed curves) vs. 
SLM size when imaged onto a flat detector for doublet systems in simulation. •, f 
= 75.6 mm; o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 
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Figure 4.16: Space bandwidth product (solid curves) and crystal information density 
(dashed curves) vs. SLM size when non-uniformly sampled for doublet sj^ems in 
simulation. •, f = 75.6 mm; o, f = 100 mm; o, f = 250 mm. 
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Figure 4.17: Space bandwidth product (solid curves) and crystal information den
sity (dashed curves) vs. SLM size for doublet systems with aspheric corrections in 
simulation. •, f = 75.6 mm, o, f = 100 mm, o, f = 250 mm. 

to the doublets. This additional degree of freedom in the design will yield better 

imaging. Figure 4.17 shows the data for these aspherically corrected doublets. The 

improvement is significant — peak SBP (solid curves) is as great as 450,000 and peak 

Fj: (dashed curves) reaches more than 2.5 x 10® per mm~^. This is an improvement 

of 25% in Fx, but of 200% in SBP as compared with the imcorrected doublets. The 

improved imaging permits high SBP and Fx to occur for the same system. The 

trend of high SBP and long focal length is broken. Astigmatism is sufficiently well 

controlled with aspheric correction that the peak SBP no longer occurs for f = 250 

mm (o curve), but instead occurs at f = 100 mni (o curve). This reduction in focal 

length will reduce system volume by 2.5 x with a net improvement in system density 

of 4.2 X to a level of 1286 bits per mm^. Applying the same N and d to the ideal 
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imaging case, we would obtain F, at fopt of 20 x 10^ bits/mm^ and at fmm of 2.3 

X 10®. Despite this substantial improvement, residual aberrations reduce SBP 20% 

compared to ideal imaging, and the optimal Fx is less than half of what could be 

obtained with ideal imaging. 

4.8 4F lens sensitivity 

The results presented thus far represent ideal mechanical tolerances for each element. 

In practice, we must accept a range of values for each optical parameter. We consider 

the effect of 1 mm of lens decenter, 1 mm of variation in crystal thickness, 1° of lens 

tilt, and 1 nun of defocus in detector position. We will not carry out a detailed 

tolerance analysis; however, we will examine the impact of these tolerances on three 

candidate systems. The first system is the f = 250 mm and h = 12.5 mm singlet 

system which represents the lowest cost 4F system. The second system is the f = 

250 mm and h =12.5 mm doublet system which is a higher performance 4F system 

capable of higher SBP than the singlet solution. The third system is the 4F system 

with f = 100 nun and h = 12.5 mm composed of corrected doublets; this system is 

high cost but provides both high SBP and high Fx-

The impact of the detector defocus, crystal thickness variation, and lens tilt is < 

1% for SBP and Fx over the ranges 1 mm, 1 mm, and 1° respectively; however, lens 

decenter causes significant degradation. These results are inherent in the specifics of 

the 4F systems considered. For these candidate systems the optimal pixel size is > 10 

/zm. Thus, the cone angle di&acted &om such a pixel is small and the depth of focus 
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will be correspondingly laxge. Thus, the 1 mm variation in detector position causes 

little addition blur. As discussed in Section 4.6, the cone angle propagating through 

the crystal corresponding to a single pixel is also small. Thus, the observable effect of 

lengthening the crystal is increased total optical path length for all rays originating 

&om a pixel rather than a greater optical path difference among these rays. As 

optical path difference is the root of aberrations, we expect little change in the 

aberration blur from this increase in crystal length. Lens tilt increases the largest 

angle passing through the lens; however, the angle chosen here as representative 

of misalignment had little impact on the final blur size. Lens decenter causes an 

asymmetry and the worst case output blur size will now be driven by an effective 

SLM size of h + decenter. The lens designs are carefully optimized for a particular 

h and hence we expect this one-sided increase of 1 mm (ss 10% of the SLM radius) 

in h to have a strong influence. The uiput pixel size, which maxin^zes SBP prior 

to decentering the lens, is shown as djn in Table 4.5. The values of output pixel 

size and SBP before applying a tolerance of 1 mm lens decenter are shown in Table 

4.5 as d^S" aiid SBP"®^. The worst case costs associated with deviating from the 

optimal solutions is expressed as and SBP'"'^** with the percentage change 

shown to the right of each quantity. Similarly, Table 4.6 simmiarizes the values of 

Fx, the corresponding optimal input pixel size din, and residtant output pixel size 

dout before and after applying a misalignment of 1 mm of lens decenter. The cost of a 

1 mm misalignment is higher for higher performance systen:is. We note from Table 

4.5 that singlets lose 20.4% of SBP, whereas doublets lose 23.1%, and aspherically 

corrected 4F systems fall off 56.5% from the peak SBP before decentering. The pixel 

size which optimizes Fx is larger than that for SBP. Thus, the systems of optimal F, 
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Table 4.5: Peak SBP degradation for 1 mm lens decenter 
System din change gBpnom SBP^"**'' change 

fjlvd. ^xa. ^m % kbits kbits % 

Singlets 22.5 88.3 99.0 12.1 80.1 63.8 -20.4 
Doublets 20 74.8 85.3 14.0 112 85.9 -23.1 
Aspheres 12.5 37.2 56.4 51.7 452 196 -56.5 

Table 4.6: Peak Fj degradation for 1 mm lens decanter 
System din dST d^r^ change pnom piuorst change 

/xm /xm /zm % kbits/mm^ kbits/mm^ % 

Singlets 60 136.4 140.9 3.3 393 365 -7.0 

Doublets 50 113.9 118.0 3.6 423 393 -7.5 

Aspheres 20 47.1 59.7 26.7 2468 1459 -40.9 

suffer less aberration than systems of optimal SBP. As a result, increased effective 

h from lens decenter is less costly in Fx- This trend can be observed in comparing 

Table 4.6 to Table 4.5. When we apply a misalignment of 1 mm to 4F systems of 

singlets, doublets, and aspheres. Fx in Table 4.6 is reduced by 7.0%, 7.5%, and 40.9% 

respectively. Each F® reduction is less severe than the SBP reduction shown in Table 

4.5. Examining degradation of both SBP and Fx, we note that more sophisticated 

systems do suffer more from a given tolerance range; however, over the tolerance 

ranges considered the more sophisticated systems remained higher in performance 

than less sophisticated systems. 

4.9 Crystal imperfections 

In Section 4.4, we established that, to third order, the theoretical aberration imposed 

by traversing an ideal crystal is negligible in the 4F imaging system. Any real crystal 
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however, suffers from surface flaws smd defects in the volume. The transmitted 

wavefront will accumulate these errors, and, if these errors are suflBciently large, will 

fail to achieve the desired focus. The single most convenient metric for evaluating 

the effect of small wavefront errors is the Strehl ratio. The Strehl ratio is the ratio 

of irradiance at the aberrated focus to that at the diffraction focus. By convention, 

the beam is considered diftaction limited if the Strehl ratio is above 0.8. Retaining 

the leading term in the Taylor series expansion of the phase, the Strehl ratio can be 

expressed as 

S.R. = 1 - k\W -W^) = l- k^a^[64], (4.39) 

where a is the RMS wavefront error and k is the wave vector magnitude. Taking 

A = 500 nm, the maximum allowable RMS wavefront error is cr = 36 nm for a 

diffraction limited focus. The commercial glass industry is very sophisticated and 

voliune phase defects are rare. The specification for optical glass in the Schott 

catalog is 10 nm per cm path per 215 cm^ area peak to valley (PV). [65] Similarly, 

optical polishing of glass is sophisticated. The polarizing beamsplitter, a common 

commercial element, has a transmitted wavefront quality specified to be better than 

150 nm PV over an area of 4.1 cm^ — a device which includes 2 exterior surfaces, 

2 interior surfaces, 2 prisms totaling 25 mm of glass path, and up to 4 thin film 

coatings. [66] While the industry of growing and polishing photorefractive crystals 

is much less developed, we assume that the imperfect polish of the optical surfaces 

will dominate the phase errors associated with an imperfect crystal as it does for 
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glass elements. This surface figure error can be especially diflScult to control on very 

small elements near edges and comers. The a = 36 nm RMS wavefront tolerance 

indicated above can be converted to a surface flatness tolerance. If the phase errors 

of each surface are uncorrelated, we can add their contributions in quadrature. In 

this case, the per surface budget is 25.5 nm of RMS wavefront error. A surface 

height error imposes a phase delay of (n - 1) x At where At is the deviation from a 

best fit reference surface. Thus, At = 19.6 nm is the maximum tolerable RMS error 

on surface flatness for difiraction limited performance assimfiing n = 2.3 (LiNbOa). 

Errors in the volume, either fixed or real time {e.g., stress induced in moimting or 

heating) will subtract firom this error budget. If the phase errors are not uncorrelated 

then additional allowances must be made in the error budget. While the statistic 

of importance is RMS wavefront error, many researchers can measvire only the PV 

error. Notably, the tolerances cited in the Schott glass and the Newport catalogs 

are given as PV values. As a guide, we will show the PV measiurement along with 

the appropriate RMS measurement throughout this discussion. 

We measured several photorefiractive crystals of two types (FerLiNbOa and 

CurKNSBN) to quantify the impact of polish errors and volimie phase defects on 

diffiraction limited focus. We measured our samples using a Wyko 4000 phase step

ping Fizeau interferometer at a 632.8 nm wavelength.® Phase stepping interferome-

try is a metrology industry standard for high resolution profiling. We used this device 

to measure either the wavefront reflected firom surfaces or transmitted through the 

bulk of the crystal. We modeled the data with a variety of reference surfaces anH 

^We thank Eric Novak and the Wyko coiporation for their assistance. 
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as a function of aperture diameter. The reference surfaces that were used to fit the 

data included a tilted plane, a tilted sphere, a tilted astigmatic surface, and a best 

fit tilted surface including all third order aberration functions. The first two refer

ence surfaces are alignment corrections commonly accomplished with servo systems 

in optical disk-based memories and could easily be achieved with fixed alignment in 

the 4F system. While an astigmatic servo is also possible, we include it as a refer

ence surface primarily to demonstrate what appears to be a common phase error in 

these crystals. Finally, removing all smooth phase aberrations gives an indication 

of the residual random errors that are likely to be uncorrectable in a commercial 

system. We also consider the dependence of phase errors on the aperture of the 

crystal. This scaling will give an indication of the cost associated with reducing the 

SLM pixel diameter; namely, a smaller pixel requires a larger cross-section of the 

crystal to remain di&action limited. 

The wavefront error associated with propagation through several photorefractive 

crystals was measured as discussed above. An example of the type of data obtained 

in these measurements is shown in Figure 4.18. This figure shows the wavefiront 

profiles representative of propagation through a 5 mm thick LiNbOa crysted over 

an aperture of 8 mm. The four images shown correspond to the residual wavefront 

error profiles after subtracting the corresponding reference surface shown in the 

caption. Both RMS and PV error metrics are shown in the caption as well. It is 

clear in this case that a large contribution to the overall wavefiront error is due to 

astigmatism with a residual "error" of only 25 nm RMS after all third order phase 

aberration terms have been subtracted. The Strehl ratio of these wavefronts be 
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Table 4.7: Diffraction limited crystal aperture 
Reference Surface LiNbOs LiNbOa KNSBN KNSBN 

S.R. = 0.8 S.R. = 0.5 S.R. = 0.8 S.R. = 0.5 
mm mm mm mm 

Tilted Plane 6.5 >7.1 1.5 1.9 
Tilted Sphere >7.1 >7.1 1.5 1.9 

Tilted Asphere >7.1 >7.1 2.2 >2.5 

increased by reducing the crystal aperture. Both surface and volmne measurements 

such as those represented in Figure 4.18 were repeated for a number of crystals 

over a number of apertures. An example of the measurements obtained from ail 

four polished surfaces of a 45° cut KNSBN sample is shown in Figures 4.19 and 

4.20. These figures show the RMS wavefront error associated with each surface 

as a function of crystal aperture. The Strehl ratio limits of 0.8 and 0.5 are also 

shown for comparison. Figure 4.19 shows performance expected when focus and tilt 

are adjusted optimally during alignment. Figure 4.20 indicates how much further 

improvement might be realized if all third order aberration terms were compensated. 

The additional corrections allow > 50% more area to be used without violating the 

diffraction limit. 

In order to siunmarize our wavefront measurements, Table 4.7 shows the max

imum allowed crystal aperture in each crystal for either S.R. = 0.8 or S.R. = 0.5 

with terms removed as a parameter. This reduced S.R. value of 0.5 indicates how 

the required crystal tolerance depends on the performance of the supporting optics 

— if the optics are not diftaction limited, then the crystal need not be either. The 

transmitted wavefront error includes possible contributions from volume defects and 

correlated surface features. When the S.R. performance exceeds the limit over the 
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entire measured area, the > is shown along with the measmrement aperture. The 

data shown in Table 4.7 is taken from the worst example in the measured samples. 

The quality of the LiNbOa polish is such that difeaction limited performance is 

possible over the entire 7.1 mm crystal aperture provided the focus alignment cor

rection is used. The performance of the KNSBN polish is considerably poorer. The 

diffraction limited S.R. = 0.8 is maintained over only a 1.5 mm radius unless higher 

order corrections are made. In part, this lower performance for KNSBN is due to 

the small size of the crystal as a greater fraction of the crystal is near edges and 

corners. Additionally, LiNbOg has been widely used for many years and experience 

may play a role in growth and polish. 
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(C) (<D 

Figiire 4.18: Wavefront error over an aperture of 8 mm after propagation through a 
5 mm thick LiNbOs crystal with respect to a reference surface of a (a) tilted plane 
(RMS = 111 nm, PV = 636 nm), (b) tilted sphere (RMS = 106 nm, PV = 636 
nm), (c) tilted astigmatic surface (RMS = 25 nm, PV =191 nm), (d) tilted asphere 
(RMS = 25 nm, PV = 188 nm). Dark regions are phase advanced. 
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Figure 4.19: Wavefront error due to crystal surface imperfections vs. apertvure with 
respect to a reference surface of a tilted plane. • side 1, o —• side 2, o —• side 3, 
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Figure 4.20: Wavefront error due to crystal surface imperfections vs. aperture with 
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4.10 Non-traditional systems 

There are many solutions to volmne storage optics besides a 4F system. We will con

sider one that is very similar to the 4F but shows the possibilities of multi-element 

optics.^" In the 4F system, the stop shift was set by the architecture rather than for 

optical design reasons. Splitting off some of the positive power of the elements will 

improve the aberration performance by allowing the stop shift to be picked for best 

aberration compensation. If this new element is inserted near the object plane, its 

aberrations are small. [39] We also include field flattening elements symmetrically 

about the center of the crystal. Distributing the negative power between these two 

elements will reduce their sxuface curvatures and overall thicknesses and the overall 

symmetry with respect to the aperture stop will tend to compensate the odd aber

rations. Figure 4.21 shows a side view of this multi-singlet optical system. Table 4.8 

displays the performance of this non-traditional 4F system as well as the peak per

formance of each of the traditional 4F systems studied. The non-traditional system 

Table 4.8: Comparison of nontraditional 4F systems with traditional 4F systems for 

System Element Detector h f dout SBP 
TTlTn mm ^m hvd. kbits 

Asphere Curved 12.5 100 12.5 34.6 334 
Doublet Curved 12.5 250 20 62.5 160 
Doublet Flat 12.5 250 20 74.8 112 
Singlet Curved 12.5 250 20 75 111 
Singlet Flat 12.5 250 22.5 88.3 80.2 

Mxilti-singlet Flat 12.5 250 20 58.4 183 

thank Dr. Shack for his constructive criticism which led to consideration of such modifications 
to the 4F system. 
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Figure 4.21: Side view of multi-element singlet system for holographic storage. 

SBP betters the SBP of traditional 4F singlet systems by more than 64% and per

forms about as well as a traditional 4F system using doublets and a curved detector. 

The traditional 4F system employing aspheres does outperform the non-traditional 

system by more than 82%; however, the aspheric system is potentially higher in 

cost than the non-traditional system which employs only singlets. Additional gains 

for non-traditional systems can be made at the expense of complexity by including 

additional elements at locations other than object and image planes; however, such 

gains must be weighed against commercial toleraucing concerns. 
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4.11 Asymmetric 4F systems for VHM 

In analyzing lens design issues relating to volume holographic memories, I have 

concentrated on symmetric lens systems. This concentration is justified in two 

ways. First, as discussed early in Section 4.4, sjonmetric lens systems cancel out odd 

aberrations. As a result, symmetric lens systems will generally have the best imaging 

performance for large fields, and hence the highest SBP. Furthermore, symmetric 

lens systems have unit magnification, a property that leads to minimrun system 

length. Hence, symmetric lens systems will lead to more compact packaging. Thus, 

symmetric systems will likely be the preferred lens systems for VHMs intended for 

commercial application. Second, current VHMs rely on SLMs and CCDs to conduct 

storage and readout. SLMs and CCDs are constructed photolithographically with 

similar techniques. Even absent the trend for VHMs mentioned above, SLMs and 

CCDs of similar sophistication will generally have similar pixel sizes for this reason. 

Nonetheless, VHMs of current research interest are built using SLMs and CCDs 

that are not specifically optimized for VHMs. Mixing and matching SLMs and 

CCDs results in pixels that do not have exactly the same sizes. Assvmiing that the 

SLMs and CCDs that were chosen differ only by a scale factor, the two arrays can be 

matched by using a lens system that has some magnification. By definition, this lens 

system is therefore not symmetric; however, owing to the reasons discussed above, 

the magnification of the optical system can be reasonably assiuned to be near unity. 

Hence, the lens sj^em can be assumed to be nearly symmetric. For example, the 

HDSS lens sjrstem has a magnification of xxx. For purposes of this section, I will 
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take the magnification of the SLM to run over a range of 0.5 to 2. The question is 

do the conclusions discovered earlier apply over this range of magnification? 

As a base for departure, I will consider a particular lens system examined for the 

symmetric case. I will take a 4F system composed of singlets, using an SLM of 25 

micron pitch, 100% fill factor. The first lens will be a singlet with f = 100 mm. The 

second lens will also be a singlet; however, the focal length of that singlet will be 

allowed to vary from 50 mm to 200 mm. When the second lens has a focal length of 

precisely 100 mm, the system is symmetric. This case was considered in Section 4.4, 

where AST was found to be the dominant aberration, and the optimal lens shapes 

are equiconvex. For each focal length of the second lens, each lens will be allowed to 

take on an arbitrary shape factor, so that wavefront aberration is minimized across 

the field. I will then consider the lens systems and wavefront aberrations to find the 

degree to which the wavefront aberrations vary from the synmietric case, and the 

degree to which lens shapes vary from the symmetric case. 

A summary of the system wavefront aberration totals is shown in Figure 4.22. I 

have chosen to express each wavefront aberration in terms of the wavefront variance 

that results from that aberration. This approach relates each aberration in terms of 

the effect that that aberration alone would have on Strehl Ratio. Use of the Strehl 

Ratio to rate optical system performance was discussed in Section 4.9. In Section 

4.4, I found that aberrations of symmetric systems have two important regimes. 

One regime is the AST limit, which is encoimtered for relatively long focal length 

lenses and relatively large field sizes. The AST limit applied to nearly all cases 

considered in this work. In the AST limit, equiconvex lenses are optimal, as this 
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Figure 4.22: Effect of asjanmetry on VHM 4F wavefront aberration. 

shape minimizes AST. The second regime is the SA3 limit. This limit applied for 

very small pixels and relatively small field sizes. In the SA3 limit, each lens was 

optimized as though the array to be imaged was nearly a point source. Hence, 

optimal lens designs vised nearly plano-convex lenses (a typical lens solution for 

coUimating point sources). 

First, note the symmetric case in Figure 4.22, with a system magnification of 

1.0. Coma is zero, as expected. SA3 is low with respect to AST, as shown earlier 

in Section 4.4. Note that for the symmetric case, the lenses are equiconvex. Now 

examine system magnifications greater than 1.0, for which the second lens has a 

focal length > 100 mm. The SA3 continues to decrease toward 0 for longer focal 

lengths. AST remains large over the range of 2 > M > 1. Coma does appear, and 
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does increase as M increases; however, coma remains quite low with respect to AST 

over the range considered. Hence, the optimal lens systems should be very nearly 

identical to AST limited systems explored ui Section 4.4. In fact, the optimized lens 

designs are nearly perfectly equiconvex over this range of magnification. 

Now consider 1 > M > 0.5. For the range 1 > M > 0.7, SA3 increases, but 

remains low with respect to AST. Coma also increases but remains low with respect 

to AST. Over the range 1 > M > 0.7, there is effectively no departiire from the lens 

shapes derived in the AST limit. As M drops below 0.7, SA3 increases; however, SA3 

remains small with respect to AST for M > 0.5. Hence, as expected, the optimized 

asymmetric lens designs deviated only slightly from equiconvex. 

In the symmetric case, coma is identically zero, and AST and SA3 determine 

the lens design. For the range of asymmetry considered (2 > M > 0.5), coma is 

never the dominant aberration. Further, coma remains substantially less than the 

combination of AST and SA3. Hence, for the asymmetry considered AST and SA3 

generally determine the lens design. This pair of aberrations lead to 4F systems 

with very nearly equiconvex lenses even for asymmetric lens systems, just as this 

pair of aberrations lead to exactly equiconvex lenses for perfectly symmetric lens 

systems. Thus, the design conclusions for symmetric lens systems should apply for 

a moderate range of asymmetry. 

Consideration of asymmetric lens systems with more complex lens designs is a 

large area for exploration, and optimal VHM lens solutions may depend on system 

specific constraints. This makes a general study difficult; however, I will consider 
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a specific four element 4F design, composed of achromatic doublets. This design 

was constructed for PRISM research by Optitek. The design coupled an SLM with 

pixels of 17 microns to a CCD with detectors of 18 microns (2x2 blocks of 9 micron 

detectors were used as a single CCD element) with lenses whose composite focal 

lengths were f = 59.7 and f = 63.2 for a paraxial transverse magnification of 1.058. 

A side view of the final lens system is shown in Figure 4.23. The goal of the lens 

design was not to directly maximize SBP, as the SB? was fixed by choice of SLM 

and CCD. Rather, the goal was to minimize wavefront error for the given SLM 

and CCD, thus indirectly maximizing SBP (and TniTiiTni7ing inter-pixel crosstalk) 

for these constraints. To minimize system complexity and mechanical design, field 

lenses were not used. This goal required designing the optical system for a fiat field. 

Generally, distortion need not contribute to inter-pixel crosstalk or reduce SBP, as 

distortion only remaps the centroids of the imaged pixels. Such a mapping can be 

inverted and applied to either the SLM or CCD to compensate. Note, owing to the 

use of commercial SLMs and CCDs, with regular sampling grids, this lens design 

wiU have low distortion to minimize inter-pixel crosstalk. 
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Figure 4.23: Side view of an asymmetric 4F sjrstem composed of commercial dou
blets. The block nearest the SLM is a input beam coupler; the holographic mediiun 
is a photopolymer in the Fourier plane. 
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The tolerances associated with each lens element (stated as +/- 1% of focal 

length) prevented use of single elements in each half of the 4F system. To compen

sate, the power of each half of the lens s}^tem was split into 2 lens elements. A 

air space was introduced in between each lens element. During construction, small 

changes in this air sp6u;e serve to lengthen the focal length of each pair. This can be 

used to ideally match magnification. Distortion can be considered a field dependent 

magnification, and the best fixed of^t in paraxial magnification was assumed to 

minimize centroid error with respect to ideal imaging. Note that symmetry was 

used in each half of the 4F system, despite the fact that each half of the 4F system 

operates at infinite conjugate. 

S  T  

- I  -n 

Figiure 4.24: Field curvature and distortion of an asymmetric 4F system composed 
of commercial doublets. 

The field curvature and distortion are shown in Figure 4.24. Note that the 

departure from a flat field (< 0.5 mm) is smaller than the depth of field of a pixel 
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Figure 4.25: Spot diagrams of an asymmetric 4F system composed of commercial 
doublets. 
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Figure 4.26: RMS aberration across the image of an asymmetric 4F system composed 
of commercial doublets. 
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(« 0.6 mm). ALso, the distortion remains quite low over the field (< 0.1 microns 

maximum departure firom the ideal centroid location). A spot diagram showing 

the geometric aberration blur sampled across the CCD is shown in Figure 4.25. 

The circle surrounding each group of ray intercepts shows the diameter of the Airy 

disk generated by diffraction limits. Note that the geometric aberrations generally 

remain inside the Airy disk diameter. The RMS aberration is shown across the field 

in Figure 4.26. Note that the RMS aberration generally remains < 0.06 waves and 

hence the Strehl ratio generally remains above 0.85 across the image. 

The central portion of a frame captured firom this system is shown in Figiire 4.27. 

The as-constructed lens system (using commercial lenses and lens moimts available 

through Spindler and Hoyer, and Newport) demonstrated very low BER (10~4 if 

comers excluded) and low distortion. 
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Figure 4.27: Transmitted image of an asymmetric 4F system composed of commer
cial doublets. 
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4.12 Effects of low cost storage media on optical 
design 

The results shown in this chapter to this point are our most mature and have 

included a consideration of the di&action limits in a VHM. The substantial impact 

of diffraction is due to a restriction of the volimie of the storage material, which is 

strongly motivated by high cost of inorganic crystal storage materials available in 

the near to medium term. Several research groups are currently exploring organic 

materials for holographic storage, [73] These materials are as yet largely improven in 

VHM systems, and, despite the current interest, are far from commercially available. 

The materials exhibit very short storage lifetimes at present and require extremely 

high applied fields to be iiseful; however, organic photorefractives promise potentially 

inexpensive media costs. 

A dramatic cost reduction of the media would drive the optical design to differ

ent solutions as the imposed diffraction limit of the crystal aperture could be lifted. 

Our initial lens design work presented in talks at OS A [61] [62] assumed that the 

transverse dimension of the crystal aperture was large and thus diffraction was negli

gible with respect to aberration. This assumption was representative of much of the 

academic research efforts which employed crystals much larger than the projection 

of the SLM array. [54] [12] These results represent the limits of 4F lens design with 

inexpensive storage media. 

The assumption of inexpensive media renders meaningless the consideration of 

peak Fx in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. From an academic perspective, this is imfortunate as 
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Tab e 4.9: SBP in the inexpensive media limit 
SBP No Crystal Crystal at 0° Crystal at 30° 

Singlet 83150 87977 87319 
Doublet 236492 238508 242865 

Flattened Field 318840 321348 315819 
Aspheric Correction 755734 773837 739513 

VSBP No Crystal Crystal at 0° Crystal at 30° 
Singlet 288 297 295 
Doublet 486 488 493 

Flattened Field 565 567 562 
Aspheric Correction 869 880 860 

Fx had a meaningful role in relating paraxial results to aberration-limited results. 

Prom a practical perspective, we expect the peak SBPs to increase substantially 

if diffiraction effects are removed. Table 4.9 displays the peak SBP under the no-

diffraction-blur assmnption. 

Note that trends for inexpensive media are essentially the same as those observed 

for expensive media; however, the influence of lens design sophistication is now 

(vmsurprisingly) more pronovmced. Especially note that the peak SBPs for the 

singlets are unchanged. In the pure fourth order AST limit, the peak SBP as shown 

in Equation 4.36 is independent of specific on-axis pixel size. Removing diffraction 

blur reduces the on-axis pixel size, reducing the field size hgpt as a result, but the 

value of the peak SBP is unaffected. This is not to say that the removal of difl&raction 

blur is unhelpful. The system volume can be reduced by as much as 2x and Fa can 

be increased by as much as 2x with respect to the diffraction-limited resiilt because 

the SLM hopt is reduced by a factor of \/2. The SBP peaks do rise substantially 

when fourth order AST is less dominant, such as in the doublet and aspheric designs. 
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The best 4F design now closely approaches the 1000 x 1000 SBP often claimed as 

a performance benchmark for VHM systems. 

4.13 Conclusions 

Volmne holographic memories are promising candidates for high capacity storage 

systenas. The miderlying properties and costs of the photorefractive storage mediimi 

as well as the benefit of massive data parallelism drive the goal of maximmn space 

bandwidth product within the optical system. We have identified optimal lens de

signs of 4F systems for maximizing SBP and crystal information density with regard 

to the conditions of ideal imaging and aberrated imaging of real optical elements. 

These designs have been supported by ray trace simulations. We examined the im

pact of field flattening, aspheric enhancement, non-uniform detector sampling, and 

component tolerancing on these designs. We found that aberrations in traditional 

4F systems strongly affect system geometry and reduce potential SBP, crystal infor

mation density, and system density. Careful attention to optical design can mitigate 

the impact of aberrations. We considered aberrations associated with propagation 

through the crystal and determined their impact to be negligible insofar as the crys

tal is well toleranced. We observe that optimal systems using singlet lenses require 

excessively long focal lengths and have correspondingly low system densities. We 

foimd that designs with standard doublets can support SBP > 10® and crystal in

formation density ss 2 Mbits/mm^. The use of non-uniform sampling can produce 

gains in SBP > 100%, and that the application of aspherics will permit SBP « 4.5 

X 10® with further gains in crystal information density approaching 2.5 Mbits/mm^. 
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System density is also improved by the use of aspherics, increasing from 500 to 1300 

bits/mm^. Further improvements in optical design for volume holographic memories 

will reqiiire multi-element lenses and modification of the traditional 4F architecture. 

We have briefly introduced one such design, a non-confocal architecture for low cost 

multi-element optical 4F system. Finally, future low-cost, organic storage media 

may permit additional system resources to be devoted to the lens performance with 

the result of substantially improved imaging in more sophisticated lens designs. 
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Chapter 5 

CROSSTALK AND 
APODIZATION 

5.1 Introduction 

Apodol, adj: [Greek: apous, apodos, footless] Zool. - lacking feet or 

legs such as a snake or a legless lizard. 

Apodization, n. {by use of -ization, a n. -forming compound suflBx} 

- the act of removing feet and/or legs. "I'd like a dnunstick. Please 

apodize the turkey." [74] 

We have discussed in detail the optical designs that optimize the storage of in

dividual pages of data in a VHM. The optical system in the object arm defines the 

storage resolution in two dimensions; however, the promise of volimie storage is in

herent in the three-dimensional nature of the storage media which allows many such 

planar pages to be superimposed in optically thick media. This multiplexing resolu

tion is the third dimension of a VHM and has been generally defined in holographic 
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storage in terms of the range of the multiplexing dimension over which there exists 

significant di&action efficiency for a single page. This range is known as the Bragg 

selectivity. For angularly multiplexed uniform gratings in media of finite thickness, 

the intensity diffraction efficiency (77) has a well known sinc^(??) dependence vs. de-

phasing (i.e., dephasing t? « Ad, reconstruction angle for angular multiplexing). 

[75] This 77 « sinc^(i9) Bragg selectivity curve contains 90.3% of its area within the 

first zeros of the function, hence the storage resolution along the multiplexing axis 

has been taken to be defined by the spacing of the peak 77 to the first zeros. In the 

90° geometry a uniform grating exposed by a 500 nm source in a medium of index 

2.3 and length 10 mm has an external resolution of Ad = 50 ^rads. Unfortunately, 

9.7% of the area of the Bragg selectivity curve lies outside this convenient definition 

of Bragg selectivity, and this lack of compact support^ in the multiplexing dimension 

leads to crosstalk and crosstalk noise. When a certain SNR must be maintained, 

crosstalk noise can require that pages of data be written at multiplexing resolutions 

significantly coarser than the conventional definition of AO. This loss of angular 

storage resolution owing to crosstalk noise affects the optical design either by re

quiring that the optics in the reference arm support a wider range of reference beam 

angles to maintain a constant capacity or, if there is a fixed angular range in the 

reference arm, requiring a compensating increase in the SBP of the object arm op

tics to maintain a constant capacity. Generally, either outcome requires that optical 

system resources be diverted from other system goals. For example, higher SBPs 

in the reference or object arm might result in longer focal length lenses and thus 

function is said to have compact support if the function is identically zero outside a window 
of finite length. 
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reduce the system data density. Having noted that the multiplexing resolution and 

the optical system are linked, we choose instead to investigate how modifications to 

the optical design might be used to minimize the crosstalk noise directly, and hence 

permit storage nearer to the Bragg selectivity limit. In particular, we investigate 

the application of optical apodization of the VHM and the resulting suppression of 

crosstalk noise thus obtained. 

5.2 Symbols used in this chapter 

A0 deviation from ideal reference angle 

sinc(x) = 
\ / TTX 

•do normalized dephasing such that the sine nulls are scaled to integers 

77 holographic intensity diffiraction efficiency 

r}D holographic diftaction efficiency normalized to unity 

Lg interaction length of the stored grating (taken as the length of the crystal) 

K wavevector of stored grating in k space 

fco> ^object wavevector of object beam in holographic recording 

kry ^reference wavevector of reference beam in holographic recording 

m{z) modulation depth of holographic grating along object beeim axis of crystal 
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1 Er(z) I modulus of reference beam electric field along multiplexing axis of crystal 

w(z) net spatial window function 

R(z/Z) window function with unit response with +Z/2 > z > -Z/2 and zero response 

| z |>Z /2  

cr, standard deviation of the reconstructed power of a pixel with nominal mean i = 

[0,1] 

Hi average value of the reconstructed power of a pixel with nominal mean i = [0,1] 

2 X Mjtiox + 1 total niunber of images stored in the crystal 

5.3 Fourier plane holographic storage 

For the purposes of the two dimensional lens design in the object arm, we approxi

mated holographic storage and reconstruction as an ideal process; however, we must 

review some of the detail of holographic storage and reconstruction to imderstand 

Foiuier plane storage resolution limits in the multiplexing dimension and to ap

preciate the effect of reference arm optical apodization on those resolution limits. 

Any physically realistic wavefront can be decomposed into plane wave components, 

hence, if we understand the interactions of plane wave holographic storage we can 

predict the results for real wavefronts.^ The interaction of two plane waves in a stor

age medium is shown in Figure 5.1. For convenience, we label one of these waves 

^Assiuning a linear medium in which linear superposition holds. 
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Figure 5.1: Fringe pattern in real space of crystal volume. 

the reference beam and the other the object beam. Interference of the reference 

and object beams produces a pattern of nodes (dark fringes) and anti-nodes (bright 

fringes) in the storage medium. The band transport model [85] describes the promo

tion of electrons into the conduction band in the bright fringes and the subsequent 

diffusion toward dark fringes. In the regions of the dark fringes the charges may 

relax to the valence band. This charge transport process results in non-uniform 

distribution of electrons which in turn results in a voltage field. This locally varying 

voltage produces, by the linear electro-optic effect in suitable photorefractive media, 

a locally varying refractive index. This refractive index varies along the same axis 

and has the same period as the original optical interference pattern. 

Reconstruction occurs when a reference beam is input to the storage mediiun. 
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The reference beam scatters weakly from the refractive index variations. The ac

tual strength of the scattering process can be calculated but the absolute level of 

the peak ampUtude is not critical for our purpose in this chapter. The direction 

of the scattering proceeds to add constructively along the seune axis as the original 

object beam if the original reference beam is input. Thus, a duplicate of the object 

beam is produced from the reference beam via scattering from the memory stored in 

the holographic medium. This holographic effect, including the amplitude, can be 

rigorously determined by evaluating the integral describing scattering [78] or from 

considering coupled mode theory. [75] For our purposes we prefer a conceptually 

simpler model that will still serve to explain our experimental resxilts. This Bragg 

diffraction model [80] is similar to those considered in acousto-optics [79] and in 

multi-layer optical thin films. [81] Consider the refractive index variation stored in 

the photo-refractive medimn as an array of weak mirrors where the reflection from 

each mirror is due to the local variation in refractive indices. As we have discussed, 

the orientation and spacing of the mirrors is determined by the geometry of the 

original interference pattern. EflBcient diffraction requires that the scattered com

ponents throughout the voliune add in phase. Along the surface of one mirror this 

constructive addition of phase requires that the incident angle eqiial the diffiracted 

angle. For separate mirror surfaces to add in phase the following condition must 

also apply 

~ A/u. (5.1) 

We will represent the storage and reconstruction process with a k, or reciprocal, 
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space diagram. The k space diagram is a Foiirier transform of the real spa^e diagram. 

Demarcation in k space is in terms of spatial frequencies. The magnitude of the 

spatial frequency of a plane wave is 1/A where A is the wavelength of the plane wave. 

When we scale the spatial frequency by the scalar 27r we obtain a diagram of the 

momenta k. The scattering process of diffiraction from a stationary grating requires 

that the output wavelength be the same as the input wavelength so that energy is 

conserved. This implies that the head of the output k vector lies along a sphere in 

k. The elastic scattering process also requires that momentiun be conserved, that is 

^interference pattern ~ ̂ object Reference- When kinpxtt ~ Reference) and when di&action 

from the interference pattern results in kdiffracted = ^interference pattern + hnput = 

kobjecti energy and momentimi axe preserved. In k space we can easily see these 

energy and momentvun conditions as geometric constraints. The storage and readout 

processes axe represented for two dimensions in Figure 5.2. The spatial superposition 

of the reference {kreference) and object (kobject) waves during storage is clearly resolved 

in k space. The difference in the reference and object beam momenta is the k 

space interpretation of the interference pattern. During readout the input kreference 

di£fracts off of the previously stored grating K, reconstructing the kf^jgd beam. The 

geometric termination of kobject on the Bragg sphere corresponds to the constraints 

of conserving momentum and energy. 

Figure 5.2 shows k vectors ending at distinct points in k space. These exact vec

tor magnitudes axe obtained in the limit of an infinite grating volume in real-space.^ 

The effect of a finite real-space grating volmne is to introduce Bragg imcerteiinty, 

^Figure 5.2 also implicitly assumes that the plane waves are monochromatic. The eflfect of finite 
time pulses is explored briefly in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.2: k space storage and readout of plane wave gratings. 

a small volume of diffracted plane waves in a k space diagram. Bragg selectivity, 

which we previously used to define the multiplexing resolution, is the converse of 

Bragg imcertainty. The three dimensional form of the storage medium limits the 

scattering integral, and, xmder the limits of weak scattering, Bragg selectivity is 

observed to follow the three dimensional Fourier transform boimded by the finite 

limits of the storage medium. [78] When a stored grating is abruptly tnmcated 

by the finite medium we expect that the resulting Bragg imcertainty will contain 

significant high spatial frequency components as implied in the Fourier relation

ship. Conversely, if the stored grating has very low amplitude at the edge of the 

medium (i.e., weak truncation), then the Bragg uncertainty/selectivity should be 

only weakly perturbed firom that observed in an unboimded medium. This argu

ment suggests that the diffraction limit in those weakly truncated axes is negligible, 

whereas the diffiraction effects in strongly truncated axes should be dominant. When 
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this tnmcation takes the form of a sharp interface the Fourier relation suggests that 

the diffraction effects will take the form of a sinc^-like blur in each dimension.^ On 

the scale of current experimental VHM storage, the image reconstruction is of high 

fidelity [12] and no sinc^-like blurring (arising from the finite crystal aperture) in 

the image is evident; however, the original nearly delta function direction of the ref

erence beam shows an almost perfect sinc^-like dependence in diffraction eflficiency 

77 vs. small deviations, A6 in the reference beam angle. These experimental results 

have motivated previous workers in the field to consider the volume of holographic 

storage essentially unbounded in the transverse dimensions applied to the image, but 

hard truncated along the axis of multiplexing and reconstruction. [54] We adopt this 

approximation for our work as well. 

We also adopt the restriction that the botmdaries of the crysteil are the botmd-

aries of the volimie of integration for the holographic reconstruction. This restriction 

is tacit in previous work [54] [86] as the width of the Bragg selectivity curve was 
• 

constant with respect to reference beam angle. This restriction is strictly true only 

if normally incident plane waves are used for the object and reference beams, or 

if a large volxmie of ideal index-matching material is used. We will show that the 

restriction is not unduly inaccurate in a typical 90° AMUX storage system for small 

angidar bandwidths. The use of multiplexed reference beams or complex objects re

sults in a parallelogram cross-section contributing to the reconstruction rather than 

a sqviare. The Bragg selectivity of the reconstruction is determined by evaluating 

the 2D Fourier transform of this cross-section along the ^ axis. The general case of 

^assuming the dimensions are separable 
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the 2D Fourier transform for a skewed coordinate system can be used to evaluate 

the parallelogram [76]; however, the Fourier integral can be directly solved for this 

relatively simple case [106] to yield 

T}) = aSinc[a^]cSinc[c(r7 + ^/m)]. (5.2) 

The projection along the reconstruction axis of ^ is changed only by the cosine 

projection of the off-axis angle of the reference beam. Taking an external range of 

reference beam angles in a typical 90° AMUX geometry to be ± 5°, and the index of 

the holographic medium to be » 2.3, the maximum change in the width of the Bragg 

selectivity is -0.07%. This result suggests that the effect of small angxilfir bandwidths 

is a small perturbation on answers derived assuming that the interaction volimie is 

a cube. 

Thus, the Bragg selectivity properties of a volume grating with finite extent 

can be examined by decomposing along the object beam path {i.e., the z axis) the 

spatial window function w(z) = m(z) | Ep(z) | into its Fourier components where 

m(z) is the grating modulation depth and | Er(z) | is the reconstructing field. Again, 

this Bragg selectivity model is valid in the limit of small diffiraction efficiency and 

negligible beam coupling; however, simulation results in the literature suggest that 

the dependence of Bragg selectivity on dephasing when di&action efficiency is not 

small is only slightly changed from the predictions obtained in our approximation. 

[82] [83] [84] When the grating modulation depth and reconstructing field are uniform 

over the finite grating length (i.e., w(z) = m(z) | Er(z) | = constant) we find the 
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traditional rj oc sinc^(7A0) behavior in diffraction efficiency 77 vs. reconstruction 

angle Ad, where 7 is a system dependent proportionality constant. The square root 

of this diffrsiction efficiency, corresponding to the electric field diffraction efficiency, 

is more relevant to crosstalk. A significant feature of such a 8inc(7A0) distribution is 

its slow decay envelope. As a result, the electric field diffracted from widely spaced, 

non-Bragg matched holograms can contribute to crosstalk. A second significant 

feature of the sinc(7A0) function is its nulls. Neighboring holograms placed exactly 

on these angular nulls produce no crosstalk. Unfortunately, this ideal can be achieved 

only with storage of plane wave objects. When an object conteiins an angular range 

of plane waves {e.g., an extended object in Fourier plane storage), all but one of 

these plane wave components will fail to be stored on a null and thus can produce 

crosstalk. 

5.4 SNR and crosstalk 

We have shown that the limit of information storage is obtained through consid

eration of the SNR rather than of the opticeil resolution. The research interest in 

crosstalk is motivated by observing that the circumstances under which noise asso

ciated with crosstalk may dominate the SNR are precisely those which are promised 

in an advanced VHM system, that is, when the VHM capacity is large. A large 

capacity is a necessary condition to consider crosstalk limits; however, a large ca

pacity is not a siifficient condition to guarantee such a VHM crosstalk noise limit. 

To approach the VHM crosstalk noise limit we must satisfy other system conditions 

such that other signal-independent noise sources are suppressed and that the signal 
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distortion associated with crosstalk can be regarded as a noise. 

Many cnrrent VHM efforts ® have been limited by fixed, or nearly fixed, pattern 

noise. Common sources of this noise are: 

Interference firinges resulting from multiple reflections and dust, 

Non-uniformity of illumination from Gaussian laser beam modes, 

Non-imiformity of spatial light modulators, 

Vignetting by optical system apertures. 

Engineering solutions for these fixed pattern noises are well-known — anti-reflection 

coatings, larger and cleaner optics, beam-shaping filters, and tighter SLM tolerances. 

While these error sources currently limit VHM performance and capacity, we can, 

from an engineering standpoint, consider them solved. 

Random noise in the detection process is a fundamental, but well-studied prob

lem. Detection noise in an optical system involves photon shot noise and electrical 

Johnson noise as well as varioiis additive noises from the supporting electronics.^ 

The magnitude of these random, signal-independent noise sources can not be nidled 

but can be arbitrarily diminished by tactics such as cooling the detector or simply 

increasing the readout laser power. 

While signal-independent noise soiirces can be finessed by increased signal power 

'In particxilar, the page based efforts carried on Optitek and Rockwell as members of the 
HDSS consortimn. 

®l/f noise, G-R noise, etc. 
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and reduced random-noise power, signal-dependent noise is unaffected by such tac

tics. The origin of signal-dependent noise is the unavoidable compact support of 

the optical system and the storage medium in real-space. As a consequence of the 

Fovirier relation to real-space, the Bragg uncertainty/selectivity must extend in

finitely. The addition of each new element of data must resvdt in some, edthough 

perhaps very small, interaction with every other element of data in the memory. 

When this interaction is impredictable it is considered to be noise. We could, in 

principle, measure the state of each neighboring VHM data page and use this ui-

formation to calculate the crosstalk contribution to the page of interest; however, 

this calculation is not practical in an upapodized VHM in which at least as many as 

20,000 nearest neighbors can contribute significant crosstalk components. [22] [54] 

If we opt to consider the data on neighboring pages as random then the crosstalk 

contribution is random and unpredictable or "noisy." This crosstalk noise is, by 

construction, proportional to the capacity and must therefore form an upper boxmd 

to the capacity when the signal-independent noise sources have been suppressed and 

the capacity is large. 

Much of the previous analysis of crosstalk noise has used a Crosstalk-to-Signal 

ratio (XSR) metric introduced by Gu, et al. [54], and Heanue, et al. [86] This metric 

gauges the mean increase in power delivered to on and off levels, but overlooks the 

variance in crosstalk power which must be known in order to evaluate the crosstalk 

noise to signal ratio (NSR) 

(5.3) 
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where m and a? are the means and variances of the on (i = 1) and off (i = 0) 

levels. Again, an exact determination of crosstalk is in principle possible; however, 

we choose to regard the stored data as random with equal probability for a 0 or 

1 stored at each location in the memory. We follow the model previously defined 

for XSR and measure NSR at the worst case page £md pixel. Analysis of the sum 

of the many small crosstalk contributions parallels that of speckle. The general 

case of speckle analysis can be foimd in standard texts. [87] [23] [88] We extend 

the dicussion found in those texts to include the unique aspects of VHM crosstalk 

in Appendix B. We observe that the NSR will be a maximum when XSR is a 

maximum; however, the NSR is larger than XSR for a fixed memory capacity. 

5.5 Apodization and crosstalk suppression 

This theoretical, crosstalk limited upper bovmd to capacity is not entirely an aca

demic proposition. The final reports made by RCA (a 1970s era pioneer in photo-

refi:active VHM development)'^ indicated that crosstalk had been a concern. [89] [90] 

[91] Crosstalk noise results in a theoretical upper boimd to VHM capacity because 

it is signal-dependent, implying that appropriate modification of the signal may be 

used to control crosstalk noise. As a point of departure, we first consider the field 

crosstalk properties of T}{A6) OC sine (A0) arising firom a finite, imiform grating. 

Data pages in a VHM are stored as near the nulls of Bragg selectivity as possi

ble to achieve theoretically zero crosstalk; hence, crosstalk noise is concerned with 

^The oiigiiial RCA references are not maintained in most research databases; however, these 
RCA conclusions are reported in the literature by Yariv. 
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departxires from these Bragg selectivity nulls. The amplitude ri{Ad) oc sinc(A0) 

function is linear in the region of a null, and the slope is inversely proportional to 

the distance of the null from the peak. That is, the slope in the region of the first 

nviU is 1, the slope in the region of the second null is 1/2, and so on. Consider a 

small error which results in the spacing of each data page at 0.99, or an error of 

0.01, of the full peak to null spacing. The crosstalk from the first neighboring page 

is approximately the error x slope, or 0.01 x 1, Since we have assumed the error to 

be a proportional spacing error, the error from the second nearest neighbor is 0.02 

but the slope is 1/2 and the crosstalk is again 0.01. Thus, if a proportional spacing 

error exists there are many nearest neighbor data pages which contribute strongly 

to crosstalk noise on the page of interest. 

These angular errors can arise simply due to finite alignment tolerances (jitter) 

in the optical system, but a fundamental source of these spacing errors is the finite 

angular bandwidth of the signal. We show the effect of the finite signal bandwidth in 

Figiires 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.3 shows the optical system in real-space for multiplexed 

storage of two pages. The dashed lines represent data page 2 and the solid lines 

represent data page 1. The angular bandwidth of a finite sized SLM is pictorially 

represented by red, green, and blue. Figure 5.4 shows in k space the recording of two 

neighboring data pages. The assignment of color and line type is the same as in the 

real space figure. As we discussed earlier the stored gratings are the vector differences 

of the reference beam and the object beam. In the ciurrent example, we show three 

grating vectors that correspond to the three specific object beam components we 

consider. The arc connecting the heads of these grating vectors depicts the locus of 
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Reference Beams 

Fourier Lens 

Figure 5.3: Real space multiple image recording. 

all possible grating vectors arising from a continuous object wave of finite angular 

extent. We have arranged for the separation in k speice between dashed and solid 

reconstructions to be exactly that of the Bragg selectivity for the green components. 

The reconstruction of data page 1 with possible crosstalk from data page 2 is shown 

in Figure 5.4. 

An error in k space at £iny point in an image can be quickly derived from examin

ing the storage geometry. The spacing between the red grating vectors is slightly less 

than that of the green grating vectors, while the spacing between the blue grating 

vectors is slightly greater than that of the green grating vectors. This suggests that 

even with perfect, jitter-free angulau: multiplexing there exists finite crosstalk due 

to the finite angular bandwidth of a stored image. The multiplexing rotation of the 
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reference beam from di to 62 in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 provides the necesseiry k space 

difference along the x-axis such that the imaige centers are exactly spaced on null; 

however, the rotation necessarily causes a change along the y-axis as well. If the 

displacement of the stored K vector grating shells were separated only in the x-axis 

crosstalk would not occur.® The small transverse shift causes components away from 

the image center to be either slightly less than or greater than the optimal spacing. 

This effect is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

Sequential Recording Readout and Cnssstalk 

AX |. \ 

Object Beams 

Storage of two images Readout of two images 

Figure 5.4: k space depiction of 2 image storage and readout. 

This spacing error increases linearly away from the image center inside of a single 

page; however, the leading term in the transverse shift between pages is quadratic 

in the reference beam angle. These results indicate that we can expect the worst 

crosstalk noise near the edge of a page and near the edge of the multiplexing dimen-

^In principle, this is possible if we allow for an addition£il degree of freedom such as rotating 
the object beam as well as the reference beam 
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Bragg Null Spacing 

0.97 

1.00 

1.03 

Figure 5.5: Detail of linear Bragg error away from image center 2 gratings. 

sion {i.e., the pages corresponding to reference beam angle farthest from normal). 

Crosstalk noise is a weighted sum of all the nearest neighbor data pages onto the 

page of interest. The weight is the value of the Bragg selectivity curve evaluated for 

the particular k spacing. In general, there are nearest neighbors in each of the three 

dimensions of k space; however, applying the approximation of effectively unbounded 

transverse crysted boimdaries, the nearest neighbors are constrained to a line in k 

space and the crosstalk weights are determined by the Bragg selectivity along this 

line. For crossteilk contributing pages near the page of interest, the crosstalk at a 

particular pixel arrives from the corresponding pixel on each of those other pages; 

however, for distant crosstalk contributing pages, the transverse shift in the grating 

shells has the result that the pixel contributing crosstalk and the pixel of interest 

may not correspond to the same location on their respective pages. 
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We have stated that the diffracted light received by the detector is the superpo

sition of the desired, Bragg matched image and crosstalk from all other imdesired, 

non-Bragg matched images stored in the memory. We follow Reference [54] to find 

the mathematical representation of the crosstalk corrupted diffracted field E„(x,y) 

at the detector position (x,y) when reconstructing the n^ stored image with modi

fications for absorption e"®^ ajid non-constamt w(z): 

where 2 x M^ai + 1 is the number of patterns stored in the memory, (m € [0,1] is 

the stored data on the m"* page, <l>m € [0,27r) is the phase of the m"* page, k„,„ is a 

measure of the Bragg mismatch between the desired n*'' and the m"* page, and Lj 

is the finite length of the crystal. The window function w(z) represents our ability 

to modify the signal as desired to suppress crosstalk. The window function termi

nology is borrowed from signal processing applications. In a standard experiment 

w(z) « R(z/L2).® The effect of absorption on Bragg selectivity is important, and, 

while the effect is often overlooked, we will include the effect in our analysis of the 

common 'R{zfLg) experimental setup. We will assimie that correction for this roUoff 

is incorporated into our customized windows. A specific derivation of the absorption 

effect is carried out in Appendix C. 

Gu pioneered this form of crosstalk analysis. [54] She derived closed form ap

proximations for the XSR and has recently modified her approach to track a more 

^There is a Gaussiaa rolloff from the laser output although the beams are typically expanded 
such that this rolloff is modest. 

a (z+Lz/ 2 )  u f>m J lmzk  1 (5.4) 
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realistic metric of NSR. [92] The relatively simple form of the expressions allowed 

rapid evaluation of trends. She found the worst case XSR, in the case of an ideal 

R(z/Lj) window, to be near the edge of a page and near the edge of the memory 

(at about 90% of the distance from normal incidence to the largest reference beam 

angle). The closed form equations are derived for a specific window function, hence 

new derivations are needed for each window function considered.^® 

We chose to investigate Equation 5.4 in simulation. This approach allows us to 

use exact forms of crosstalk^^. Our simulation approach allowed us to rapidly in

vestigate alternate forms of w(z) and evaluate the possible benefits of these w(z) in 

suppressing crosstalk noise. We did limit our search to w(z) which had simple ana-

Ij^ic Fourier transforms to speed execution. We first considered the R(z/L2) function 

as this function has been thoroughly studied by Gu [54] and Heanue. [86] In the 

simulation model we store data pages of 2.5° extent as Fourier transform holograms 

in a Lj = 50 mm length medium which suffers an 18% intensity absorption. 

As shown in Figure 5.6, the NSR curve ([3 for w(z) w Kiz/hz) reaches po

tentially unacceptable values of nearly 10%. A traditional experimental remedy 

for reducing crosstalk is to space the data pages {i.e., holograms) farther apart on 

integer multiples of the first minima of the 77 vs. Ad curve. The impact of this 

dinunished angular density on NSR is shown in Figure 5.6 for holograms stored on 

the second null O) and third null (a). Reducing the angular storage density does 

reduce crosstalk; however, the NSR still remains at levels of 0.05 for yimax = 10,000, 

^^This point is moot insofar as she considered only the ideal R(z/Lz) window in [54]. 
^^To the limit of double precision floating point nmnbers in C. 
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Crosstalk from image bandwidth of S degrees 
indudn 18%iliio(piian 
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Figure 5.6: Worst-case crosstalk NSR vs. The niunber of stored data patterns 
is 2 X M,^ -I-1. 

even when pages are spaced on every third nvdl. Given the marginal improvement 

obtained by reducing the angular density from 1/2 to 1/3, further reduction in NSR 

appears limited using this method. This modest improvement is coupled to absorp

tion strength. Previous work neglecting material absorption found that crosstalk will 

actually worsen with diminished angiilar density at constant capacity [86]; however, 

for the case of strong absorption NSR improvements can be more pronounced. 

We conclude from the simulation results that crosstalk NSR can limit capacity 

and storage density. Ti'aditional experimenttil remedies provide moderate reduction 

in NSR but at costs of > 50% of storage density. Altering w(z) (i.e., m(z) and/or 

I Er(z) I) can result in improved system performance. This principle of apodization 

is exploited in optical thin film design [70], Fourier transform spectroscopy [71], and 
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is common in signal processing. [72] Many such functions have been proposed in 

signal processing, making an exhaustive search through these proposed functions 

impractical; however, the unique characteristics of the VHM as a chsinnel can iden

tify likely candidate window functions. The ideal spatial w(z) function would have 

compact spatial frequency support and hence zero crosstalk, but this ideal solution 

is prohibited by the finite extent of the storage medium. A near variant of this 

would have finite support with a range of zero spatial frequency response but allow 

arbitrarily large frequency response outside of this range. This would permit zero 

crosstalk from an arbitrary number of actual neighbors such as is the case in a VHM 

with a finite nximber of stored pages. Such a window can be designed in principle 

[93] but the tradeoff is very low power transmitted through the channel (in this case 

low diftaction eflSciency of the VHM). Gu simulated the performance of a w(z) with 

an optical system which would provide the shape of a truncated sinc(z/Z). This ap

proach benefits from a certain experimental elegance (n.6,, the results in Gu are only 

shown in simulation) but doesn't permit simple, arbitrary control over the shape of 

the modulation grating envelope. Ultimately, designing the optimal filter requires 

better knowledge of the tradeofe for the VHM channel, but this channel character

ization is as yet largely imknown. Instead we adopt the initial goals of: designing 

an arbitrary w(z) which provides substantially improved performance with respect 

to R(z/La) in simulation of crosstalk of large capacity VHM, and defining a process 

which is robust optically so that we can provide experimental verification of the 

simulation. The simulation goal can be met by considering window fmictions which 

retain the periodic null structure and which vanish more smoothly at the edge of 

the crystal to minimize ringing in their Bragg selectivity. To meet the second goal, 
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we consider window functions which vary only in magnitude as the desktop printing 

process to produce these window functions is simple, inexpensive, and of good qual

ity. We consider two common window (apodizing) functions that satisfy these goals 

for the crosstalk simulation; a triangle or Bartlett window B(z) = 1-2 l|z||/Lj : 

||z|| < L2/2, and a raised cosine or Hanning window Hn(z) = (1 + cos(27rz/Lj))/2 : 

||z|| < L*/2. The results of these windows are compared to a rectangle window R(z) 

= 1 : ||z|| < L2/2 modified by absorption. Figure 5.7 shows some specific window 

functions used in the study and their associated Fourier spectra. 

The simulation results shown in Figure 5.6 were in terms of worst-case crosstalk 

NSR va. The B(z) rovighly squares crosstalk noise associated with the R(z). 

This resvilt is intuitive in that the B(z) is the convolution of two half-width R(z), 

hence the BSC of the B(z) is the product of the BSCs of the two half-width R(z), 

resulting in a B(z) BSC of r/(A0) oc sinc^(7 A0) instead of the R(z) BSC of 7/(A0) 

oc sine (7A0) in amplitude. Thus, in the vicinity of a null, the BSC corresponding 

to B(z) is quadratic in T} VS. A9. The Hn(z) provides significantly reduced crosstalk 

with respect to the R(z) but not qmte the performance of the B(z). This appears 

coimter-intuitive at first as the Hn(z) looks smoother in its approach to 77 = 0 at 

the edge of the window than the B(z). This Hn(z) result can be understood by 

examining the departure of its BSC firom 0 efficiency in the vicinity of the niill. The 

Hn(z) leads to a BSC which is linear in 77 vs. Ad. The slope of the Hn(z) BSC is 

smaller than that corresponding to the R(z), hence the crosstalk is smaller for a finite 

image angular bandwidth; however, the result of the image bandwidths considered 

^^The rectangle function is a.k.a. R(z). The Triangle function is a.k.a. B(z). 
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in our simulation is that this linear crosstalk term dominates the quadratic crosstalk 

term. Hence, the B(z) outperforms the Hn(z) in terms of crosstalk NSR vs. Mmax-

Unfortunately, there exists a storage density cost associated with apodization. 

The Foiurier spectra and the BSCs of perfect B(z) and Hn(z) are broadened 2x with 

respect to that of an R(z) for equal crystal length. This 2 x broadening of the Fourier 

spectrum is evident in Figure 5.7. While this effect appears to reduce the memory 

capacity, the actual result is an increase in storage density when a target crosstalk 

NSR must be achieved. Figure 5.6 displays the simulation residts for NSR vs. 

using the B(z) (A) and Hn(z) (o). The NSR for Mmax = 10,000 is substantially 

reduced with apodizers to nearly 10"^ for the B(z) and nearly 10"^ for the Hn(z). 

From these restilts we may conclude that apodization caji strongly suppress crosstalk 

noise, permitting storage of a larger niunber of data pages and a higher memory 

capacity in the crosstalk noise limit. Calculation of the specific capacity gain in the 

crosstalk limit requires a specific crosstalk NSR tolerance specification. 

When additive noise sources may not be neglected with respect to crosstalk, the 

diffraction efficiency cost of apodization must be considered. When normalized to 

the diffracted intensity of the R(z), the B(z) and Hn(z) demonstrate 25% efficiency; 

however, crosstalk suppression can be traded off against diffraction efficiency. Fig

ure 5.7 shows the power loss and the side lobe suppression for three specific window 

functions considered in our tradeoff study. As examples of the more general tradeoff 

we show curves in Figure 5.6 corresponding the use of a trapezoid apodizer (T(z) = 

1 : ||z|| < L2/4, T(z) = 2 — 4||z||/L2 : Lg/2 > ||z|| > L2/4) (o) of ~ 70% efficiency 

and a Hamming apodizer (Hm(z) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos(27rz/Lj) : ||z|| < Ls/2) (©) 
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of ~ 30% efficiency. We show in Figure 5.8 the direct tradeoff between crosstalk 

and relative diffraction efficiency %. The crosstalk noise is measured for = 

2,500 as shown in Figure 5.6 and the diffraction efficiency t}r is normalized with 

respect to a rectangle window. The Hm(z) diffracts 16.6% more intensity than the 

Hn(z); however, the crosstalk performance is severely compromised. The Hm(z) 

is a linear combination of an R(z) and an Hn(z), in which crosstalk is dominated 

by the R(z) component for large A0. These examples suggest that apodizers opti

mal for other applications {e.g., power spectral estimation and Fourier transform 

spectroscopy) are not necessarily optimal for crosstalk suppression in VHM. The 

trapezoidal windows increase the diffraction efficiency while preventing a disconti

nuity in modulation depth at the edge of the crystal. This trapezoid class illustrates 

a more useful tradeoff in diffraction efficiency and crosstalk which would permit the 

system designer flexibility for optimal system design when a combination of noises 

is present. 

5.6 Apodization and capacity 

Crosstalk noise is inherently signal dependent and is naturally expressed in terms of 

an NSR; however, a system designer is typically interested in capacity. Obtaining an 

expression for capacity in the presence of crosstalk noise and random {e.g., thermal 

detection) noise is important. Unfortunately, the combined effects of crosstalk noise 

and random noise can only be evaluated for specific system configurations. We 

can, however, make a general analysis with respect to a normalized VHM system in 

order to show the important trends in capacity when crosstalk and apodization are 
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included. 

First, we fix a particular readout laser power, saturation difiEraction eflBciency,^^ 

and a random noise level. Absent any crosstalk we expect the observed NSR(M) 

to trend as where M is the number of stored pages and C includes the fixed 

system parameters. We further assume that C is chosen such that the desired noise 

to signal ratio is NSRoiMR — 4,001) = 0.1 (Mmo® = 2,000), and that this represents 

the required signal fidelity in the VHM.^^ Second, we fold the effects of crosstalk 

into the noise budget. As pages are stored in the VHM the crosstalk noise adds 

in quadrature to the already present random noise. This additional source of noise 

subtracts from the noise budget and reduces the allowable number of stored pages, 

hence reducing the capacity. The number of stored pages given the fixed noise 

budget and including crosstalk noise is 

M' = ̂ NSRl - NSR% • (5.5) 

We relate this M' to the ideal, random noise limited M in terms of a relative capacity 

C where 

C' = M' 
Mr \ 

NSRl - NSR\ 
NSRl 

(5.6) 

We now consider the effects that apodization will have on this crossteilk-corrupted 

relative capacity. Our simidations show that apodization can strongly suppress 

^^recently expressed as M/# 
^^The choice of Mmoz = 2,000 is convenient but arbitrary 
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crosstalk NSR at the expense of reduced storage density and, when absorptive 

apodizers are used, reduced diftacted power. Thus, the capacity effects of apodiza-

tion can be included directly as 

-

~Wn-\ 
NSBJh-A'NSiex ,,,, 

^ 

where A describes the crosstalk noise suppression, T describes the reduction in 

di&acted signal power, and M" is the niunber of pages stored after applying apodiza-

tion. Examining Equation 5.7 we see that if crosstalk noise is dominant, then capac

ity can be greatly increased when apodization provides A -C 1; however, if crosstalk 

noise is small with respect to the noise budget, then the highest capacity requires T 

= 1. For the case of absorptive apodizers T = 1 is reached only for no apodization.^® 

Hence, there exists a tradeoff in apodization between A and T to optimize capacity. 

Recall that we assiuned that our noise budget allowed storage of Mmax = 2,000 

holograms in the random noise limit. This suggests that the crosstalk noise we 

must include in our calculations of crosstalk-corrupted capacity is determined by 

that same M^ax = 2,000 holograms. Examining Figure 5.6 we see that worst case 

crosstalk NSR is substantially less than 0.1. This suggests that the intrinsic crosstalk 

noise associated with storage of extended images is suflSciently low that windowing 

with absorptive apodizers will not greatly increase overall capacity. 

î The case of di&active apodizeis is greatly different because T 1 while A is arbitrary. A 
special case of a difBractive apodizer is when an extended readout beam is used, somewhat alrin to 
the scheme employed by Gu, et. oL The OCPL group intends to perform experiments with more 
general di&active apodizers to demonstrate their possibilities. 
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While this result appears to undermine the argument in favor of apodization it 

does sviggest that apodization may be important when intrinsic crosstalk is greater 

(i.e., M,„ax > 2,000 or for images with a full angular bandwidth > 2.5°). More 

important, if other aspects in the system design result in crosstalk substantially 

larger than the intrinsic crosstalk, apodization may become critical to obtain useful 

system capacity. In particular, we derive in Appendix C the absorption corrupted 

BSC. The imperfect nulls of this BSC will increase the crosstalk well above the 

intrinsic crosstalk limit. This material absorption is critical for the photorefractive 

effect and recent research has established that an absorption coefficient of 0.5 cm~^ 

optimizes the diffracted signal strength. [29] We now consider the effect that this 

level of absorption will have on crosstalk, assiuning that this absorption is present 

dming writing and readout, and that the beam ratio is -C 1. 

The most obvious effect of absorption is a loss in overall signal power; however, 

for simplicity in presenting the results we will choose to normalize the transmission 

of the apodizers to this reduced level. We will continue to use Mrnoa: = 2000 as the 

random noise limited capacity. The crosstalk due to absorption of a = 0.5/cm in a 

1 cm crystal is driven by nearest neighbors, and the saturation NSRx » 0.1 is very 

nearly reached by Mmax = 20. Hence, the relative capacity of a 1 cm VHM (pages 

stored at first null spacing) with a = 0.5 cm~^ is C" = 1%.^® 

The capacity is strongly limited by crosstalk in our example, suggesting that 

reduction in crosstalk may provide substantial increases in capacity. One method 

for reducing the crosstalk is to use a special case of apodization to mitigate the 

consider storsige on second and third nulls later in this section. 
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distortion in the BSC due to material absorption. This special case of apodiza-

tion does not employ the classical windows we investigated in the previous section. 

The apodization to undo the material absorption amounts to an inverse exponential 

window such that the overall window function (including the material absorption) 

more closely resembles a rectangle window. This apodization is miique in that the 

minima of the BSC are not scaled — that is, the storage density is xmaflfected by the 

apodization. The tradeoff for this class of absorptive inverse exponential apodizers 

is reduced diffracted power for reduced crosstalk. We illustrate this tradeoff picto-

rially in Figure 5.9. Fortimately, the capacity formalism we introduced in Equation 

5.7 allows us to optimally choose the degree of inverse exponential apodization to 

balance the power loss against the crosstalk reduction, maximizing capa<:ity. A par

ticular example of this tradeoff is shown in Figure 5.10, where /? is the remaining 

uncorrected absorption. If /? = 0 then the apodizer has ftdly corrected for absorption 

and the resulting window is a lower modulation depth rectangle window. If = 0.5 

then, in this example, no apodization has been applied. The relative capacity is 

shown as a function of /? in Figure 5.11. Note that fully correcting for absorption 

a.t P = 0 results in a relative capacity of about 86%. Thus, fully correcting for 

the material absorption results in a capacity gain of 86x; however, we can increase 

the relative capacity beyond the level associated with /3 = 0. If we permit a small 

amoxmt of residual roUoff — P = 0.1 — the crosstalk remains low but we obtedn 

slightly higher diffracted power resulting in a relative capacity of C" = 0.875. 
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Figure 5.9: Diffracted power vs. position in crystal: Before and after absorption 
apodization. 

As we noted in the previous section there is an alternative to apodization which 

can be used to reduce absorption driven crosstalk. The experimental remedy of 

storing a page on every second Bragg "niill" rather than every Bragg "null" can re

duce NSRx as is evident in Figure 5.6; however, this experimental remedy reduces 

the storage density by half. While identifying a direct system cost with storage 

density is difficult, we know that reqiiiring a larger range of reference angles does 

require more sophisticated lens design and a higher performance angular addressing 

scheme — each of which will entail additional system cost. Ideally, we would like 

to operate with a high relative capacity and a high storage density. We compare 

the effectiveness of the reduced density storage and apodization in approaching the 

ideal system in Figure 5.12. The ideal system demonstrating TnaTrirmnn capacity 
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Figure 5.12: Absorption-corrupted memory capacity vs. density: Reduced density 
storage and apodization. 

and density would occupy the upper right comer. If no action is taken to mitigate 

crosstalk and pages of data are stored on every Bragg "null", then the actual system 

performance is in the lower right comer. This is extremely far from the idesd oper

ating point. Reduced density storage O) is effective in regaining capacity but very 

expensive in storage density, and the system performance is in the upper left comer 

— still distant from the ideal operating point. The family of inverse exponential 

apodization for various values of P is shown (A). Note that the best apodization re

tains ideal density and achieves very nearly ideal capacity. Hence, optimally chosen 

apodization is aji effective tool for nmnftgiTigr absorption-driven crossteilk. 
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5.7 Jitter, interpage crosstalk, and apodization 

In analyzing interpage crosstalk, we have considered ideal systems in which the only 

random process was the data itself. The stored data will be largely random, as this 

randonmess is the variety of states available for representing information. Further, 

the goal of the data storage device is to be consistent so that the information is 

faithfully stored and retrieved. This ideal model exists only as a point of departure, 

as the system designer immediately begins to make tradeofife. In real, imperfect 

systems, ECC reduces the randomness of the data, thvis costing some memory re-

soiirces; however, ECC provides a net benefit in capacity for the target level of data 

fidelity. A few such ECC considerations were discixssed in Chapter 1. Additionally, 

in any real system, the data storage storage and retrieval are not perfectly consis

tent, each is a random process. The system designer generally employs techniques to 

minimize the variation in the data storage device. These techniques include passive 

design features (optical examples include achromatizing and athermalizing lens s}^ 

tems), as well as active sub-systems for servoing. Each technique involves a tradeoff 

between device complexity (resulting in extra device cost, or perhaps reliability) 

and performance (capacity, density, transfer rate, etc.). Detailed knowledge of the 

consequences of variation in a device parameter is critical in assessing which tech

niques if any will be employed to minimize that variation. We have explored some 

of those system defect issues as they relate to the optical imaging system. We now 

will briefly explore one of the defect issues related to the optical reference beam used 

for addressing holographically stored data. 
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The potential density of holographically stored data is related to thickness of 

the storage material that permits dense angnlar multiplexing and consequently to 

the tight angular spacing of the reference beams that index the data pages. To 

maximize storage density and capacity, the system designer will push for ever greater 

angidar resolution of the reference beams. The crosstalk analysis earlier in this 

chapter assumed that the reference beam angle was chosen perfectly at time of 

storage and retrieval. The device that chooses this reference beam angle may be 

a rotating mirror, or may be a solid state device such as an acousto-optic beam 

scanner; however, with any real device there will be inaccuracy in choosing this 

addressing angle. The achievable maximum in storage density and capacity will be 

affected by the inacciuracy of real beam steering devices. For the purposes of this 

section, we will define jitter to be the angular inaccuracy with which the reference 

beam is positioned compared to the ideal angular grid. While the exact statistical 

description of jitter wiU clearly depend on the specific system implementation, we 

will assume jitter to be represented by a gaussian distribution. We will examine the 

general implications of jitter on interpage crosstalk in terms of the overall page SNR 

and the distribution of SNR on a retrieved page. 

What might we expect would happen if the reference beam angle is inaccu

rate during writing and reading? As a start, consider a system with rectangular 

apodization and negligibly small information content on each page. During read

out, an inaccurate reference beam angle would result in a small loss of diffiraction 

efficiency from the page of interest, but a large relative increase in crosstalk diftac-

tion efficiency fi:om neighboring pages that have a null in diffiraction efficiency at 
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the nominal readout angle. Jitter during writing would cause the stored pages to 

no longer be perfectly arranged on an angular grid. In the case of rectangular 

apodization and sinc-like crosstalk, there would not be any readout angle for which 

all neighboring pages were nominally zero difiration eflSciency. Hence jitter diiring 

writing and reading will tend to increase crosstalk noise from adjacent pages. The 

crosstalk noise contribution from adjancent pages from these errors is related to the 

slope of the diffiraction efficiency in the neighborhood of the nulls. As the slope of a 

sine near the null is inversely proportional to the angular seperation from the peak, 

we might expect that crosstalk contributions from these beam steering inaccuracies 

to be dominated by nearest-neighbor data pages. 

Now consider the efiect of non-neglible information content on the stored data 

pages. Previous analysis had the information content centered symmetrically about 

the nominal null. As we foimd earlier in this chapter, the noise content of the Is 

dominates the noise budget and increases quadratically with departure from this 

null. Decentering this pattern with respect to the angular nuU will result in more 

extreme crosstalk on one edge of the page, and thus larger average crosstalk. The 

original noise distribution also results in a probability density function (PDF) that 

depends on page position. If jitter is present, there will be a convolution of this 

PDF with all possible page positions. This convolution will tend to obscure the 

underlying pattern, and make crosstalk noise appear to be less dependent on page 

position. 

As the universe of real devices and possible inaccuracies is large, we will examine 

a particular real device used for holographic storage in our lab as a model. This beam 
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Figure 5.13: Jitter of reference beam steering provided by Newport 491 stage 

steering device is a mirror mounted on a Newport model 491 computer controlled 

rotation stage. The device was operated according to the manufacturers instructions, 

and the angular output was compared to the commanded input. The result of a series 

of trials has been biimed as a histogram as shown in Figure 5.13. Note that there is 

a strong mode of the system, but there exists significant variation in the outcome. 

The jitter (as defined) is 26 microradians. This is a fairly small number in absolute 

terms; however, this is nearly half (47%) of a Bragg null spacing for a storage crystal. 

This is likely to have significant impact on an angulary multiplexed memory. We 

explored the impact of this jitter in simulation The conditions of the simiilation 

are for 514 nm light into 1 cm of LN03, with an Mmax of 2,000. The reported 

outcomes are for the center page. To reduce the run time, we considered only the 

gratefully acknowledge the software coding assistance of Brian King 
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upper right quadrant of a page. First, consider the outcome of 500 instances of data 

stored on each page (Figure 5.14). The pattern shows the central null on the page 

and the quadratic dependence with respect to page position. Now we consider the 

impact of jitter at the level shown by the Model 491 stage. The output (Figure 5.15) 

represents Mmax of 2,000 with 500 trials of stored data, with each instance of the 

data perturbed during both writing and reading by 500 trials of angular errors chosen 

from the jitter specification. To reduce program nm time, the spatial resolution on 

a page was reduced (note the run time for this simulation was more than 3 weeks on 

a workstation). Note that page position dependance of the crosstalk PDF has been 

made effectively imiform. It would be difficult to discriminate between crosstalk 

noise and other forms of noise imiform across a page fsuch as detector noise). 

Figure 5.14: Grey level map of jitter-free crosstalk noise 



Figure 5.15: Grey level map of jitter-corrupted crosstalk noise 
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Figure 5.16: Jitter-comipted crosstalk noise for various window functions 
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Figiire 5.17: Relative capacity and density of jitter-corrupted VHM for various win
dow functions 

The grey level map of the figures is normalized; however, the absolute level 

of the crosstalk can be seen in Figure 5.16. The NSR reaches higher values than 

those foimd for jitter free storage (Figure 5.6). More important, the NSR reaches 

potentially significant levels (NSR « 0.1) for Mmax of 10. An Mmax of 10 is a very 

modest degree of angular multiplexing, and hence modest density and capacity. 

Thus, we expect that crosstalk mitigation by apodization will significantly improve 

capacity. 

Note that in Section 5.6, the non-absorption corrupted results indicated that 

crosstalk did not significantly reduce normalised capacity; however, when absorption 

was included, crosstalk did significantly reduced normalised capacity (99% reduction 

in the study). We will now examine the effect of only 25% jitter on a memory 
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where absorption effects are assumed to be negligible. We will use the same system 

parameters as in Section 5.6. The results of the study are shown in Figure 5.17. 

In the case of 25% jitter, the normalized capacity drops by 50%. The multi-null 

storage technique is effective in controlling crosstalk; however, the density cost is 

great. Using absorptive Trapezoid apodizers, the capacity can be increased to 75% 

of the random noise limit with < 15% reduction in density. 

As we discussed in Section 5.6, use of an absorptive apodizer carries a penalty 

in transmitted power. This loss of power is critical in a real system with finite 

levels of random noise. The effect of the power loss is evident in the Figure 5.17 

as the rolloff in normalised capacity for high levels of apodization. The beneficial 

effects of windowing the reference beam can be obtained lossly, with phase only 

transformations of the reference beam. The benefits of such an approach are shown 

in Figure 5.17. The maximimi normalized capacity remains an Mmax of 2,000 for 

any level of apodization. The remaining tradeoff is then purely capacity for density. 

When the apodization density cost is allowed to reach 15%, a phase only trapezoid 

window achieves 90% of the random noise limited capacity. This nearly equals the 

improvement achieved with storage on 2nd nulls — but permits 60% higher density. 

5.8 Experimental apodization 

We have shown that properly chosen window functions can result in substantial sup

pression in crosstjdk noise. Further, we chose window functions which we claimed 

examined a window fimction; however, its performance tightly mimicked, but never 
exceeded that of the Trapezoid family. Hence, we will not further cover the Tukey window family. 
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would be simple to implement experimentally in a 90° AMUX VHM architecture. 

We will now experimentally substantiate our claims of BSC modification through 

apodization of the reference beam optics. The traditional 90° AMUX VHM architec

ture is shown in Figure 5.18. Note that there exists a reference 4F, 1-to-l telescope 
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Figure 5.18: TVaditional 90° AMUX holographic storage geometry. 

in the reference path to image the rotating mirror into the crystal. The angle of the 

rotating mirror is held constant during a single holographic exposure. We can then 

measure the BSC of that single grating rapidly sweeping the mirror through a 

range of reference beam angles and recording the diffiracted power for each reference 

angle. In a high capacity VHM experiment we would record additional gratings by 

moving the rotating mirror between exposures such that the reference angles are 

separated by a multiple of the Bragg selectivity; however, the results we show here 

are taken for storage of one grating only. To substantiate our apodization claim, 
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we recorded experimental holograms with windows of B(z) and R(z) in a 5 mm x 

5 mm X 5 mm cube of KNSBN at 514 nm. Apodization is introduced in a 90° 

AMUX geometry by inserting a transparency of the desired function into the refer

ence beam during exposure, reconstruction, or both as shown in Figure 5.19. The 
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Figure 5.19: 90° AMUX holographic storage geometry including apodization. 

optical system modifications required to implement apodization in the 90° AMUX 

VHM are minor. We need to include one additional 4F imaging stage. This 4F 

system provides an additional input plane which is optically conjugate to the crys

tal. We directly control the modulation depth of the stored grating, and hence the 

diffiracted electric field, along the axis of the reconstruction beaxa by inserting a 

transparency whose transmission varies spatially according to our choice of window 

functions. The exact form of the apodizing transparency required to implement the 

desired window function depends primarily on the beam ratio used during the ex
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posure. We will now present an analysis to support the earlier heuristics arguments 

regarding the origin of the BSC. Further, this analysis will allow us to determine the 

exact form of the apodizing transparency needed in an experiment to properly form 

the window function of interest. The analysis will pass from the requirements on the 

window function to the requirements on the apodizing transparency beginning with 

consideration of the summation of electric field components from individual grating 

planes as shown in Figure 5.20. 
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Figure 5.20: Storage cube with grating planes. 

The optical path length corresponding to propagation from one grating plane to 

the next is 2dcos(0) = A. When the readout beam differs slightly ia angle from the 

ideal 90° geometry there is a change in the optical path length of —2dsin(0)50. The 

phase of a locally diffracted field at the output face of the crystal is (after dropping 

the integer phases of 2 tt associated with exact Bragg diffraction) —2ndsin(0)50/A 
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where n refers to the number of grating planes between local difl&raction and the 

output face. The total diffracted output is then 

E(69) = ̂  jgi^g2ffi(-2Tuf8in(fl)M/A) 
Vn 

Passing to the limit of small grating periods we can evaluate this as 

(5.8) 

E(v,60) = f"" , 
Jo 

(5.9) 

where E(z,y) is the strength of the locally difl&racted field, and where we have explic

itly included the amplitude transmission due to material absorption as t(z). The y 

axis is the transverse dimension of the crystal measured along the reference beam 

direction. The local diffraction is determined by E{z,y) = Epiayback{z,y) x r{z,y) 

where Epiaybacki^^v) is the local strength of the playback beam and r(z,y) is the 

local, amplitude diffiraction efficiency. In the limit of weak gratings Epiaybadeiz, y) = 

Epiayback{z) X t{y) where E^ayback{z) is the field strength of the readout beam at the 

entrance to the crystal and t(y) is the amplitude transmission of the readout beam 

due to material absorption. Assimiing that the exposure time is sufficiently long with 

respect to the photorefractive time constant such that the photorefractive exposure 

term 1 — is either linear or constant, then r{z, y) An(2, y) r - j  m[z,y) 

where An(2, y) is the local rate of change in the refractive index and m(z,y) is the 

local modulation depth of the interference pattern used to record the hologram. In 

the approximation of a weak grating the modulation depth as a function of position 

along the optical (z) axis is determined by the reference beam (subscript 1) and the 
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object beam (subscript 2) as 

E{y,SB) = /*"' dzt{z)Bpu^{z, , (5.10) 
70 I (2, y) 

where I{z,y) = I\{z,y) + l2{z,y). We can again explicitly account for the material 

absorption and rewrite as 

(5.11) 

where T is the irradiance absorption and t is the field absorption. 

In a typical holographic recording system the reference beam is chosen to be much 

stronger than the object beam. When the object is composed of many point sources, 

a beam ratio 1 reduces low spatial frequency intennodulation terms arising from 

self-interference of the object. In our demonstration this intennodulation effect will 

not be present as we will use a plane wave object. Hence, we have the freedom to 

choose any beam ratio which is suitable for the apodized exposure. We can make 

the relation between modidation depth and apodizer transmission linear by choosing 

that reference beam be substantially weaker than the object beam (beam ratio 

1). In the limit of a beam ratio 1, Equation 5.11 simplifies to 
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E(y, Se) = E, TW/BjW Sz , 
JO 

(5.12) 

where we have assumed the input reference beam is of uniform irradiance but is 

modified by an amplitude window trsinsmission function w(z) corresponding to our 

experimental apodizing transparency. If we further assume that the playback beam 

is of imiform irradiance modified by w(z) (the apodizing transparency is present 

during writing and readout), then we can rewrite E(y) as 

E{y, SB) = E^^ B, T(»)/£^{») Sz {l/t(z))W{z)e'«'-'"^('^'». (5.13) 
J O  

In a more practical application the beam ratio is 1. A similar set of simplifications 

to Equation 5.11 can be made with the result that response to the apodizer is an 

inverse proportionality. Note in Equation 5.13 that we have obtained the Fourier 

relationship between diffracted field and the window function which we anticipated 

earlier. The material absorption which serves to spoil the BSC nulls is contained in 

the {l/t{z)) term. 

Ideally, we would use an apodizing device which is addressable in real-time 

to rapidly explore a variety of windows. Liquid-crystal devices intended for one-

dimensional beam shaping are available^^ but at high cost. Liquid-crystal spatial 

light modulators adapted from televisions are inexpensive but have relatively poor 

^^Meadowlark Optics,« Sl0,000 
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contrast and have very few addressable points in the 5 mm aperture of the crys

tal. Convenient, inexpensive, high contrast fixed spatial light modulators can be 

fabricated in Postscript^® at high resolution and with one or few day tum-aroimd 

time. Given the linear relation established in Equation 5.13 we fabricated Postscript 

transparencies according to the desired window function properties. Each window 

function was repeated for several values of exponential roUoff due to absorption in 

the crystal. The individusd windows were fabricated as two-dimensional graphs 

in Mathematica and the individually exported *.eps graphics were combined in 

Adobe Illustrator to form a single 8.5 inch by 11 inch job for a typesetting service 

bureau^^ employing a 2400 dot-per-inch (DPI) imagesetting printer. Our experimen

ted apodizer transparency approximated a triangle window; however, non-linearities 

and quantization errors broadened it compared to a perfect triangle window. One 

quantization error owes to the gray-level dithering. Gray-level superpixels of « 275 

line-per-inch are used at the service btireau. Unfortimately, the depth of focus for 

100 /xm features in our telecentric 4F relay is « 1 m, and we expect that such 

features can result in a high frequency component in the grating modulation. 

We obtain the experimental BSC of normalized diffraction efficiency rjo vs. nor

malized reference angle by rapidly scanning through a range of angles centered 

on a hologram's reference angle. The experimental BSCs of relative di&action ef

ficiency vs. relative reference beam angle are shown in Figure 5.21. The BSCs are 

controlled by the apodization w(z) used when storing that hologram. Absorption in 

the KNSBN crystal and the Gaussian intensity of the laser illiunination distort the 

^Tbrademark of Adobe 
used the local Tucson service bureaus of lypecraffc, Inc. and HnlHs Digital Tin agings Tnr 
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unapodized hologram (i.e., rectangle window) with the result that minima of the 

BSC fail to reach perfect nulls as shown by the solid curve in Figure 5.21. Despite its 

imperfections, the experimental triangle window (dashed) produces BSC sidelobes 

well below the noise floor of 1.3%, whereas the first BSC sidelobe of the rectangle 

window reaches tjd = 5%. The imperfections of the experimental triangle window 

also resulted in a slight asymmetry of dashed BSC in Figure 5.21. When the nulls 

of the dashed BSC were centered on integer values of normalized angles, this BSC 

asymmetry led to a small angular off^t of the dashed BSC peak. If the grating 

modulation were purely real then its Fourier transform would be symmetric. This 

observed asymmetry must be due to phase in the modulation grating envelope. This 

phase may be due to thickness structure of the transparency film substrate or may 

be associated with non-linearities in the photorefractive storage process. 

As mentioned above, the Fourier spectra and the BSCs of perfect B(z) and 

Hn(z) windows are broadened 2x with respect to that of an R(z) window for equal 

crystal length. This broadening is evident in Figure 5.21 as the t? width of the 

central peak of the dashed curve is 1.5 x the width of the solid curve. Some of 

this discrepancy is accounted for by the window fabrication, which resiilted in a 

overly broad approximation of the B(z) filter. Additionally, the exact broadening 

of the BSC is difficult to determine in the presence of the random noise in this 

measurement. 

We also made a novel, direct measurement of the local diffiraction efficiency of the 

grating stored in the crystal. The local diftaction efficiency is proportional to the 

modulation depth and thus we can observe the outcome of the apodization directly 
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in space as well as indirectly through the BSC angular scan. The measurement is 

set up by replacing the transparency with an air slit as depicted in Figure 5.22. A 

computer controlled linear translation stage scans the image of this slit along the z-

axis of the crystal. In ovir typical application we apply the transparency during both 

the storage and the reconstruction. This results in the stored grating displaying the 

square root of the window function. The product of this window square root with a 

matching square root function on reconstruction correctly shape the output electric 

field to the desired window function. We do this so that any phase features associated 

with the transparency substrate are matched diuing reconstruction. Unfortimately, 

the phase across the aperture of the air slit is uniform and fails to correlate with 

the random phase code associated with the transparency. This results in reduced 

diffraction efficiency. Worse, the slit was 100 /zm — only 1/50"* of the full crystal 

aperture. This reduced area of the reference beam also reduced the potential output 

by the same 50 x. These effects, coupled with the relatively low diffraction efficiency 

of the grating in KNSBN, result in a signal starved measurement. We are planning a 

lower noise detection system^^ but data from such a configuration is not yet available. 

The utility of this technique is demonstrated in the i] vs. z in Figure 5.23. The gross 

shape of the modulation depth displays a smooth rolloff towards the edge of the 

crystal. The decenter of the spatial pattern is due in part to decenter tolerance in 

applying the window to the crystal during storage, and in part due to incomplete 

matching of the absorption based rolloff in the crystal to the rolloff of the window. 

Despite this low signal level the superpixel structure of the printing process is evident 

in Figure 5.23. An exploded view of this periodic feature is shown in Figure 5.24. 

^We plan to use a lock-in amplifier and a chopped reference beam. 
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We verified the origin of this superpixel structure by two experimental techniques. 

First, we conducted two additional linear scans with 50 fj,m and 200 /xm slits. The 

50 fj,m measurement had low SNR, but periodic modulation was observed; however, 

these features were not observed in a linear scan with a 200 /xm linear scan (Figure 

5.25). Second, we recorded a grating after optically applying a low pass spatial 

filter to the object. The low pass was set above the superpixel size and no periodic 

modulation features were noted. 

Our experimental measurement of the modulation depth envelope indicates that 

additional calibration of the printing process and of the crystal absorption can po

tentially improve the imposed apodization; however, to the extent that the BSC 

can be observed by the angular scan, our current system is operating well enough 

to support the concept of apodization explored in the simulation. Further, the 

transparency fabrication process can support arbitrary window functions with high 

SBP. 
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Figure 5.21: Experimental BSCs of normalized diffraction efficiency "qo vs. 
angular dephasing obtained in Cu-doped KNSBN. The solid curve is the 
imapodized,absorption-corrupted rectangle window and the dashed curve is the 
apodized, triangle window. 
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Figure 5.22: Optical system for scanning measurement of grating modulation depth. 
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Figure 5.25: Experimental local 77 scan results: 200 /zm slit 
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5.9 Conclusions 

We have experimentally produced volume holograms with programmable apodiza-

tions and Bragg selectivities. These experimental results support simulations that 

indicate significant increases in volume holographic storage capacity when intra-

page crosstalk is the limiting noise source of the optical memory. Intrinsic intrar 

page crosstalk due to the storage of extended images will be a limiting noise only in 

very large VHM; however, system defects such as material absorption and jitter can 

greatly increase the crosstalk noise level. All of these crosstalk noise sources can be 

substantially suppressed for little to no cost hi storage density. The use of apodiza-

tion permits the memory capacity to closely approach the ideal limit imposed by 

random noise. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Two techniques of random access, magnetic and optical disk, are widely used for 

mass data storage modem computing. Magnetic data storage (MDS) was the pri

mary form of data storage prior to the introduction of the compact disk in the 

early 1980s. The advent of the optical disk as a mainstream computer peripheral 

is a relatively recent phenomenon. The mixed form of data storage common on 

current computers (both MDS and optical disk storage) was adopted because the 

mixed approach exploits the relative merits of each form for specific uses, achiev

ing a greater utility for the user. Specifically, MDS emphasized erasable storage, 

primarily in fixed disks, whereas optical disk storage (CDS) primarily emphasized 

permanent storage (ROM emd WORM) on removable disks. The ODS strength in 

removable, permanent storage exploited the niche of mass distribution of large com

puter software packages that emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s, making the 

alternative mixed strategy mainstream. 

I have discTissed the possibility of an alternative third random access technique. 
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that of page oriented, voliime holographic data storage (HDS). If HDS is to be widely 

adopted, HDS must exploit an emerging niche in storage, and a combined strategy 

of MDS, ODS, and HDS must offer greater utility over the current mix of MDS and 

ODS. I believe that the emerging niche is large capacity storage, and HDS, at least 

in theory, has advantages for large capacity storage over the current mix of MDS 

and ODS. 

To illustrate the advantage of HDS for volume storage, refer to Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Parallelism and Volume Utilization metrics for selected memory tech
nologies 

MDS ODS HDS 
Parallelism Point one dimensional two dimensional 

(Transfer Rate) 
Volume Utilization 

(Capacity) 
Multi-platter Multilayer Multiplexed 

Transfer rate and capacity are the two technical performance metrics generally 

used to evaluate MDS and ODS. Hence, the technical performance of HDS will be 

evaluated using the same metrics. I will continue to concentrate on parallelism and 

volimietric utilization as surrogates, as these techniques multiply transfer rate and 

capacity for a given storage density and rotation rate. 

Surface data storage disks introduce a new line of data (oriented radially) during 

each time interval; however, MDS heads are point detectors. The evolution of MDS 

heads has been toward maximizing the transfer rate given this constraint. Hence, 

MDS heads are migrating toward higher in-track bit density and higher rotation 

rates. In contrast, as I have discussed in Chapter 3, ODS can take signifirant 
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advantage of the DOF available on a disk by using the parallelism inherent in the 

readout optics. This one dimensional parallel readout can significantly increase the 

transfer rate at any given rotation rate or in-track bit density. The advantage of 

ODS for transfer rate has recently been exploited by Zen Research [138], which has 

commercialized a system for readout of several neighboring tracks using multiple 

images of a single illmnination source. The Zen Research approach may scale to 

multiple tracks more easily than the early RCA work [37] (multiple sources onto 

multiple tracks); however, the highest parallelism is likely to be found for the more 

scaleable approach of line illumination discussed in Chapter 3 and more recently by 

XXX et cd. [139]. in Applied Optics. As shown in Chapter 3, parallelism of nearly 200 

is possible using linear illumination and readout. This advantage in transfer rate for 

parallel readout of ODS does not scale for volumetric data storage. The standard 

imaging of a lens is between two conjugate planes each of which is nearly normal to 

the optical axis. Unfortxmately, a volumetric disk introduces a plane of new data 

parallel to the optical axis. Hence, ODS with conventional imaging remains limited 

to one dimensional parallelism, even though the optical system is inherently two 

dimensional. 

HDS provides a means for fully utilizing the inherent two dimensional parallelism 

of an optical channel. This two dimensionality is inherent in the page orientation of 

the data. Each two dimensional page is revealed using a imique reference. This 

is most obvious in plane wave reference beam storage in the 90 degree geometry 

investigated in Chapters 4 and 5; however, the work of Psaltis et al.. [57] has 

shown that the concept extends to volume disk HDS using spherical wave reference 
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beams in a technique termed shift mux. The shift mux literature highlights the 

capacity advantages of disk based volume HDS; however, the transfer rate advantage 

is likewise important and the mechanism is perhaps underappreciated. Compared to 

ODS, the spherical wave reeidout of multiplexed pages from a volimie disk converts 

the DOF of new data from the inherent plane containing the optical axis to DOF 

normal to the optical axis. This rotation of the DOF is critical as this converts the 

DOF to a format compatible with traditional optics. The results from Chapter 4 

will then apply to either the traditional 90 degree geometry or the more recently 

proposed volvune disk geometry. In short, I showed that the parallelism can easily 

reach to 10® — 10® with simple optical designs, allowing transfer rates to be greatly 

multiplied at a given media rotation rate. 

Surface data storage disks have a capacity proportional to the product of the 

area and the areal density. Customer choice has pushed the storage industry to

wards equal or smaller area with each generation of storage product. The product 

migration has been from 14 inch disks to 5.25 inch disks and 3.5 inch disks. Hence, 

gains in capacity for both MDS and ODS have come from dramatic increases in areal 

density. Future duplication of the dramatic past improvements in areal density may 

not be feasible for either MDS or ODS; however, substantial increase in capacity 

can be obtained at a constant areal density by using a voliune of storage material. 

This trend is evident in current two-sided MDS platters, and by multi-platter MDS 

designs. The multiple head, multi-platter concept is well suited to the MDS as each 

head can remain in the local region necessary for MDS readout. Unfortimately, the 

multi-platter concept is inherently sparse in volume utilization, as many millimeters 
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of clearance are required to accommodate each pair of heads and each substrate that 

must accompany each pair of surfaces. Hence, MDS does not scale well for volumet

ric utilization needed to greatly extend capacity. Format standardization for ODS 

has tended to slow commercial exploitation of multilayer storage; however, DVD now 

allows for both two-sided and two layer media [48]. IBM labs have shown readout of 

up to six layers of ODS ROM [49]. As I showed in Chapter 3 for surface disk ODS, 

the system capacity tends to be maximized when crosstalk noise is balanced with 

other noise sources. Crosstalk between midtilayers is likewise considered to be an 

important limit in volume utilization ODS. In both DVD and IBMs research, each 

of the multilayers is spaced on the order of 100 microns. This spacing is needed to 

provide sufficient defocus for crosstalk suppression, through two mechanisms. The 

first mechanism is convolution, that is the readout beam on the unselected layer 

is defocused over a large number of data bits and the summed signal changes only 

slowly with time [140]. This allows the crosstalk to be suppressed by use of frequency 

filters. The second mechanism is confocal detection. This is only weakly exploited 

in DVD as the detector remains sensitive over a region of himdreds of times larger in 

area than the image of a bit; however, a substantial portion of the out of focus light 

fails to be detected [141]. This allows crosstalk to be suppressed by axial sectioning. 

If ODS is to more fully exploit the DOF limit in vol\mie storage, the multilayers 

must be pushed closer. The contribution from neighboring layers wiU no longer be 

affected by convolution due to defocus; hence, the frequency band rejection will no 

longer be as useful. Diffiraction limited confocal detection (DLCD) with a matched 

aperture does show potential for providing significant axial sectioning on the scale 

of several microns [142]. DLCD provides crosstalk rejection of out of focus layers 
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that scales quadratically. While DLCD featiires the highest crosstalk suppression 

£uid hence tends to allow the largest capacity, DLCD undermines the ODS transfer 

rate advantage of one dimensional parallelism. This leads to the prospect of large 

capacity that can not be accessed in a convenient amount of time. A more bed-

anced evolution is the use of a one dimensional detector array for both parallelism 

and for linear confocal detection. The primary drawback of this ODS combination 

is that the crosstalk suppression is linear with layer spacing. To achieve crosstalk 

levels similar to pinhole confocal detection, the layer spacing must be increased and 

the voliune utilization decreased. Hence, to preserve the transfer rate advantage of 

ODS, capacity is limited. 

HDS provides a means to more closely match the DOF limit in voliune utilization 

and capacity. While multilayers are separated by space, adjacent multiplexed HDS 

pages are separated by angle. As discussed in Chapter 5, the inherent suppression 

of adjacent pages is linear. This slow, linear angular falloff in HDS crosstalk led 

to potentially significant noise contributions. As I fomd in Chapter 5, apodization 

provides a straightforward method for controlling the suppression of adjacent pages. 

For instance, a triangular apodization of the grating provides for a quadratic sup

pression of crosstalk. This was shown to cause a dramatic reduction in crosstalk 

noise; unfortimately, this reduced the volume utilization by a factor of two. More 

important, apodization provides a flexible tool in controlling crosstalk. That is, 

crosstalk suppression from linear to quadratic (or more) is possible by appropriately 

tailoring the grating. The allows the system designer to match the crosstalk sup

pression needed to balance other noise soiirces in the system, and to maximize the 
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capacity for any given level of fixed system noise sources. Further optimization of 

capacity is possible through judicious choice of ECC as discxissed in Chapter 2. 

I believe that HDS has significant potential advantages, in both transfer rate 

and capacity over MDS and ODS in exploiting volumetric storage. This dissertation 

has extended the understanding of how an HDS optical channel can be optimized 

by matching the optical design to the channel. Chapters 3 and 4 showed how to 

maximize the transfer rate of ODS and HDS by exploiting the inherent parallelism 

of optical channels. Chapters 2 and 5 have also shown that noise control in HDS 

can be achieved by optically implementing a traditional ECC technique from digital 

signal processing and by optically implementing a traditional apodization technique 

from analog signal processing. These results build a strong case for using HDS in 

volumetric data storage. 
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Appendix A 

NON-VOLATILE STORAGE 

A.l Introduction 

As a commmiicatioii channel, memory provides a mapping &om now into the futiire. 

In a few applications, the mapping is between now and the very near future. [17] 

These buffer systems may benefit from an ephemeral memory; however, secondary 

and tertiary memory for computer systems are expected to have long data lifetimes 

and to be stable.^ Unfortunately, secondary storage systems require rapid writing 

— an attribute which seemingly demands imstable memory.^ 

Current storage technologies take advantage of an enable signal to change the 

statiis of the storage medium locally from stable to unstable. This enable signa.1 

is heat for optical disk memory and high magnetic field strength for a hard disk. 

In normal operation, the read operation occurs below cm energy threshold and the 

would be upset if this document were to suddenly or gradually disappear from my hard Higk-
^WORM systems can avoid this penaltjr; however, WORM systems are typically used for tertiary 

storage. 
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state of the storage medium is not appreciably perturbed, whereas the write enable 

signal promotes the storage medium above that threshold so that a write signal can 

quickly change the state of the storage medium. The conditions for a secondary 

storage system — rapid writing and stable reading — are fulfilled. 

Photorefractive media possess optical non-linearity at low intensity levels. This 

optical non-linearity permits redistribution of charges in the medimn for storage pur

poses, and the magnitude of the imposed distribution builds gradually over time. 

The photorefractive grating formation is largely independent of the scale of optical 

power. An appreciable effect can be made with a certain amoimt of optical en

ergy regardless of the time involved in delivering this optical energy. This permits 

straightforward writing of data with low intensity lasers; however, probing the state 

of the medium for reading purposes, even at low optical power, redistributes the 

ch£irges and eventually erases the stored data. 

This volatility of data stored in a photorefractive memory has been understood 

for many years, and many strategies have been investigated to mitigate this effect. 

We will briefly review these strategies, noting the system costs associated with each 

method. We will then describe a novel optical architecture which provides non

volatile storage of data in photorefractives at low system cost. 

A. 2 Review 

The volatile nature of conventional readout is due to the photorefrMtive mechanism 

present during both writing and reading. Prior to writing any hologram, effectively 
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all of the electrons reside in the valence band and are uniformly distributed in space. 

An applied, spatially modulated optical signal, formed by the interference pattern 

between a reference beam and an object beam, provides sufficient energy for the 

promotion of valence electrons into the conduction band in bright regions (fringes). 

These spatially proximate, like charges diffuse toward optically dark regions where 

the electrons can relax to trapping states. The resulting space-charge-field modulates 

the crystal index of refraction by the linear electro-optic effect, with the restilt that 

an optical grating is formed. This process can be repeated M times to store M such 

optical gratings. 

To probe the state of the mediiun we apply one of the original optical refer

ence beams. Bragg diffiraction ensures that some fraction of the reference beam is 

diffracted into an order which reconstructs the object beam and provides the data 

readout. When M such grating are stored the diffrsiction eflBciency of any particu

lar grating is on the order of 1/M^ (due to the finite dynamic range of the storage 

material). The undiffi:acted remainder of the reference beeun continues to propa

gate through the mediimi. In this example, the readout reference beam is typically 

spatially uniform and electrons are promoted to the conduction band tmiformly 

throughout the volume by the reference beam. The conduction electrons diffuse 

away from regions with higher density of trapped electrons — partially erasing the 

space-charge modulation needed for the M stored optical gratings. 

The exponential coefficient of erasure is inversely related to the power of the 

reference beam used in readout. This leads to the observation that reducing power 

during readout can provide a signfficant asymmetry in the time required to write 
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data and the time required to erase data. This simple remedy is effective but results 

in a significant loss of diffi-acted power which is already at a premium owing to the 

weak grating diffraction eflBciency in a high capacity memory (« 1/M^). Further, the 

memory is asymmetric but not stable and eventually memory refreshing is necessary. 

Schemes for periodic refreshment of the memory have been proposed. [95] [96] [98] 

[99] Memory refresh is common in primary data storage (DRAM) but is absent in 

commercial secondary storage systems. A requirement for memory refreshing would 

place photorefractive storage at a significant competitive disadvantage with respect 

to well-established magnetic secondary storage technologies. 

The process of recording data in photorefractives and then fixing the medium 

against further change is well-established and successful. The success of fixing lies 

in replacing the optically formed, electronic space-charge field with an ionic space-

charge field. The more massive ions have low photo-conductivity in the optical 

spectrum and hence optical readout of the grating causes little erasure. Amodei and 

Stabler reported thermal fixing of photorefractives in lithium niobate in the 1970s. 

[100] A more recent approach used by Hesselink [103] employs the dynamic time 

behavior of the Kukhtarev equations during recording in the presence of a strong 

applied field (3 -6 kV/cm) to set up an electronic space-charge field sufficiently strong 

to induce motion of heavier, longer-lived ionic species. The fixing approach provides 

stable long term storage of data stored optically in a photorefractive; however, fixing 

is only appropriate for archival purposes as the fixing precludes any erasure save a 

bulk erasure of the entire memory. Write-once media are supported in mainstream 

operating systems but are only small markets with respect write-erase media. A 
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requirement that photorefractive storage be fixed (in bulk) would be a significsint 

competitive disadvantage. 

Two published techniques for ensuring non-volatility of photorefractive data stor

age employ non-linear optical techniques. A non-linearity of the mediimi permits 

spatial-frequency difiierence holograms to be recorded. Spatial-frequency difference 

holograms and techniques have been used extensively in interferometric testing [69] 

although the non-linearity was in the detection rather than in the storage mediimi 

and thus this experience is not directly applicable to photorefractive storage. Weak 

harmonic gratings have been shown in silver halide [101] and dichromated gelatin 

[102] media by exploiting the non-linearity imposed by the finite dynamic range of 

the material. This non-linearity produced only low difeaction efficiencies (< 4%) for 

single gratings and is thus not especially promising for large-capacity photorefrac

tive VHM. A more promising spatial-frequency difference technique was explored 

in a preliminary fashion for photorefractives by S. Pries. [104] The success of the 

technique rested on the exploitation of an atypical non-linearity. A first grating is 

recorded at wavelength 1 by an interference pattern of wavevector Kj. The wave

length is then abruptly changed to wavelength 2. A second grating begins to form as 

the first erases. The charge carriers generated during the second exposure axe mod

ulated by two space-charge fields: the spatially modulated charge generation of the 

second interference pattern, and the residual, unerased space-charge field established 

during the first exposure. Hence, the current density contedns contributions from 

K_ = Ki - K2 and K+ = Ki -f- K2 as well as the linear response terms corresponding 

to Ki and K2. The difference frequency grating was shown to have an efficiency of 
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roughly two orders of magnitude below the linear gratings. The extra complexity 

in the recording process and the substantial reduction in diffiraction efficiency limit 

the applicability to a large capacity VHM. 

The second non-linear optical approach is a novel means for refreshing the mem

ory. S. Campbell [105] employed transient self-enhanced diftaction and a phase-

conjugation stage to achieve a non-decaying, non-spatitdly imiform grating. The 

minimum cost of implementing this system for general images is the added phase-

conjugation stage, which requires an additional photorefractive crystal and a second 

optical system. A slightly less obvious cost (and possible benefit) is associated with 

the non-uniform grating modulation depth envelope, which is achieved in the steady-

state. As we know from Chapter 5, this envelope function certainly imderutilizes 

the dynamic range of the crystal, resulting in reduced diffiraction efficiency; however, 

the smoother nature of the grating envelope may result in lower potential crosstalk 

noise (although the magnitude of this benefit would need to be explored in simu

lation). The amplification process can also 6uld image noise owing to amplification 

of internal scattering sites and surface reflections. The doubling of media cost, the 

complexity of an additional optical system, and the modest reduction in diffiraction 

efficiency may be acceptable system costs for the benefit of non-volatile storage; 

however, additional experiments need to establish the scalability from storage of a 

single image to large capacity VHM with thousands of images. 

Volatility in the readout of VHM arises as the readout process is essentially 

identical to the write process. Seversil techniques ftim to break this sjrmmetry in 

such a manner that the readout employs photons below the energy gap between 
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valence and conduction bands. This two-step recording technique to activate low 

photon energy photorefractivity promotes valence bsmd electrons to normaJly empty 

shallow traps (which may be actual states or virtual states) just below the conduc

tion band permitting the photorefractive process for recording infrared holograms. 

This technique appears early in the literature on a purely phenomenological basis 

[107]; however, later work by K, Buse [108] [109] matched experimental results to 

a quantitative photorefractive model. The stored grating produces Bragg-matched 

readout at 1064 nm — a wavelength which fails to erase the stored grating absent 

the enabling uniform green beam at 532 nm. The system costs are a restriction of 

materials to those which are neither too absorptive nor too transparent at the near 

infrared and the visible wavelengths, a requirement for a high peak power pulsed 

laser source, and the loss of information density associated with operation at 1064 nm 

rather than in the visible range. A recent paper has advanced a one-step two photon 

process. [110] This approach avoids the requirement for multiple wavelengths; how

ever, this approach is restricted to dopants and materials which provide long-lived 

intermediate states. Acousto-optic and pyroelectric gratings could be used in a two-

step recording process in photorefractive materials similar to the above [111] [112] 

[113]; however, neither technique has been investigated for the purpose of providing 

non-volatile readout. Finally, although non-holographic two-photon recording, one-

photon readout techniques have been demonstrated in proof-of-principle systems 

[114], such systems are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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The two-photon recording, one-photon readout technique relies on the thresholding 

effect of the bandgap to avoid erasure during readout. The write process is more 

complex, but the readout is simple and non-volatile. A preferred architecture would 

permit simple write and read optics. We now investigate attempts to readout a 

conventionally recorded volmne hologram formed at a short, photorefractively-active 

wavelength with a longer, sub-bandgap-energy wavelength. Several workers have 

researched this seemingly simple concept over a period of > 25 years. [115] [116] 

[118] [120] For a simple volume grating formed from plane wave object and reference 

beams this long wavelength readout requires only a change in the reference beam 

angle to compensate for the change in wavelength to achieve Bragg matching. We 

illustrate the readout of such a plane wave grating in Figure A.l for recording at 

488 nm, an interbeam angle of 90° and readout at 690 nm. The readout scheme 

takes advantage of the significant reduction in the interaction of long wavelength 

beams and the photorefractive media. [119] [118] Figure A.2 shows the transmission 

as a ftmction of wavelength for one of our KNSBN crystals. [117] Note that there 

is a change of more than an order of magnitude in the transmission over the visible 

and neax infrared range. The transmission levels off well below the limit imposed 

by Fresnel reflectivity. This residual absorption may or may not be associated with 

the photorefractively-active dopants. If the residual absorption is unrelated to the 

photorefractive effect, then we would expect the erase rate to change even more 

dramatically than the absorption. To verify the direct effect of a wavelength shift. 
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Ki = 
'-r.2 

Figure A.l: k space plane wave long wavelength readout 

on the erase constant we measured the erase rate of holograms stored at 514 nm 

in LiNbOa at the laser wavelengths available in our lab. The erase constant falls 

by over two orders of magnitude from the value at 514 nm to the value at 682 nm. 

Thus, Figure A.2 shows that the photorefractive erase time constant does indeed 

fall off even more rapidly than the absorption as a function of wavelength. Recently 

published results of the absorption and erase constant as a function of wavelength 

for LiNbOa and Cu:KNSBN [118] [119] agree well with our data over the wavelength 

range we considered. Further, References [118] and [119] show that if the readout 

wavelength is 702 nm we caui expect an erase constant three orders of magnitude 

longer than if the readout were performed at 488 nm and that the erase constant 

^The erase constant is the time needed for a unit irradiance to reduce difiaction efficiency by 
0.87 

^Thanks to Wei-Hung Yeh for his assistance in collecting this data. 
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Figure A.2: Cu:KNSBN absorption and LiNbOa erase constant vs. wavelength, 

near 700 nm is dark-decay limited {Tdark = 10® sec.) for 100 mW/cm^. 

One arrangement for long wavelength readout (LWR) of plane wave gratings 

(transmission recording geometry) is shown in Figxire A.3. Note the strong refrac

tion at the interface of the storage mediimi. If the storage medium is of index » 2.3 

and the incident medium is air, the readout wavelength is » 1500 nm at an inter-

beam angle of 90°. This diode wavelength is available owing to telecommunication 

applications and assures that the memory volatility is limited by dark conductivity. 

Unfortxmately, 1500 nm is beyond the bandgap of silicon detectors, and CCD ar

rays in the infrared are prohibitively expensive at this time.® A reflection recording 

geometry results in a (» 550 nm) readout wavelength too short to avoid readout 

^One particular linear array camera, marketed Sensors Unlimited, sensitive for 1500 nm 
detection was » $10,000. 
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Figure A.3: Long wavelength readout in the transmission recording geometry. 

erasure.® The substantially non-normal incidence in both the LWR transmission 

and reflection recording geometries is also of concern for aberrations. We also con

sidered high index immersion liquids filling a custom liquid gate in order to increase 

the internal angles for the transmission geometry. If we employ an index >1.5 and 

a 90° interbeam angle in the immersion liquid, the readout wavelength in the trans

mission geometry is reduced to fa 960 nm and the readout detector is now consistent 

with the silicon bandgap.^ The drawbacks include the cost of a custom liquid gate,^ 

°0n a practical note, no tunable diode lasers exist in that wavelength range at this time. 
^The construction of many CCD arrays causes a falloff in sensitivity for wavelengths shorter 

than the bandgap; however, wavelengths up to the bandgap are potentially detectable with a silicon 
based CCD. 

pentagonal liquid gate was quoted at > $1000 by Helma, Inc. 
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the possible messiness associated with the liquid immersion, the difficulty of obtain

ing single-mode diode lasers at the desired wavelength,' and the inconvenience of 

aligning infrared systems. Overall, we prefer a solution which modifies the crystal 

cube to allow readout in the 90® geometry as shown in Figure A.4. This provides 

Figure A.4: Layout in real space for long wavelength readout of plane wave gratings. 

the optimal write wavelength (488 nm), near dark decay limited readout at «« v^x 

488 nm = 690 nm, and avoids the complications of index matching. The cost of this 

approach is only that of cutting a crystal to a non-standard shape. 

The app£u:ent simplicity of long wavelength readout vanishes when an image, 

rather than a single grating, is stored. The recall of an image in k-space at 690 nm, 

having been stored for the condition of 488 nm write, am interbeam angle of 90°, and 

^Suitable wavelength, diodes are available only at HP and EG&G Canada with a lengthy 2 
month backorder and a cost of several hundred dollars 
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an image extent of 5° is shown in Figure A.5. Note that only one grating component 

Standard AMUX recording in K space WMUX readout 
Plane wave reference 

Figmre A.5: Thick grating Bragg mismatch for images reconstructed at long wave
length. 

is exactly Bragg-matched — the arc representing the locus of stored grating vectors 

for the image is tilted with respect to the Bragg-matched condition of the circle for 

690 nm. This Bragg-mismatch is of small importance when the Bragg selectivity is 

wide, as is the case for the thin holographic media. For example, the allowed Bragg 

mismatch corresponding to the first nulls of r; = sinc(AA) for a medium thickness 

of 25 ^m and a 690 nm readout wavelength is » 19 Note that all of the 

gratings will diffract for sufficiently thin holograms." Unfortimately, the goal of 

VHM is to provide storage of many such images, and thus the Bragg selectivity 

^°Many film and photopolymer recording materials have thickness of < 25 /im. 
^^AKgnment of the images to the detector elements may be an issue, as image distortion will 

occur. 

Reference Beam 
(488 nm) 

Object Beams (488 nm) 

Reference Beam\ 
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Large Bragg mismatch 
(97 nm for 19.4 degree object) 
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is correspondingly tightened. In a photorefractive medium of length 10 nun the 

volume Bragg selectivity is 2500 x smaller than the thin hologram Bragg selectivity 

we considered — smaller than can be shown on the scale of Figure A.5. Hence, only 

the grating component intersecting the Bragg-matched sphere is read out. Note that 

the Bragg selectivity out of the plane is wide so that the readout is of a column of 

pixels. 

The stored image information is present but not accessible for a single reference 

beam angle. Early work scanned the reference beam angle and readout the image 

colmnn by column. [115] In certain architectures this scanning operation is a natural 

consequence of the mechanical rotation inherent in storage and recall operations 

[57] [121] [122]; however, this sctinning is not convenient in the stationary medium 

AMUX geometry that is required for high throughput rates. More recently authors 

have suggested shaping the reference beam either continuously [123] [124] [125] [126] 

or discretely [120] so that the image is scanned in parallel. The readout geometry for 

a continuous and extended reference beam is shown in Figure A.6. The extent of the 

reference beam (the nimierical aperture) will change depending on the interbeam 

angle used for writing. Thus, a high speed servo would be needed to update the 

readout beam for eeich readout hologram. This servo loop may be incompatible with 

high speed readout as the mechanical elements in the readout optics are generally 

large. A more fundamental limitation is inherent in the extended reference beam 

readout. The span of reference beams will degenerately readout other nearby stored 

holograms. An example of this degerenate readout is shown in Figure A.7. This 

degenerate readout residts in high crosstalk which is very likely to be intolerable in 
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Figure A.6: Extended reference beam (Kulich method) long wavelength readout. 
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Figure A.7: Extended reference beam (Kulich method) crosstalk readout, 

a high capacity VHM. 

Workers at Caltech took advantage of this degenerate readout in a non-volatile 

VHM experiment. [127] A single reference beam reads out a single colunm from 

the image of interest in a VHM; however, if many images are stored nearby, then 

the output of the VHM is a single column from each of the nearly images. If the 

images are not stored as adjacent coltunns in the same hologram, but instead are 

interleaved with nearby images and nearby holograms, then the readout process will 

undo the interleaving and reconstruct the desired image. Modest interleaving may 

be of benefit in randomizing large burst errors in VHM; however, this high degree 

of interleaving is disadvantageous as a large buffer is required to accmnulate the 

interleaved data for writing and erasiure. This write/erase complexity is in some 
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respects similar to the two pass overwrite in magneto-optic disk storage that has 

been cited as a serious disadvantage [33]; however, the VHM case represents > 

hundred-pass overwrite. This interleaving technique is therefore not well suited to 

a read-write-erase VHM which must operate at high throughput data rates. 

A.4 AMUX/WMUX method 

We propose a novel method for Bragg matched, low crosstalk, non-scanning, non

volatile, long wavelength readout of non-interleaved images in a VHM. This method 

will take advantage of high-power fixed short-wavelength lasers for rapid AMUX 

writing but allow agile WMUX readout with commercially available, long wave

length, electronically tunable laser diodes. The required optical system modificar 

tions from a standard 90° AMUX geometry will be present only in the writing 

system and these modifications will be modest, involving essentially passive optical 

elements which should be of low cost in even limited mass production. 

Our method begins with the long wavelength readout mentioned in the previous 

section. We will adopt the 90° geometry (as presented in Chapters 4 and 5) for 

discussion purposes, but the results are easily generalized to other interbeam angles. 

Readout at a longer wavelength incurred a large Bragg mismatch as shown in Figure 

A.5; however, the leading departure in the the locus of stored grating vectors from 

the Bragg match surface is a tilt that is linear in stored image bandwidth. We can 

^^The tone in this discussion will be &r more detail oriented and tutorial than in previous 
sections. We present the topic in this way because the format is suitable for a work in. progress and 
because other members of the OCPL group may extend this work after the graduation of yours 
truly. 
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assure much improved performance by eliminating this large linear dependence in the 

Bragg mismatch, or, more specifically, ensuring that the Bragg match circle at the 

long wavelength is tangential to the arc of the stored grating vectors. This important 

result occurs when the central grating vector stored at the short wavelength is the 

diameter of the long wavelength Bragg match circle. We illustrate the advantage 

of this in the following k space figures. The symbology in the following figures will 

be consistent through the remainder of the section: solid lines are at a nominal 

90° interbeam angle {QiB,nom = 90°) and nominal long readout wavelength Kead,nom^ 

dashed lines stand for a second multiplexed interbeam angle in general but are taken 

for a diB > 013,twm and a Xread < Kead,nomi and the colors blue, green, and red are 

image components arising from top, middle, and bottom of the SLM, respectively. 

Figures A.8, A.9, and A.4 display the cases of AMUX recording, WMUX readout, 

and the real space optical setup for plane wave reference and object beams. 

AMUX recording in Figure A.8 changes the interbeam angle symmetrically about 

a common angular bisector. The write optics in our architecture are unusual with 

respect to conventional 90° AMUX as the object beam must scan with the reference 

beam. This recording geometry permits the image-center stored grating components 

to remain parallel and to remain diameters of Bragg match circles of varying readout 

wavelength. In particular, the symmetric variation in interbeam angle allows the 

readout at a fixed angle in the counterpropagating geometry. This special orientation 

contrasts with more general long wavelength readout schemes which require a change 

in the angle and in the wavelength of the reference beam to remain Bragg matched. 

Electronicedly tunable laser sources are available commercially as external cavity 
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devices [128] or as temperature tuned laser diodes. To determine the suitability of 

temperature timed diodes, we measured the response of several typical diodes in 

the wavelength readout range of interest with the Gerald-Ash spectrometer.^^ We 

Reference Beams^ 
(488 nm) Reference Beams 

(488 nm) 

Ols^ect Beams (488 nm) 
\ 

Object Beams (488 nm) 

Image 1 Image 2 

Figure A.8: Recording near Bragg matched images for long wavelength readout. 

found up to 10 high contrast modes were available in the Phillips '̂' and Mistubishi 

diodes^^ for the temperature remge (15 C to 50 C) adlowed by our diode driver.^® 

The specific driver inputs are listed in Table A.1 for the Phillips diode. An example 

of the diode spectral outputs are shown Figure A. 10 for the Mitsubishi diode. 

^^The wavelength impulse response of the spectrometer was measured to be 0.5 Angstroms given 
a HeNe input at 6328 Angstroms. 

^^model CQL801/D available through Thor Labs 
^®We thank SC^, Inc. for the samples 
^"Newport model 06DLD203 
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readout 
=690 

Slight Bragg mismatch 
(1.8 mn for 19.4 deg object) 

WMUX readout 

Same relative Bragg 
Mismatch 

Figure A.9: Readout of near Bragg matched images at long wavelength. 

Table A.l: Philips diode drive characteristics and output 
Temp Drive Ciurent Diode Power Peak Wavelength Side Mode Suppression 

c mA arbitrary units nm 
13.8 39.1 1.688 667.3 12.3 
20 40.7 1.692 668.2 51.2 
25 37.1 0.931 668.4 26.4 
30 40.5 1.225 669.7 21.5 
35 42.0 1.359 670.2 16.0 
40 47.0 1.700 671.7 56.5 
45 48.0 1.505 671.9 58.3 
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Hi 

h(fiii) 

Figure A. 10: Superimposed diode line outputs 

In real space, our WMUX readout scheme requires a modification of the common 

photorefractive cube in order to allow access at the desired readout angle. The 

relation of the interbeam angle to the readout wavelength is 

A^ead — sin(Y) 
(A.1) 

Neglecting dispersion, Xread,nom = y/^Kuriu and a change of for the special case 

we are investigating results in a change of AAread,nom = -{\'ead,nam/2) x (A^/s). 

Specifically, a change of interbeam angle of 0.2° results in a —1.2 nm shift in readout 

wavelength. 

In addition to modifying the crystal, we propose modifying the reference beam 
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as shown in Figure A.8. The cylindrically extended reference beam provides stored 

grating components which evade the Bragg mismatch linear in image bandwidth seen 

in traditional long wavelength readout. The limited interaction of the extended ob

ject and reference beams in Figure A.8 implicitly includes a second major departure 

from traditional AMUX recording. In Figure A.9, the red reference beam compo

nent forms a grating with the red object beam component but not with either the 

green or blue object beam components. This requires that the color components 

represent not only an angle in the object or in the reference beams, but also repre

sent an orthogonality in these components with respect to the holographic recording 

process. We choose the object and reference beam angular components which in

terfere to be anti-symmetrically disposed with respect to the angular bisector of 

^nomi so that the interbeam angle for each stored grating is constant. This condition 

on the interacting beams enforces a constant magnitude for each recorded grating 

vector. The stored image bandwidth is coded only in the grating vector argimient 

or angle as shown in Figure A.9. These optical system requirements provide for the 

green vector component to be the diameter of the long wavelength Bragg match 

circle. The anti-symmetric interference suppresses the large Bragg mismatch noted 

in previous LWR schemes; however, a residual, quadratic Bragg mismatch remains. 

A. 5 Intermodulation gratings and mutually inco
herent recording 

We took as a given in the above that the red, green, and blue components were 

orthogonal. This prevents the recording of intermodulation terms. These intermod-
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Illation terms would, if present, result in harmful grating vectors that would lead 

to degenerate crosstalk in high density VHM memory systems. The k space effects 

of these intermodulation terms is depicted in Figures A. 11 and A. 12. The forma

tion of an intermodulation term is shown in Figure A. 11 when the red reference 

beam component is allowed to form a light blue grating after interference with the 

green object betim component. For readout at a single wavelength this hght blue 

intermodulation grating is not Bragg matched and appears to cause no problems 

(Figure A. 12); however, when the readout is shifted to a second image some of the 

light blue grating vectors are inadvertently Bragg matched and contribute strongly 

to crosstalk. 

Reference Beams (488 nm) 

Intermodulation 
lerms 

Object Beams (488 nm) 

Figure A.ll: Origin of intermodtilation terms during coherent holographic recording. 

To prevent these intermodulation terms we asserted that the red, green, and blue 

components must be orthogonal. More generally, each colmnn of the reference auid 
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WMUX Readout (690 nm) 

Intcrmodulation 
Terms 

Figure A. 12: Readout of stored intermodulation gratings. 

object beams must be orthogonal to all others. The orthogonality of the components 

in the reference and object beams can be implemented with any of several codes. 

If £iny one of the following reference and object beam peirameters (polarization, 

phase, frequency, or time) is orthogonal then grating formation is suppressed. If 

one of these beam pfirameters can be made a function of position, then we can 

arrange each object beam component to be orthogonal to all but one component 

of the reference beam. Time multiplexed^^ recording of each grating component 

is straightforward; however, the recording complexity would be difficult to accept. 

Polarization can be used to suppress intermodulation terms, but only two orthogonal 

polarizations exist. Thus, polarization is not useful in our application, which requires 

meiny orthogonal codes (one for each column in the object). Phase codes have 

^^each grating has a unique time window of integration 
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been researched for orthogonal storage [129]; however, tolerances on manufacture of 

phase code elements result in significant crosstalk between theoretically orthogonal 

cheinnels. [53] We chose to examine frequency multiplexing. The condition for 

frequency orthogonality is that the frequency difference be much larger than the 

reciprocal of the exposure time. For typical photorefractive exposure times on the 

order of 1 second, the frequency difference for orthogonality is a modest « 10 Hz. 

Such frequency spacings are far smaller than the WMUX separations required by 

Bragg selectivity (0.01 nm « 10^° Hz) and represent an as yet unused multiplexing 

degree of freedom. VCSELs may provide hundreds of controllable frequency channels 

spaced » 10 Hz [130], but the power levels are too low for photorefractive VHM 

at present. Available high power laser sources may be processed to provide many 

frequencies. For example, acousto-optic Doppler shifts can provide such orthogonal 

frequencies. Unfortimately, acousto-optic modulators are expensive and typically 

possess limited active area. Despite these drawbacks, the acousto-optic method 

has been used in VHM when large frequency shifts are required. [131] We propose 

using a moving grating to provide the needed channel separations. Motion of linear 

grating for frequency shifting has been used in phase shifting interferometry [?] and 

has been used in a limited manner in optical computing. [132] Linear motion is 

a simple solution when a very short range of motion (as in [132]) is required. If 

a frequency shift is required for a long time duration, the grating motion along 

the direction of travel requires an impractically large grating. Instead, we \ise a 

rotating grating which provides frequency shifts for arbitrary durations of time. 

Each spatial track can hold a unique radial frequency which provides the specific 

channel Doppler shift needed. A depiction of such a disk is shown in Figure A. 13. 
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The details of fabricating and testing this disk are described in Appendix E. To 

encode the frequency separations, the raw beam must be reshaped into a line source 

along the radial direction of the disk. This line source encounters many spatially 

distinct tracks and each of the diffracted, Doppler shifted outputs can then be split, 

expanded, and relayed into the reference and object beams to provide mutually 

incoherent colimms. 

A.6 Predistortion and exact Bragg matching of 
images 

Proper implementation of the orthogonal frequency shifting can suppress the for

mation of tmdesired intermodulation gratings which Bragg match far from the de

Track Detail 

Diflraclive Disk (or f ̂  
[Doppler shifling f f / 

' '  i 
• • 
' * V 
\ \ \  
\n: 

Track 

Figure A.13: Doppler shifting disk physical layout 
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sired readout wavelength. Further, the frequency codes proAdde mutual coherence 

of desired reference and object beam components such that the large linear Bragg 

mismatch typical in long wavelength readout is suppressed. Unfortunately, the ge

ometry described in Figiure A.9 shows that some residual departure from the Bragg 

match condition exists. We show in Figure A.9 that the residiial Bragg mismatch is 

due to the ciirvature difference between the locus of stored grating vectors and the 

Bragg match circle. This curvature difference is equivalent to an error in projection 

of a constant radius (corresponding to the stored grating vectors for our method) 

onto the length of the Bragg matched chord. As a result, the error is a cosine in the 

angular bandwidth of the object. This cosine results in a Bragg mismatch quadratic 

in image angle for small angles. The quadratic Bragg mismatch in image size is 

shown explicitly in Figure A.14 for a ± 10° image extent. Unfortimately, this 1.8 

nm Bragg mismatching associated with our mutually coherent/incoherent record

ing method is not acceptable — high capacity VHM features Bragg selectivity on 

the order 0.025 nm. Fortimately, an optical solution exists to correct this residual 

quadratic error. We show in Figures A. 15 and A. 16 the k space representation of 

this optical solution during recording and readout. The object center, green grating 

vector component is Bragg matched to the wavelength of interest so no change in 

exposure conditions is reqviired. Each of the red and blue grating vectors, which 

correspond to exterior columns of the object, have the proper direction but too 

great a magnitude; however, the direction can be preserved while the magnitude is 

reduced by symmetrically reducing the interbeam angle during exposure. To correct 

the quadratic Bragg mismatch, the interbeam angle must be reduced quadratically. 

This quadratic dependence on angle implies a cubic phase element. The cubic phase 
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Figure A.14: Third order Bragg mismatch vs. image position with and without 
optical predistortion. 

profile carries out the optical function of predistortion of the object. This optical 

figure is imusxial as it is not rotationally symmetric. The result of applying this 

predistortion is shown in Figure A.14. The optical predistortion is successful in 

eliminating the quadratic Bragg mismatch term; however, there are limits to the 

performance of this optical device. The ideal predistortion depends on the inter-

beam angle iised due to the non-linearity of refiraction at the air/cr3^al interface. 

We depict the origin of the degradation in Figure A.17. We investigated this effect 

quantitatively in simulation for an optical system with a nominal 90° interbeam 

angle, a write wavelength of 488 nm, an object angular bandwidth of ± 10° (cor

responding to an image size of ± 13 mm at a focal length of 76.2 mm), a span 

of interbeam angles of ± 0.8°, and taking lithiimi niobate as the storage mediimi. 
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t 
\ Object Beams 

Pre-distorted, 488 nm) 

Arrows indicate direction of pre-distortion 

Figure A. 15: Required optical predistortion for correction of residual Bragg mis
match in images. 

Residual Bragg mismatch 
(1.8 nm for 19.4 deg object) 

Arrows indicate effect of pre-distortion 

Figure A. 16: Effiect of optical predistortion on long wavelength readout. 
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Figure A. 17: Degradation of fixed predistortion vs. interbeam angle. 

The results, including material dispersion [8] are shown in Figure A. 18 as a plot of 

Bragg readout wavelength vs. image position. Note that at extreme reference beam 

angles there is a departure of 0.025 nm &om the ideal single wavelength readout. 

We compare our results to the case of no predistortion in Figure A. 14 on a similar 

plot. Note the dramatic reduction in the Bragg mismatch over the range of refer

ence beam angles considered. The optimal angular predistortion is 0.0028807 mm 

per mm^ for an object of ± 13 mm and a focal length of 76.2 mm. 

Linear phase and quadratic phase optical elements^^ are common; however, cubic 

phase profiles are rare.^^ Nonetheless, the Bragg matching benefit afforded by such 

^^priszns and lenses 
^^Cubic phase difiactive elements have found use in the application of image recovery in the 

presence of defocus [133]. 
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Figure A. 18: Third order Bragg mismatch vs. image position and readout wave
length with predistortion. 

a cubic phase profile compels us to consider the manufacture and use of such an 

element. The cubic phase profile can be implemented refiractively. A side view 

of a matched pair of refractive cubic phase elements (for clarity, the cubic phase 

shown is greatly exaggerated compared to our system requirements) abutting a 

standard lens is shown in Figure A.19. The dashed rays in Figure A.19 represent 

the propagation through the lens as though the cubic element was absent. The 

solid rays in Figure A.19 demonstrate the effect of cubic phase. Note that the 

green is undeviated. The red ray is deviated toward the optical axis before the 

focusing lens and has a smaller angle with respect to the central component at 

the focus. The blue ray is deviated away &om the optical axis with the result 

of a larger angle at focus. Reflecting the system shown in Figure A.19 about the 
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Figure A. 19: Side view of cubic refractive predistorter. 

optic axis will provide the predistortion required in the reference beam. Thus, we 

have identified a potential candidate optical system for the required predistortion; 

however, grinding four specialty aspheric lenses is prohibitively expensive. We can 

use a single predistorting element if we releix the requirement for a perfect focus. 

Using the predistortion identified in simulation we calculate the appropriate cubic 

lens parameter A by 

where n is the index of refraction of the lens substrate, f is the focal length of the as

sociated converging lens, Ad(y) is the angular deviation imposed by paissage through 

2 = = 3Ay^A6{y) = = ̂ ^A9{y) = ZnAy^ = 
dy dy f f 
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the predistorter, y is the height of the object, and z the deviation of the surface from 

a plane. Given P = 0.0021804 mm/mm^ (from simulation), f = 100 mm, and n = 

1.52 we find that A = 4.782x10"® mm~^. The deviation angle A^(12mm) is « 

3.14 mrad. The cubic aberration at the focus when a single predistorting element 

is used for an object of ± 12 mm and a converging lens of f = 100 mm is « ± 2.5 

mm. At the Fourier storage plane, the angles of the reference and object beams 

must be exact; however, small displacements of the beams can be tolerated. Hence, 

a single cubic lens element can provide the required predistortion. Unfortimately, 

grinding even a single custom asphere is too expensive for an academic prototype. 

We considered fabricating a custom binary optic element; however, a 1 cm^ area 

was priced by the foundry at « $2,000.^® Scaling this price up to our desired image 

size of > 4 cm^ made the price of a binary optic prohibitive. For demonstration 

purposes we opted to reduce the number of image columns to 7 (rather than the 

several himdred coliunns typical in an SLM) over an object of 25 mm width. We 

were able to fabricate this limited number of angular interconnects (nominal angle 

to predistorted angle) in a holographic element using bleached AGFA silver halide. 

We exposed the interconnects in the 90° geometry used for the recording in the 

photorefractive media (Figxire 4.1). Each colimm interconnect was exposed with 

a narrow slit (« 1 mm) imaged onto the film plate. The predistorted reference 

beam angle was chosen by computer controlled rotation of the angular stage. We 

used a computer controlled linear translation stage to move the film plate between 

exposures. We played the hologram back with the conjugate to the object beam, 

as this separated the undiffiracted and reflected components from the desired pre-

^Quotation from DOC 
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distorted diffracted components. Diftacted angles from the developed predistorter 

were acciirate to < 1 mrad. Unfortimately, the diffiraction eflSciency of the bleached 

AGFA film at 488 nm was only 25% for the center column component and fell to 

about 12% for the exterior columns. Our observed 25% maximum efficiency is low 

but consistent with reported values [134] [135] if scattering losses are adjusted for 

our 488 nm laser wavelength. Diffraction efficiencies (at the original reference beam 

angle) for exterior columns appear to be reduced due to emulsion shrinkage. When 

the reference beam angle was individually tuned for each colimm we observed more 

uniform efficiencies. Unfortunately, such timing during playback is not consistent 

with accurate predistortion. While the diffiraction efficiency of a holographic pre

distorter is less than ideal, we have shown the feasibility of implementing a cubic 

predistortion. 

A.7 Lens design issues 

We noted in the predistortion discussion that the angles of the reference and object 

beaxns are critical in Fourier storage. We studied the impact of the supporting 

optics on these Fourier plane angles in a Zemax simulation. Using singlet elements 

(drawn from the Newport catalog) we implemented a lens prescription similar to 

Figure A.20. The most obvious effect of the cascaded 4F systems evident in Figure 

A.20 is spherical aberration. Spherical aberration affects the angle of the central 

colunm component when the interbeam an^e is chosen to be other than 90°. The 

grating vector recorded for these spherically aberrated beams will have incorrect 

magnitude and the readout wavelength will deviate from the ideal response. The 
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e&ct of spherical aberration on the readout wavelength is shown in Figvire A.21. 

When the readout wavelength is at the origin of Figure A.21, the interbeam angle 

Singlet System Performance 

20-

Ideal System 
Performance 

10-

o fS 
o 

Scan Minor Angle (degrees) 

Figure A.21: Effect of lens system spherical aberration on readout wavelength. 

is 90° and there is no deviation between actual readout wavelength and the ideal 

readout wavelength. Note that the readout wavelength deviates appreciably &om 

the ideal response for even moderate wavelength timing ranges. This result indicates 

that individual lenses must be substantially corrected for spherical aberration {e.g., 

doublets). Improved lens design should compensate for defects of real lenses. 

A.8 Experimental setup and predicted performance 

We modified an existing CSK cube crystal to provide the required readout face. The 

CSK crystal was cut with the c axis in the face of a 10 x 10 x 5 mTn volume of 
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LiNbOa- The crystal was of limited use in our lab owing to an internal stress fracture 

which ran Edong an edge of the crystal. We submitted the job of removing the flawed 

material, cutting new appropriate 45° edges, and polishing the appropriate faces to 

the small optics shop at the Optical Sciences Center. The cost was » $250 and 

the fabrication time was 1 week. The final geometry of the crystal after polishing 

is shown in Figure A.22. The flatness was assured to tenth wave; however, there 

was some "orange peel" left after polishing.^^ We did not cut the crystal into the 6 

sided shape mentioned in the previous section to preserve a long interaction length 

in the crystal. Unfortunately, the 5 sided shape does promote retro-reflections of 

the reference and object beams making alignment somewhat more complicated. 

^^This orange peel error is due to the inexperience in hanrfling this soft a inateri£d in the OpSd 
small optics shop. 

Figure A.22: Pentagonal crystal. 
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We inserted the crystal into the storage plane of the optical system shown in 

Figure A,23. This optical system is a simpler form of Figure A.20 but is suflBcient to 

allow the time sequenced storage of columns which will form a single Bragg matched 

image recalled at the long wavelength readout. The interbeam angle and readout 

wavelength can be controlled by the Interbeam Angle Selection mirror. The small 

angular predistortions can be controlled in each of the reference and object arms 

by the Predistortion Selection mirrors. The effect of the full image predistorter is 

simulated by individually sequencing the predistorted angles in the reference and 

object arms. To allow the storage of image coliuns in parallel we must use a sj^tem 

such as that shown in Figure A.20. 

In Table A.2 we predict of the level of p^ormance that our non-volatile readout 

Reference Beam Reference Beam Interbeam Angle 
Predistortion Selection lection 

'Object Beam 
Predistortion Selection 

Figure A.23: Column optical system. 
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sjrstem can attain. These levels of performance are limited primarily by the 

degraded performance of the predistorter away from 6ib = 90° and by the wavelength 

tmiing of the New Focus laser diode. 

Table A.2: Performance of AMUX/WMUX non-volatile memory. 
SBP Unlimited with ± 10° images 

WMUX resolution 0.025 nm for 1 cm LiNbOa 
WMUX range (predistorter limit) 25 nm 

WMUX range (diode limit) 12 nm 
Maximiun Pages (diode limit) 480 

Burst Output Page Rate (diode limit) 10 kHz for 4 pages 
Sustained Output Page Rate (diode limit) 5 Hz for 480 pages 

Memory Lifetime Dark decay limited 

A.9 Conclusions 

The method presented exploits the natural material asymmetry of the bandgap to 

provide the desired degree of read/write volatility asymmetry. Unlike previous ap

proaches, ovir method avoids excessive costs in the memory attributes of parallelism, 

and data rate. 

^We previously investigated the use of a temperature timed laser diode; however, the limited 
number, and discrete nature, of addressable wavelengths would "lalm system integration difficult. 
To simplify the addressing for the initial investigation of this architecture we ordered a tunable 
wavelength diode laser from EOSL EOSI was unable to deliver a tunable wavelength diode, with 
the unfortimate effect that the experimental work was not carried out. 
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Appendix B 

CROSSTALK NOISE AS 
SPECKLE 

B.l Random phase code 

Crosstalk can be thought of as a speckle process against a uniform bias. When this 

bias is zero the traditional speckle is observed {i.e., the PDF of the irradiance is an 

exponential). When the uniform bias is large, the PDF obeys a Rician model. 

The speckle analogy is insightful but not exact. The traditional treatment of 

speckle begins with the condition that each field term is equally weighted. This 

random phasor sum added to a backgroimd bias term results in the Rician distribu

tion. In a VHM, each field term represents the crosstalk from a given page onto the 

page of interest, and the weight associated with each term represents the amplitude 

diffiraction efficiency from the given page onto the page of interest. The crosstalk 

process differs from traditional speckle analysis as it has very non-imiform weight

ing, thus the variance of the crosstalk process may be ^cpected to differ significantly 
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from a solution assuming uniform weighting. Unfortunately, proper evaluation of 

the Rician distribution requires solving for the variance of the crosstalk in field. 

Inclusion of the non-imiformity in weights has not, as yet, been linked to the Rician 

distribution directly in the literature, so I include the derivation here. I begin with 

the assiunption that each term (representing a page of holographic data) possesses 

a random imiform phase. This uniform phase assumption represents one extreme 

of prior ignorance. In practice, uniform phase in a lab system requires large rela

tive phase fluctuations between holographic exposures but constant phase during a 

holographic exposure. 

where i is any stored page, Xi is the data value stored, <l>i is the phase of the page, 

oii is the value of the Bragg selectivity curve {e.g., sinc(Ak/K) is a possible non

uniform weighting), and y is the total crosstalk amplitude observed on the page of 

interest from all other pages. Analysis of this problem is simplified if is broken 

into real and imaginary parts as 

y = '^otiXieP'^, (B.l) 
Vt 

Re{y)=r = ^oixicos^cpi) (B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

Vt 

Im{y) = i = ^OiXiSin^^i) 
Vt 

< r>=< i> = 0. 

We see that the first moment of the real and imaginary parts of y is zero. The 
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second moment of the real part is computed as follows: 

= ^oiix\co8^{<i>i) + 2'^'^oiiajxixjcos{<l>i)cos{<f>j) (B.5) 
Vi Vi Vj« 

a<aj {xixj) {cos{<i>i)cos{<l>j)) (B.6) 
Vi v» yj<t 

Vi 

= (1/4) x; a? if ar G [0,1] and { x )  = 1/2 (B.8) 
Vi 

I'? = (B.9) 

= {1/'1)E"?- (B-W) 
Vi 

By similar reasoning a? = (1/4) 23vi Q^i • For purposes of evaluating the joint Gaus

sian density function in amplitude iised in the development of the Rician density 

in power we define = (1/4) a?. Applying this Ca, the PDF on the received 

intensity is 

where I is the received irradiance, Lnmni = A^, i4 is the eunplitude of the diffiracted 

signal absent any crosstalk, and aj = 4<7^ (o^ + lideai) • 
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An equivalent phase assumption &om the standpoint of maximmn prior ignorance is 

that the phase of each contribution is constant. This situation has been artificially 

created in the lab [136] [137] by sensing interferometrically the phase difference 

between signal and reference arms and using a servo control to hold this difference 

constant. While the purpose of the cited experiment was not related to crosstalk 

there is no reason the appeuratus could not be used to record multiple holograms 

and hence observe phase-locked crosstalk. The analysis proceeds along similar lines 

to the above treatment. 

y = ^ociXi (B.12) 
Vt 

( y )  =  ( B - 1 3 )  
Vt 

.2 y^ = (B.14) 

= + 2 5; 53 oiiajXiXj (B.15) 
Vt Vt Vi<t 

(y^) = (®i) + 2 5; 53 
Vt Vt Vi<t 

If the data is statistically independent but x 6 [—1,1], then the {XiXj) (i.e.,  phase 

data) tends to zero and the analysis remains tractable — that is the terms grow 

linearly in the number of pages stored in the memory. Unfortunately, if a; 6 [0,1] 

(i.e., amplitude data), then the (XiXj) is non-zero when the data is statistically 

independent. The terms due to the phase locking will grow as the square in the 
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number of pages and the analysis becomes intractable; however, if we choose to 

regard the as a random variable then {otiaj) may instead tend to zero. The 

determination of the PDF of the Oi requires reference to a specific experimental 

configuration. Simulations indicate that the phase locked and random phase code 

cases scale similarly. By inference, the second sum must vanish and the {ociQj) term 

must be zero. 

A modulation code applied between pages would violate the assumptions made 

in these derivations regarding the statistical independence of the data on different 

pages. For a given Bragg selectivity, a weak statistical correlation in the data could 

be used to cancel crosstalk. Hence, a modulation code might act as a generalization 

of partial response code already modelled in the literature. 
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Appendix C 

ABSORPTION AND BRAGG 
SELECTIVITY 

C.l Derivation 

The Bragg selectivity is the Fourier transform of the grating envelope in the limit 

of weak gratings. The effect of the exponential profile owing to material absorption 

on the selectivity of a rectangle window (representing the interaction length of the 

grating) can be found through direct evaluation of the Fourier transform. 

F(0 = 
Jo (C.l) 

= (C.2) 

g-ie(2irjlE+a) ^ 

{2xj^ + a)Q 
g-L{2irj(+a) 

(27ry^ + a) {2irj^ + o) 



_ g-i/2(2irj?+a) 
gX,/2(27rjC+a) _ g-Z,/2 (2iriC+Q)" 

_ g-L/2(27ri?+a)£ 
~ ® 2 

_ e-L/2(2irj«+a)^:2 
- ® 2^ 

(27rjf + a) 
e'fi(i€+ai/(2irj)) _ g-irj(i4+aL/(27rj)) 

7rj(L$ + aL/{2Trj)) 

sin{irLdy 
irLd 
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(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

= KaSinciLe) where 0 and = Ie-<^/2)(2Ti?+a) (c.8) 

The standard rectangle window results in the following expression: 

(C.9) 

(C.IO) 

F(0 = 
Jo 

J -l/ 2  

= (C.ll) 

= KsSincm) where K, = (C.12) 

{n.b. a complex constant). (C.13) 

The expected behavior in the presence of absorption converges smoothly towards 

the behavior of no absorption. The functional effect is that absorption causes the 

argument of the Bragg selectivity to change from a real number to a complex number. 

The nulls will no longer be perfect as the distortion resulting from the absorption 

profile prevents perfect cancellation of spatially local diffiracted E-fields. 

Figure C.l shows the effect of absorption on the BSC as Logio di&action effi

ciency vs. the normalized dephasing angle. Note that the miTn'Tna are significantly 
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higher for larger absorption, but are aligned on same integer multiples of the nor

malized dephasing angle as the curve corresponding to no absorption. 

i. 

NorauUized Angle 

Figure C.l: Bragg selectivity with and without absorption. 

C.2 Multiplexing absorption corrupted holograms 

I now consider the multiplexing properties of the absorption-corrupted rectangle 

window, 

f ( x )  = e ®*rect * 6 ( x  —  L I 2 )  

In 

(C.14) 

(C.15) 
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In the limit of high spatial frequencies, I expect the minima of the absorption-

corrupted window to be located at the same spatial frequencies as those of the ideal 

rectangle window. The reasoning is that the absorption profile can be considered to 

be the positive branch of The Fourier transform of this profile is Lorentzian, 

which is symmetric about the origin. Near the first null of the sine there exists 

significant curvatiire with the slope on the main lobe side larger in magnitude than 

the slope on the sidelobe side. The convolution with the Lorentzian kernel will shift 

the resulting minimum to slightly higher spatial frequencies; however, in the limit of 

high spatial frequencies ^ 1) the slope of the sine near the nidls becomes almost 

anti-symmetric, and the shift from the convolution will converge towards zero. As 

crosstalk may have significant non-local contributions, the spacing of the holograms 

must follow the required spacing at high spatial frequencies. Hence, the angular 

spacing of the absorption corrupted holograms will be the same as the angular 

spacing of the holograms generated with an ideal rectangle window. 
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Appendix D 

WINDOWING IN TIME 

Apodization has been proposed in managing crosstalk in the two spatial dimensions 

of the object beam [94] of VHM systems. We have explored apodization in the 

final spatial dimension by shaping the reference beam of VHM. There remains the 

intriguing thought of apodizing the time dimension. Combining the minimum size 

readout pulse width with the finite useful readout lifetime of a grating permits the 

calculation of an upper bound time-bandwidth-product and, as a point of pedagogy, 

introduces the concept of a total number of addressable points in four dimensions. 

We will briefly explore the crosstalk limited readout rate and the utility of shaping 

the time dimension of the VHM to manage this crosstalk. 

In a typical lab setup, the grating requires » 1 sec. to form an appreciable 

diffraction efficienqr. The 1 Hz modulation bandwidth imposed on the fixed wave

length laser source by the 1 sec. write pulse is negligible, and the laser wavelength 

can be taken as a delta function in its frequency.^ This property is displayed in a k 

pulse collisioii exposures the temporal write pulses wiU cause a spread of frequencies as well 
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space diagram as a constant vector length and leads to the geometric construction 

of Bragg matching on a sphere (circle in a two-dimensional plot). 

VHM readout is more rapid than writing. The target for VHM readout is often 

taken as 1 kHz, as this can provide an already hard-to-manage data rate of 1 GHz.^ 

The ultimate readout rate limit is imposed shot noise limited detection. Assuming 

a modest VHM with SNR of 7, an M/# of 1 [29], 100 data pages, a fanout of 

10^ pixels, and a wavelength of 0.5 ^m, a 1 W laser can potentially support a 

readout rate of 500 MHz. This modtdation bandwidth causes the vector length to 

be uncertain. If the readout pulse is R(t/T), then the imcertainty takes the familiar 

form of sinc(k) in a k space diagram. The finite amplitude extent of the readout 

beam momentum allows a direct overlap, albeit with low eflSciency, with imdesired, 

neighboring grating components. In a WMUX memory the Bragg separation for a 

crystal of 50 mm interaction length and index of 2.3 is » 1 GHz. Note that the 

readout modulation bandwidth is such that adjacent gratings in k space are on only 

the second null of the readout sinc(k) distribution. This overlap will lead to crosstalk 

terms similar in magnitude to those investigated in Chapter 5 with Mmax of 100 and 

second null spacing. There is no temporal effect equivalent to the crystal absorption 

effect; however, a slight Gaussian rolloff in the pulse shape could serve to corrupt 

the nulls analogously. Applying the results of Chapter 5 the crosstalk NSR can rise 

to values of 5x10"^. The ideal crosstalk NSR is small, but the linear behavior near 

a null suggests that a small readout pulse width timing jitter of 1% could lead to 

crosstalk NSR substantially worse than 0.1. While a VHM 500 MHz readout rate is 

^Usmg the target of a 1000 x 1000 SLM array 
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science fiction, a substantially slower readout rate can lead to significant crosstalk 

when the readout temporal pulse shape is nearly a R(t) owing to the slow falloff of 

the sinc(k) distribution. 

We have seen in Chapter 5 that simple apodization of the readout pulse can 

provide substantial reduction in crosstalk. Applying the B(z) window function will 

reduce the crosstalk NSR to negligible levels in any physically realistic VHM im

plementation, and will still permit the reference beam addressing at the diffraction 

limited pulse time At = 2nLfc. 
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Appendix E 

DIFFRACTIVE DOPPLER DISK 

Our non-volatile LWR architecture relies on suppression of intermodulation terms, 

and hence a set of mutually incoherent sources for each object column. We pointed 

to several methods of producing mutually incoherent sources in the main text; how

ever, Doppler frequency shifts associated with moving gratings appear to be the most 

suitable for our purposes. We initially produced a set of linear gratings holographi-

cally; however, a linearly oscillating motion will require tight shuttering tolerances 

to assure that the gratings are moving at the nniniTmmi required velocity for the 

needed Doppler shift. This linear oscillatory motion can instead be replaced by a 

rotating disk which carries appropriate gratings along separate tracks. Our require

ment for mutual incoherence implies that the Doppler shifts imposed by each track, 

A/i, are 

A/i - A/y > 1 Aexpowre : Vi # j.  (E.1) 
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Thus, for terposuTt ^ 1 scc. the frequency shifts must differ by » 1 Hz. 

A disk prepared according to the geometry shown in Figure A.13 will provide 

the required Doppler shifts. The linear spacing of grating lines is constant in each 

track; however, the linear velocity of the tracks differs by ratios of the radii. The 

observed frequency shift in track i is 

A/i = Ar,27r/£,/A, (E.2) 

where the radial spacing of tracks is Ar,, /© is the disk rotation rate in Hz, and A 

is the linear period of the grating. A grating period of 30 /zm, a track spacing of 

500 microns, and a disk rotation rate of 5 Hz provide A/,- > 500 Hz — 500 x the 

minimum separation for an exposure of 1 second. 

Successful diffractive readout of this disk requires meeting three additional re

quirements: the di&acted order must have non-negligible diffiraction efficiency, the 

desired di&acted order must be separable from the imdesired orders (including the 

zero order), and the Ooppler shift for all energy diffiracted from a single track must 

be essentially a single frequency (<^ 1 Hz under our assumptions). As regards grat

ing di&action efficiency, our results in the fabrication of the predistortion element 

suggest that the peak efficiency of a volume phase element is fa 25% rather than the 

theoretical 100% primarily due to scatter and absorption losses in bleached AGFA 

film at 488 nm. We measured 16% diffiraction efficiency into the +1 order. The 

experimental procedure is detailed later in this appendix. 
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Our remaining grating requirements are a distinct diffracted order and single 

frequency Doppler shifts. We chose the linear period of each track to be a constant 

30 (im. As a result, all the +1 difeewted orders will be deviated through the same 

angle and can be easily separated from imdesired orders. The first order will be 

difl&racted through a small angle [do = A/A « 18 mrad where A = 488 nm is 

the optical wavelength used during readout); however, the angular width of the 

main diffiracted lobe can be made even smaller by increasing the in-track 

spot size, Ar®, as A^D = A/Ar,. If Arj, is chosen to include many periods of the 

grating as shown in Figure A. 13, then the first order diffiraction will not substantially 

overlap with the zero and second order diffraction. Finedly, if the feature area is « 

rectangular and the grating is formed by a rotation and repeat process, the angular 

frequency in a single track will be constant, although the duty-cycle will vary inside 

a single track. In simi, if we fabricate a disk as shown in Figure A. 13, we can meet all 

the identified requirements and can provide a large number of mutually incoherent 

frequencies to be used in our non-volatile exposure architecture. 

Unfortunately, fabrication of the disk is not trivial. Oiir optical system for 

writing the disk is shown in Figure E.l. The optical system forms a tight focus in 

X direction (in-track). The cross-track (radial or y) extent of the focus is formed by 

careful defocusing of the lens system in the radial direction. Note that the rotating 

disk is not perfectly flat and that there is no control loop to maintain a constant 

working distance from the cylinder lens to the disk. The depth of field of our focused 

line stylus must exceed the disk wobble. To determine this mininmini depth of field 

the disk wobble was measured mechanically with a stylus at several rotation rates 
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Figure E.l: Optical system for recording disk used in mutually incoherent recording. 

and several disk radii. ^ Figure E.2 shows that maximmn wobble at the edge of the 

disk is « SOO/^m even assuming the optimal rotation rate of 5 Hz. 

We determined the diffiraction-limited depth-of-focus using DOF = 2A(F/#)^. At 

543.5 nm ^ we must slow the optical system in the x direction with an 8 mm square 

aperture to F/# > 12.5 to assure reasonably sharp imaging under the worst case 

wobble.® As a result we obtain a minimum writing stylus of 5 = 2AF/#^ = 13.6 

microns. We are targeting a typical 50% duty cycle in the written grating and hence 

we chose a 30 micron grating period to accommodate a large fraction of the disk 

surface under the measured wobble conditions. 

^Thanks to Jim Porter for his assistance in collecting this data. 
^The laser available for writing the disk is a Newport Greenie laser model 05-LGR-193. 
^Under the approximation of a imiformly Olmninated aperture. 
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Wobble data sumniaiy 

I6JS 
.O-

I6J-

u 
X 

16.15 
o 

Rotation Frequency (Hz) 

Figure E.2: Axial wobble of disk surface vs. disk rotation rate. 

The optical energy needed to expose the disk to an amplitude transmittance of 

Tfl = 0.5 is 1 X 10~® J/cm^ for AGFA 8E75HD fiOtaa. Using an annulus of 200 microns 

at a maximum disk radius of 45 mm o\ir 1.5 mW Greenie laser will output 3 x lO""* 

J over an aimular area of 56.7 mm^ during one rotation. This laser output of 5.3 x 

10"'̂  J/cm^ is 53x the Ta = 0.5 sensitivity of the film. Optical system losses reduced 

the delivered exposure dose somewhat. We employed an acousto-optic modulator 

(AOM)'̂  to chop the laser output and expose isolated grating lines. Our grating 

features require a chopper frequency of fc = fo^wr/h. < 50 kHz which is 1 MHz 

bandwidth of the AOM. We made use of some of this imused AOM bandwidth by 

reducing the duty cycle of the chopping signal to 20%, thereby providing an exposure 

which maximized the diffiraction efficiency of the bleached grating at 16%. 

^NEC part number 00-8813A 
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Using Fourier optical analysis we can compute the modulation depth of the 

stored amplitude grating. Unfortimately, the transfer function from bleaching the 

amplitude hologram is not available and we can not calculate the properties of 

the final phase grating. We opted to construct a crude transfer function for the 

entire optical writing system by exposing several plates at differing exposiu'e doses 

and observing the diffraction efficiency. The experimental data was taken for the 

following development cycle: 

1) 5 minutes in D-72 developer 

2) 3 minutes in distilled water bath 

3) 5 minutes in Kodak fixer 

4) 3 minutes in distilled water bath 

5) 5 minutes in bleach solution (or until visibly clear) 

6) 1 minutes in distilled water batch 

7) 30 seconds in Kodak photofio solution 

8) Air dry 

We then exposed, over a lOx range of exposures, 21 tracks of A = 30/^m at radii 

between 25 mm and 45 mm. Our maximum diftacted angle error is « 9%. We 

made a heterod3nie measurement of the beat frequency between neighboring tracks 

by interfering the output from two tracks. The observed beat frequency was in good 
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agreement with the target channel frequency separation. 
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